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Abstract
Reading is a complex human activity evolved, and co-evolved, with technology over thousands of 
years. Mass printing in the fifteenth century firmly established what we know as the modem book, 
with its physical format of covers and paper pages, and now-standard features such as page numbers. 
Today, electronic documents are enabling paperless reading supported by eReading technologies such 
as Kindles and Nooks, yet a high proportion of users still opt to print on paper before reading. This 
persistent ‘print to read’ mentality is one sign of the shortcomings of digital documents.
The physical properties of paper (for example, it is light, thin and flexible) contribute to the ease 
with which physical documents are manipulated and pose a completely different set of affordances to 
their digital ‘equivalents’. Paper can be folded, ripped or scribbled on almost subconsciously -  activi­
ties that require significant cognitive attention in their digital form. The almost subliminal interaction 
that comes from years of learned behaviour with paper has been described as ‘lightweight interaction’ 
which is achieved when a person actively reads an article in a way that is so unselfconscious that they 
are not apt to remember their actions later.
This Thesis investigates the advantages of paper, how the affordances of paper can be reified in 
digital form, and what forms best support lightweight interaction for reading. It explores the reasoning 
behind reader behaviour and introduces several interfaces that implement the lightweight properties 
found on paper to produce new ways of reading and marking up digital texts. Each of the tools 
described have been evaluated on an appropriate population of users.
As a starting point, the concept of placeholders are investigated as this is a good example of 
an area where the digital equivalent of a common paper practice is lacking in usability. From this 
investigation, several notable possibilities for lightweight attributes were identified which then leads 
systematically on to the second investigation into annotation -  another common activity that has been 
poorly migrated from paper to digital. After studying both paper and digital based annotation, the 
Thesis then moves on to note-taking, focusing on a desk-based implementation that makes use of 
amalgamated tools -  just like paper. Finally, to investigate the possibility of solely digital lightweight 
properties, the concept of back-of-book indexing is investigated -  an example of a task that is currently 
difficult to perform both physically and digitally.
After gaining ideas from each of these these implemented interactions and user studies, a set 
of rules for designing lightweight interactions on digital interactive texts is described. This list of 
lightweight attributes can then be used as guidelines to improve the usability of future digital reading 
implementations.
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Preface
My Mum always said that if I wasn’t sure what I wanted to do, that I should carry on in education until 
I found something that I really enjoyed enough to make a career out of. I’m not sure if she expected 
me to get this far before I finally made up my mind, or if she imagined my decision would be rooted in 
academia. Either way, I value the advice she has given me which has eventually led me to producing 
this Thesis.
Although I am not what you would generally consider to be a big lover of books, I stand by my 
decision to dedicate three years of my life to the topic of digital reading. Despite my preference of 
video games and art over books and magazines, I still relish in the sporadic enjoyment of a good read 
-  particularly if it involves learning new material. As a child I remember being mesmerised by an 
old book I found at my grandparents’ house, named simply How Stuff Works - the content of which I 
could soon recite by memory. As the years went on I found myself reading more and more, not for 
fun per se, but to learn, an activity that commonly required the use of other materials and what I now 
know to be the in-depth task of active reading.
Now, as the concept of electronic books are becoming evermore fluidly integrated into our daily 
lives, we find ourselves reading more frequently on-screen. Whether it be to undertake active reading 
on a PC workstation or reading a novel on an eReader, the act of reading is shifting more and more 
towards the digital, making it an opportune time to investigate the on-screen reading process.
In the three years I have been working on this topic, I have implemented several lightweight 
active reading tools which I have consequently evaluated and published in peer reviewed conferences 
in both the human-computer-interaction and digital library domains. Doing so has allowed me to 
attend several international destinations and meet many interesting individuals.
I have thoroughly enjoyed the time I have spent researching this area, and hope that you have as 
much fun reading it, as I did writing it. Enjoy!
Style
In terms of stylistic approach, I have followed the opinions of Strunk and White [127] and opted to 
take an active voice in the writing in this Thesis. I will, therefore, be taking a first-person singular 
narrative, a choice I have made based on personal preference for clear and concise scientific writing.
Ethical Issues
The user studies documented in this Thesis involve human participants recruited from staff and stu­
dents at Swansea University (see Sections 3.6, 4.4, 4.7, 5.6, 6.6). As always, I carefully considered 
the ethical issues associated with each of the experiments I have run by following the guidance of 
Field and Hole [42],
Prior to all studies, each participant were asked to complete a consent form and was informed of 
their right to terminate and withdraw from the study at any time, without penalty. Monetary incentives 
were given in specified cases in return for the participants’ time.
The comfort and well-being of the participants was paramount to each study, as well as the pri­
vacy of the data collected. Where recording equipment was used, anonymity was strictly maintained 
by focusing cameras away from faces and all data collected were later stored securely in a locked 
cupboard.
These controlled experiments have all been conducted as laboratory tests, as opposed to field stud­
ies, and were conducted in the Future Interaction Technology Laboratory, Faraday Tower, Swansea 
University and were approved by the Computer Science Department’s Ethics and Risk Assessment 
Committee.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
There is fun to be done!
Dr. Seuss
1.1 Overview
The advent of the personal computer brought predictions of the so called ‘paperless office’ [118], 
promising the elimination of paper from everyday office-related tasks. Twenty years on from this 
original prediction [20], and digital documents are becoming more and more portable with the intro­
duction of eReaders and mobile multi-function devices such as iPads [137]. New release novels and 
articles which were once bound to paper are now available for download in an instant, direct from 
on-line retailers, revolutionising digital reading. Even in the relatively short time I have been working 
on this Thesis, the uptake of documents in digital form has significantly increased. In fact, the use 
of digital documents has increased so much that in July 2010, Amazon announced that for the first 
time it had sold more Kindle books than both paper and hard backs for the top 10, 100 and 1000 
best-selling books on its US website1 [95,134]. It was also announced this year that the prestigious 
Man Booker Prize2 would be digitised for the first time by giving judges eReaders instead of piles of 
physical books [96].
This substantial increase in digital document uptake means it is timely to investigate the issues 
surrounding reading in its electronic form. There are many examples where on-screen reading tools 
have proven themselves deficient compared to their physical equivalents [85,107], an issue that if 
left unresolved, could hinder the continued growth of digital document use. This Thesis explores 
current tools designed to aid the on-screen reading process and improves upon them by incorporating 
lightweight techniques that pose a minimal intrusion on the primary reading task. By doing so, I 
aim to increase user satisfaction of the tools and reduce the cognitive attention required to use them. 
Furthermore, the evaluation of each of the improved implementations allows me to produce a list of 
guidelines to which future on-screen reading systems can adhere. It is my conjecture, that following 
these guidelines will aid in the creation of lightweight user-centred interfaces for digital reading.
1 www.amazon.com
2www.themanbookerprize.com
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1.2 Background
There have been numerous studies that investigate the concept of digital reading and its applications. 
Princeton University for example, has recently performed a pilot study on eReading in a classroom 
setting [104]. The voluntary project which spanned a University semester, studied 51 students’ use 
of the Kindle DX to determine if eReaders could effectively reduce their paper use without harming 
the overall classroom experience. The results of this study conclude that (at least for the students 
participating in the study) the use of eReaders significantly reduces the amount of printing performed 
by students. In fact, the average difference in paper use for students using the Kindle versus the control 
group (no eReaders) was as much as 55%. Princeton University as a whole however, claim that since 
the inception of digital document delivery on campus, their printing use has actually increased [105], 
a reality that has also been documented by economists in recent years [39].
This evidence points to a significant increase in digital document availability coupled with a steady 
rise in paper usage. Although we might expect that a higher proportion of digital documents would 
mean a decrease in paper use, in actuality the opposite is true, which suggests that many users print 
their downloaded digital documents. Since digital print-outs are expendable and easily replaced, 
many users will print several copies to distribute amongst others or to make notes on, exacerbating 
the already increasing use of paper. Clearly then, this ‘print to read’ [81,118] mentality is still a 
common occurrence despite the introduction of ‘paper-like’ reading screens, which causes scepticism 
[14,43,49] of an office free from the printed page.
The reasoning behind many users’ insistence of printing digital documents demonstrates a clear 
failure of on-screen reading and the tools designed to aid it. In a perfect world, reading and manipu­
lating digital material would be almost indistinguishable from reading and interacting with paper -  an 
ideal that would certainly bring the notion of the paperless office closer to reality.
The key concept which is dependent upon the usability of paper-like software, and one that is 
central to the work presented in this Thesis, is the act of reading. Reading is a complex and multi­
faceted activity that takes years to master. For the majority of the time reading is not passive, instead 
it is performed in conjunction with other activities such as writing and highlighting [107], or jumping 
non-linearly within a document [85,106]. This concept can be referred to as ‘attentive’ or ‘active’ [3] 
reading. One of the early studies on the design of digital reading concluded that reading actually 
occurs in conjunction with writing over half of the time [2].
Performing active reading on-screen however, is fraught with problems [107], from hardware 
issues relating to screen size and resolution, to effective navigation and mark-up facilities. It is well 
documented that both reading and active reading are easier [2,52,139] and faster [93] to perform on 
paper than they are on-screen. The main reason for this is that paper offers several advantages over 
computer screens including ease of annotation, navigation and flexibility of spatial layout [107].
The tangible properties of paper (e.g., it is light, thin and flexible) afford many actions that are 
not possible on their digital equivalents [106,117]. For example, paper can be folded, ripped and 
stacked, it can be flicked, highlighted and scribbled on, yet requires no batteries to function. There 
have been many researchers who have studied affordance in the context of paper [36,107,114,117] 
both for investigative purposes and to aid in the production of more paper-like digital readers. The 
New Yorker magazine [47], in 2002 stated:
“Digital documents, o f course, have their own affordances. They can be easily searched, 
shared, stored, accessed remotely, and linked to other relevant material. But they lack the 
affordances that really matter to a group o f people working together on a report.”
-  The New Yorker [47].
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The cognitive attention required to accomplish these tasks on paper is minimal, which often means 
that people will do it without thinking. For example, doodling on a piece of scrap paper then folding 
it inside a notebook can be done while in a lecture, an activity that does not usually break the user’s 
attention out of the primary task of listening to the lecture content. In contrast, digital document 
manipulation is far less intuitive [52] and consequently makes active reading tasks significantly more 
difficult.
The nostalgia of paper may also play a role in the scepticism surrounding the use of digital doc­
uments. Physical books are familiar, and after years of use often ‘tell a story’ about their inanimate 
life. Back in 1999 Gass [43] wrote an article about the pleasures of reading printed books, describing 
how the pages of his beloved copy of Treasure Island still bore the jam-stains from his childhood 
-  a memory that now provides him with increased engagement with the book itself. In contrast of 
course, digital books do not age, and therefore do not contain any of the personal quirks that physical 
books acquire over their lifespan. Although there has been research into representing wear and tear 
on digital documents [58], for the most part, digital reading software maintains the pristine aesthetics 
of an eDocument throughout its entire existence.
Previous work on digital document manipulation has repeatedly demonstrated that poor human- 
computer-interaction in digital reading inhibits user performance. For example, Marshall [85] and 
Sellen [107] have both diagnosed several problems with reading and interacting with documents on­
screen, but do not posit any technical solutions. Other researchers such as Golovchinsky [114,115] 
propose solutions to specific problems within the digital reading world, but do not give any generalised 
improvements, suggesting that there is a clear gap in knowledge.
One approach to creating electronic documents that a variety of researchers have utilised is to 
follow the traditional book metaphor [71]. Traditional paper-based books are familiar and there is 
speculation that maintaining the same model on-screen improves users’ interaction to the same infor­
mation. In this context, readers are presented with a digital representation of a document that can be 
browsed and manipulated in a similar way to a paper book. Clearly therefore, the physicality of paper 
is central [79,117] to the way in which we interact with documents. The material value and ‘heft’ 
of the printed page undoubtedly contributes to its popularity with one of the main objections to the 
eDocument being the plaintive “I could never curl up with a computer” remark.
A useful way of encapsulating the physical properties of paper is by ‘lightweight navigation’, a 
term that describes actions that are performed with little concious effort [85]. Although this term was 
originally coined to describe the affordances of paper, it is possible that it could also be applied to 
digital technology by probing what electronic properties can be performed with a minimal amount of 
cognitive attention.
Given the overwhelmingly large increase in digital document uptake in recent years [97,134], it 
seems timely to investigate the problems associated with electronic document manipulation tools in 
order to better understand and better inform future designs. Ideally, digital document software would 
allow users to annotate, manipulate and interact seamlessly in a way that is minimally intrusive to 
the user, preferably by capturing the affordances of paper while at the same time transcending its 
limitations.
The term ‘lightweight’ and also its reverse: heavyweight, which describes actions that take a lot 
of conscious effort to perform, are central to the content of this Thesis. By paying close attention to 
the ‘lightweight’ properties seen in physical documents, digital document software can not only incor­
porate the physical affordances of paper, but also improve upon them by surpassing their limitations. 
With this in mind, my goal is to prove by example, that lightweight interaction is indeed possible on 
a digital level. From these examples it will then be possible for me to redefine the digital equivalent 
of the term to aid in future digital document designs.
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1.3 Thesis Outline
This Thesis starts with a background investigation into several of the key concepts and literature on 
the topic. In this background, I explain several analogies that neatly describe what I am attempting 
to achieve and tie them together to form a general motivation and research plan. I also describe 
the general literature on the topic of digital document navigation leaving more focused and detailed 
literature investigations to be covered within later chapters.
Instead of attempting to prove all lightweight attributes in a single integrated system, I have 
taken the approach of implementing several individual systems each covering different, potentially 
lightweight features. Each of these implementations were engineered as solutions to problems iden­
tified with current digital document designs, and were all tested via individual user studies. I felt 
that constructing multiple systems, each offering its own contribution, would allow me to focus on 
specifics, and pin-point exact areas of lightweight interest.
Clearly, there are many potential areas which I could have explored to prove which aspects of 
digital design could be considered lightweight. Very broadly however, I have decided to focus on two 
main areas of investigation:
1. Tools that are currently lightweight on paper but are heavyweight digitally.
2. Tools that are currently heavyweight on paper and are also heavyweight digitally.
Both these areas investigate tools that are currently considered heavyweight digitally, as my mission is 
to improve upon them by incorporating lightweight navigation into their design. I will accomplish this 
by first introducing concepts that are currently seen as lightweight on paper but are heavyweight dig­
itally (1). This will allow me to assess whether mimicking paper practices will improve the usability 
of digital tools.
Although this is a useful first step, it is crucial to note at this point that printed documents are 
not a panacea, they also contain problems of their own which, in some cases, cause their tools to be 
heavyweight. By incorporating digital techniques in these cases, I attempt to overcome the problems 
of paper by introducing potentially lightweight digital tools, in this case by investigating those that 
are heavyweight on paper and are also heavyweight digitally (2).
The first of the lightweight implementations which I discuss in Chapter 3 is concerned with place- 
holding -  a very common activity within printed documents but one which is poorly translated digi­
tally. This chapter then, is an example of a tool that is currently lightweight on paper but heavyweight 
digitally. I chose to investigate placeholders as a starting point for discovering lightweight attributes 
as it is one of a small set functions that is commonly seen within digital reading systems, and one 
which I feel, is relatively heavyweight in its current form.
During my investigation into placeholding, I made several notable discoveries, including the pos­
sibility that the space surrounding the document provides a useful area for additional contextual infor­
mation. In Chapter 4 ,1 substantiate this theory, by undertaking an in-depth, formulative investigation 
into annotations in both their printed and digital forms. By first analysing how and where they are 
made on paper documents, I was able to implement a digital solution that mimics paper annotation 
practices in order to gain insight for Chapter 5, a system that incorporates both placeholding and 
annotation into a single tool.
Following on from the previous two chapters on placeholding and annotation, in Chapter 5, I 
investigate the possibility of appropriation [37], a concept that is rarely seen in the digital world but 
is extremely common physically. I also explore the idea of a static digital workspace comparable to
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a desk or wall in the physical world, and also the notion of direct manipulation for the creation and 
deletion of common objects.
As well as researching topics that are considered lightweight physically, I also want to prove 
that some areas which are considered heavyweight on paper, can be improved on the digital level 
by incorporating electronic techniques. By doing so, I aim to determine some lightweight properties 
that are specific to digital document design and in turn prove that paper is not the perfect medium 
for active reading. In Chapter 6 therefore, I investigate back-of-book indexing, a feature that is not 
particularly lightweight on physical or digital documents. I chose to investigate the area of indexing, 
as it demonstrates a clear example of an activity that can be significantly improved by incorporating 
ideas from the physical world with the computational power of a machine.
All of the implementations discussed above have been thoroughly tested by means of individual 
user studies which has allowed me to gain insight into the specifics of each system’s features. Using 
the information gathered from earlier studies, I was then better informed for the design of later inter­
faces which eventually enabled me to lay down several lightweight attributes in Chapter 7. This list 
of lightweight properties can then be used by designers as guidelines for the creation of new digital 
active reading software.
The penultimate chapter is a conclusion of the main findings and contributions of the Thesis, 
including the properties that can be considered digitally lightweight. I end with ideas for future work, 
and a short discussion of a lightweight interface implemented using the lightweight attributes I have 
discovered throughout this Thesis.
In addition to the main Thesis content, Appendix B includes an analytical review of several of 
the most popular portable reading devices on the market at the time of writing. This investigation 
provided me with an understanding of the strengths and weaknesses of these devices which in turn, 
aided in my investigation into lightweight design.
1.4 Scope
This is clearly a very large problem to which there are many possible avenues of investigation. Exactly 
what is digitally ‘lightweight’ can be found by probing a large number of areas. It would be unrealistic 
in the time available therefore, for me to investigate every possible problematic area. For this reason, 
I chose to investigate the topic by selecting several key areas that I felt covered the main points I 
intended to prove.
As well as the overall topics I have investigated, there are also several other areas where I could 
not cover every possible avenue:
•  Digital reading software would not be possible without electronic versions of traditional reading 
material, known commonly as eDocuments. There is no single standard format of electronic 
document, and many of the devices I have evaluated in Appendix B can read multiple types. For 
simplicity, I will be using only Adobe PDF files in this Thesis and will often take the term PDF 
to mean any type of digital document. Obviously, there are many other types of eDocuments. 
Nevertheless, for the purposes of designing active reading software, the choice of format is 
arbitrary. I have therefore opted to select the most popular type of digital document for use 
within my implementations;
•  I will only be focusing on single columned documents. This is primarily due to the complica­
tions that can arise from multi-columned text such as additional scrolling and the difficulties 
that come with reformatting for larger text sizes.
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•  Most of my studies involve standard 17 inch wide-screen displays (any exceptions will be 
noted), as this is a common type of desktop display. I could perform the same tasks on larger 
displays to ease reading tasks, but I felt this would not be representative of the majority of users 
day-to-day activities. Further to this point, I started investigating digital reading on desktop dis­
plays. However, the digital reading revolution has become far more substantiated in the short 
time I have been working on this Thesis. Digital documents are no longer limited to desk­
top machines and are now supported on a wide range of portable small screen devices such as 
mobile phones and eReaders.
•  For the most part, I will be focusing on paginated documents as they are in-keeping with the 
book metaphor (see Section 2.5.1). There is one occasion (in the Visual Indexing System - 
Chapter 6) where I will use a continuous scrolling display (see Section 2.5.1) as it is more 
consistent with common digital software such as Adobe Acrobat Reader.
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Chapter 2
Background
If you don’t know where you are 
going, any road will get you there
Lewis Carroll
2.1 Overview
This chapter describes the core background to the Thesis and discusses the general literature on the 
topic of digital reading. The work reviewed here covers the general area of digital document design. 
More focused literature reviews will be carried out at the start of each specialised chapter.
2.2 Reading
Reading is a very broad topic that has been around for millennia and, inevitably, there is an extremely 
large amount of research on the topic. This subsection gives an introduction to the major literature 
on the topic of reading, paying close attention to the concept of active reading as well as on-screen 
reading, and also the cognitive issues associated with both.
2.2.1 Active Reading
Reading is rarely passive. For many, the act of reading is usually accompanied by thinking and learn­
ing which often leads to other activities such as note-taking, highlighting and underlining [106]. This 
process is known as ‘active reading’ and was first defined by Mortimer Adler in the 1940 edition of 
“How to Read a Book” [3]. Active reading is a common activity for those who engage in knowledge- 
based tasks [2], particularly when in the workplace. Even those who read books for fun may also 
engage in the active reading process, perhaps by making a list of characters within a novel or writing 
down words they wish to define later.
Active reading is a pervasive theme throughout this Thesis. The tools I implement in subsequent 
chapters have been designed specifically to aid in the active reading process, and do so in a way 
which is minimally disruptive to the primary task. In this context, the primary task will be the active 
reading task, that is, thinking and engaging with the text. Secondary tasks involve any other activity. 
For example, when marking-up a document, the primary task of the user will be reading the text
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and thinking about how to annotate it; the secondary task will be physically picking up a pen and 
writing notes on the page. For a user to be fully engaged with the primary task, it is beneficial for the 
secondary tasks to be as minimally cognitively demanding as possible to ensure the maximum amount 
of attention is being left for the primary active reading task.
2.2.2 Reading in Conjunction with Writing
When considering the topic of active reading, it is worth investigating the topic of reading in conjunc­
tion with writing, an action that is often considered one of the main tasks of the active reading process. 
One of the early studies on the design of digital reading was performed by Alder et al. [2] in 1998. The 
diary study, which studied work-related reading habits, was conducted for the purpose of informing 
the design of what they refer to as "digital reading devices ” and confirmed that in most cases, reading 
occurs in conjunction with writing. In the study, eight out of their 15 subjects performed reading with 
writing between 75% and 91% of the time. In fact, in all but one subject, reading was accompanied 
by writing more often than not. The study also confirmed that there are many different purposes for 
reading. Some examples of these purposes include reading to remind, reading to answer questions, 
reading to leam, reading for cross-reference and reading to support discussion.
This data concurs with the work of O’Hara [106] and confirms that there are many types of read­
ing other than simply to read for information. Many of the purposes of reading involve reading in 
conjunction with writing. Clearly, the process of writing is a complex activity within the work-related 
reading process, and one which has many purposes. It is therefore vital to the success of any digital 
active reading interface, that the tools designed to aid in this process are as universal and easy to use 
as possible to ensure these motivations are effectively achieved.
In addition to the different reasons one might write while reading, Alder et al. [2] also describe a 
taxonomy for five different categories of writing used in their analysis:
1. Creation: Creating a new document or editing an existing document.
2. Note-Taking: The writing of abbreviated or unstructured text used primarily as a temporary
way of jotting down ideas before the writing of a final finished document.
3. Annotation: Writing on an existing document about the text within it. Annotations usually
contain markers to their surrounding document content.
4. Form-Filling: Filling in structured forms or writing in a pre-defined and prescribed manner, 
e.g., filling out a tax form.
5. Updating: Updating calendars or schedules.
Here, Adler et al. take the term note-taking to be the unstructured comments made before embarking 
on writing a larger document. In this context then, it is separated from the term annotation, which 
they take to mean the informal markings made upon pre-existing literature. In this Thesis, I too will 
be separating these terms, investigating the topic of annotation which discusses mark-ups made on top 
of pre-made documents, and note-taking which in my case refers to the process of making notes on 
and around documents using digital Post-its.
Although active reading covers a diverse range of activities, the process of reading in conjunction 
with writing forms a large portion of a user’s engagement with a document, and one which I will be 
following closely throughout several of the investigations I discuss in this Thesis. One topic that is 
central to all the work I present here however, is the concept of on-screen reading, an activity that is 
integral to any digital active reading system.
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2.2.3 On-Screen Reading
The main focus of this Thesis is to improve the active reading process on digital documents, which of 
course relies heavily on reading from computer screens. There have been a host of studies that have 
investigated on-screen reading. In 1982, Muter et al. [93] performed a study asking 32 participants to 
read continuous text for two hours, half of them reading from a video screen and the other half reading 
from a printed book. Although they concluded that there was no significant difference between the 
comprehension or subjective measures of discomfort (i.e., dizziness, fatigue or eye-strain), the results 
showed that the participants read 28% more slowly on video screens than they did from physical 
books. A follow up study conducted in the same manner was undertaken by Krunk and Muter [69] in 
1984 to investigate the reasoning behind this speed difference. The results from this study suggested 
that the formatting (i.e., the number of characters and fines per page) and interline spacing were the 
main reasons for the difference in speed between the two mediums as opposed to the contrast ratio 
or rendering time. Although these studies may seem somewhat archaic having been performed on 
monochrome CRT monitors, the principle of the study results remain valid, particularly when applied 
to small-screen devices such as eReaders where the formatting of text is periodically changed.
The view that text size and formatting hinder the on-screen reading process is also shared by Mills 
and Weldon [90]. After an extensive review of empirical studies regarding the readability of text from 
computer screens, the authors argue that:
“Paper appears easier and faster to read than computer screens, but the size o f the effect 
depends on the quality o f both the paper and screen presentation.”
-  Mills and Weldon [90].
Hansen and Haas [52] conducted a series of experiments in an attempt to explain the differences in 
performance between the two media by identifying seven factors that affect it. The results of four 
experiments conducted to evaluate these differences, including page size, legibility, responsiveness 
and tangibility, all confirmed that paper was better than computers for reading in every condition.
In 1992, Dillon [36] produced an extensive review of the literature relating to on-screen reading, 
and evaluated the reading process in terms of speed, accuracy, fatigue, comprehension and perfor­
mance. In terms of speed, Dillon concurs with previous works and suggests that there is a performance 
deficit of between 20% and 30% when reading from screen as opposed to reading on paper.
In terms of subjective preference, the majority of the literature (e.g., [2,52,107]) suggests that pa­
per is the favoured medium for reading; a trait that is even more prominent when considering reading 
in conjunction with writing. There have been many studies that have focused on user behaviour while 
reading and writing on-screen. Adler et al. [2] for example, discussed the differences between paper 
and on-screen active reading and concluded that paper based reading and writing accounted for 85% 
of people’s total activity time whereas on-screen reading and writing accounted for only 13%. These 
results were even more surprising in this case, as the authors claim that the participants all had at 
least some essential data stored on their computers which required them to use them for at least some 
portion of their work. This suggests that paper is a considerably more popular alternative to reading 
and writing on-screen even in situations where a vital part of the task involves computers. The authors 
then justify the choice of paper over an on-screen alternative, at least in some situations because:
“...paper supports their particular reading and writing tasks better, and that the on-line 
alternatives simply fail to provide the critical ajfordances o f paper.”
-  Adler et al. [2].
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The effect these paper affordances have on the active reading process is seen in many aspects of digital 
document interaction. O’Hara and Sellen [107] for example, state that:
“Annotation on paper was relatively effortless and smoothly integrated with reading com­
pared to on-line annotation which was cumbersome and detracted from the reading task.”
-  O’Hara and Sellen [107].
The tangibility that paper affords is a common theme in the reasoning behind the poor performance 
of on-screen reading and writing, and results in a high proportion of users printing digital documents 
to mark them up. Marshall [84] commented that there were occasions when even environmentally 
mindful users would print documents:
“Even the most environmentally conscientious reader turns to the printer when asked to 
review a journal submission, to proofread a document, or to refer to the document in 
situations that a laptop (or even a portable reading device) would be awkward."
-Marshall [84].
Sellen and Harper [117] suggest that there are “good reasons” for the continuing use of paper in 
organisational life, and attempt to justify the low uptake of on-line reading and writing as well as the 
‘print to read’ mentality of many users by stating that:
“The critical differences have to do with the major advantages that paper offers in sup­
porting annotation while reading, quick navigation, and flexibility of spatial layout. We 
found that these, in turn, allow readers to deepen their comprehension of the text, ex­
tract a sense o f its structure, create a plan writing, cross-refer to other documents, and 
interleave reading and writing.”
-  Sellen and Harper [117].
2.2.4 Reading and Cognition
Mayes et al. [88] conducted experiments to determine if reading information on-screen resulted in 
poorer performance than that of paper. As with the work of Dillon [36], the categories used to de­
termine performance within their studies were classified as: reading time, comprehension of the text 
and mental workload. The first of their two-study analysis concluded that although there were no 
significant differences between mental workload and comprehension, those who read on-screen took 
considerably longer to complete the reading tasks than those who were reading from paper. Realising 
this, the authors then conducted a second study in order to determine if an increase in demands on 
working memory was responsible for these performance detriments.
To investigate these issues, Mayes et al. introduce the term ‘secondary tasks’, (in this case, the 
memorisation of a list of letters) which can reveal when a user’s limited working memory capacity 
is exceeded. They argue that if reading from a screen does indeed increase workload due to the 
burdening of additional cognitive demands of the task, then users will be less able to store secondary 
task information. Thus, in theory, those who are reading from a screen will have a lower performance 
on later recall of the secondary task information than those who read from paper.
Although their first study concurred with the work of Muter [93], that reading is faster to perform 
on paper than it is on screen, the results from their second study, where secondary tasks were intro­
duced, indicated that people can in fact read from screens as fast as they can on paper. They suggest
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however, that when the secondary task requires attention from the user, those who are reading from 
paper tended to recall information better than those who read from a screen. They conclude from this 
that performance, at least in terms of information comprehension, is negatively affected by on-screen 
presentation.
The suggestion that reading from a computer screen reduces the working memory capacity for 
reading has been further investigated by Wastlund et al. [140] who conducted studies that avoid any 
confounding page layout variables such as line length, fonts and keming. The main findings of this 
experiment were that reading comprehension is more difficult and mental workload higher when per­
formed on screen than when performed on paper. They therefore conclude that reading on-screen 
reduces the working memory capacity by reallocating cognitive resources to document navigation.
This evidence suggests that the process of actually interacting with the computer is the reasoning 
behind this performance deficit. In fact, in a later paper, Wastlund et al. [140] even describe the 
navigation of on-screen reading to be part of the reader’s overall processing capacity:
“Reading on a computer screen involves both the process o f reading the presented text 
and handling the computer, thereby, while reading a document onscreen, the reader’s 
processing capacity is being utilized not only fo r decoding but also for page navigation.”
-  Wastlund et al. [140].
It is clear from the literature, that the cognitive workload required to read on-screen is higher than that 
of paper, thus suggesting that the process of interacting and navigating with the document using the 
computer is hindering the on-screen reading process. In terms of active reading, this statistic is likely 
magnified. By introducing another cognitive process into the equation (i.e., writing, highlighting, 
underlining etc.), the user now has more actions to perform interactively using the computer, a process 
speculated to utilise additional processing capacity. It is vital to the success of any active reading 
software then, that the cognitive workload required to use the tools is as low as possible to leave more 
processing capacity for the primary active reading task.
2.3 Lightweight Interaction
In the context of documents, the term ‘lightweight interaction’ was defined by Marshall and Bly [85] 
and is a useful way of describing the affordances that paper offers over digital. The physical properties 
of paper afford many actions that are difficult to replicate on the digital spectrum. In their 2005 paper: 
‘Turning the Page on Navigation’ [85], Marshall and Bly conducted an in-depth observational study 
into magazine users’ printed and digital navigation methods. After a thorough inspection of each 
participant’s reading sessions, as well as a series of interviews and talk-throughs of reading habits, 
the authors confirmed that the general patterns of within-document navigation were roughly the same 
in the ePeriodical and paper versions of the magazine. The most intriguing observation they made 
within the study however, is what they refer to as ‘lightweight navigation’:
“...navigation that occurs either when people reach a particular page or when they move 
within an article in a way that is so unselfconscious that they aren’t apt to remember it 
later.”
-  Marshall and Bly [85].
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This definition of the term lightweight navigation was defined in the context of linear reading: specif­
ically, the unselfconscious, seamless movements that users make out of the linear stream of text and 
then back again. If an action is lightweight then, the reader is seldom aware they are performing it.
Marshall et al. then go on to describe four separate lightweight navigation types:
•  Narrowing or broadening focus by manipulating the physical magazine [article];
•  Letting one’s eyes stray to a page element out of the textual flow;
•  Looking ahead in the text to preview or anticipate;
•  Looking back to re-read for context.
These properties which are common activities on paper, are rarely seen in digital document navigation. 
For example, one of the major lightweight activities the authors observe within their study is the act 
of page turning. This is described as “a complex combination o f lightweight navigational activities”, 
a seamless interaction which sadly, is absent from even the most sophisticated of digital page-tuming 
simulations [30,74].
The lightweight properties described by Marshall and Bly therefore, are examples that are specific 
to the interactions of physical documents. They speculate however, that this concept of lightweight 
interaction can also be applied to digital technology, but do not give any concrete evidence to support 
it. There are many aspects of computerised technology that far exceed the capabilities of paper (i.e., 
searching, zooming etc.) and by paying closer attention to the possibility of ‘lightweight’ interaction, 
digital document software can not only incorporate the physical affordances of paper but also improve 
upon them by surpassing paper’s limitations.
The term ‘lightweight’ is used frequently throughout this Thesis to describe a task or action that 
can be performed without a significant amount of cognitive attention. In addition to this, I will also 
be referring to its corollary: heavyweight - which can be used to describe a task or action that takes a 
lot of conscious effort to perform.
2.3.1 Paper Versus Digital
There are many properties of paper that can be considered lightweight. There are also a large number 
of physical characteristics that make paper documents so popular. For example, paper is cheap and 
familiar compared to electronic equipment, it can also be written on easily and can also contain useful 
meta-data that is not implicitly available on digital documents (e.g., the ‘feel’ and ‘heft’ of the book).
In comparison, there are also several aspects of digital documents that exceed the limitations of 
paper. For example, digital documents are quick and easy to edit, copy and search. They benefit 
from spell checkers, translators and other computationally complex activities, and can be magnified 
to reveal more detail. It is also possible to store many thousands of digital documents easily and 
relatively cheaply on light and portable storage devices.
It is clear from these examples that there are benefits and drawbacks to both paper and digital 
texts. It is my intention therefore, to combine some of the lightweight properties of paper with digital 
enhancements to improve the overall usability of electronic documents and hopefully identify what 
can be considered digitally lightweight.
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2.4 Cognition and the User
Before embarking on a project that incorporates lightweight techniques, it is beneficial to investigate 
the cognitive demands of users while engaged in demanding tasks such as active reading.
2.4.1 Ready-to-hand and Present-at-hand
German philosopher Martin Heidegger originally coined two terms of being: ready-to-hand and 
present-at-hand [56], to explain the instinctive nature and attitudes towards things in the world. His 
ideas have greatly influenced the field of cognitive psychology and are also extremely relevant to the 
broad area of human-computer-interaction [148].
Ready-to-hand (zuhanden) describes a scenario where users are engaged with the world in a nor­
mal and involved way. Specifically, users are performing tasks without thinking about the mechanics 
or tools being used to facilitate them. For example, when using a mouse to manipulate menus on a 
computer, the user in this case is not thinking about the tool itself (i.e., the mouse), only the objects 
they are directing with it.
Present-at-hand (vorhanden) describes a situation where users are no longer thinking about the 
task at hand, but rather the tools that are facilitating the task. Users in this scenario are conscious 
of the physical object itself, for example, picking up a fork and thinking about its design as opposed 
to thinking about what they are eating. This state is extremely undesirable in HCI as it pulls the 
user’s attention away from their primary task. Ideally, we would want users to be thinking about their 
primary task, not the tools that assist it.
When applied to the ideas proposed in this Thesis, it would be beneficial for users to be thinking 
about their primary task (ready-to-hand), i.e., the active reading task, as opposed to thinking about 
the tools they use to do so (present-at-hand), i.e., the writing implement. In fact, I believe that a 
truly intuitive tool should only be present-at-hand when it is in a broken state and users are therefore 
thinking about how to fix it, at all other times it should be invisible.
2.4.2 Invisible Computers
Another useful way of describing the ready-to-hand state is with ‘invisible computers’ [103]. In his 
1988 book ‘The Design of Everyday Things’ [102], Donald Norman suggests that computers should 
be made invisible to lend more time to the task at hand:
“When I use a direct manipulation system -  whether fo r text editing, drawing pictures, or 
creating and playing games - I  do think o f myself not as using a computer but as doing the 
particular task. The computer is, in effect, invisible. The point cannot be overstressed: 
make the computer system invisible."
-Norm an [102].
The idea of invisible computers is similar to those laid down by Marshall et al. and Heidegger: 
essentially, that the tools employed to complete a task should be so intuitive that they are, in effect, 
hidden from the user:
“You don’t notice the computer because you think of yourself doing the task, not as using 
the computer."
-Norm an [102].
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This concept has also been touched upon by Weiser who is considered by many as the founder of 
ubiquitous computing, who thinks that computers should “get out of the way” [143], or essentially, 
make technology disappear. Although this was originally defined for ubicomp, it also applies to the 
broader sense of human-computer-interaction and ties in well with the other views described above.
In summary therefore, computer systems should be designed to be as easy to use as possible, 
essentially rendering the tools themselves as invisible. If the technology is too complicated it can 
disrupt the user’s primary task of reading and understanding the text -  an undesirable situation that 
can lead to the loss of flow  with the active reading task.
2.4.3 Flow
Hungarian psychologist Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi first outlined the theory of ‘flow’, which suggests 
that people are most happy when they are in a state of complete concentration or absorption in a task. 
This level of attention is theorised as the point at which users reach the optimal state of ‘intrinsic 
motivation’, to the point at which they are so absorbed in the task at hand that all other considerations 
are forgotten.
In his influential work: Flow: the Psychology o f Optimal Experience [34], Csikszentmihalyi de­
fines the term as:
“The state in which people are so involved in an activity that nothing else seems to matter; 
the experience itself is so enjoyable that people will do it even at great cost, for the sheer 
sake o f doing it.”
-Csikszentmihalyi [34].
This state of ‘flow’, which is also known colloquially as ‘being in the zone’, ‘on the ball’ or ‘in the 
groove’ is well illustrated in terms of challenge and skill level by the famous graph [35] shown in 
Figure 2.1. From this chart, we can clearly see that in order to achieve the desired state of ‘flow’, 
there must be a balance between skill and challenge levels, that is, the skill level of the user and the 
challenge level of the task must both be high. If a task is too easy, or the skill level of the individual is 
too small, then the state of flow cannot be achieved.
When applied to the active reading process, it is beneficial for a system to encourage a state of 
flow with the primary task by making the tools themselves invisible, avoiding the undesirable present- 
at-hand state. For example, a user may be in the state of flow writing notes on a document; in this 
state they are not thinking about the tool they are using to make the notes (i.e., the pen). If however, 
the pen runs out of ink during the process, their attention then shifts from the active reading task to 
the secondary task of repairing or replacing the pen, and the state of flow is consequently lost.
Distraction
Pace [109] discusses the possibility of distraction and how in some cases, attention may be drawn 
involuntarily to stimuli outside the attentive focus [40].
“Web users tend to ignore minor distractions during a flow experience because their 
attention is focused on the task at hand. But a distraction that has sufficient intensity, 
frequency or importance to cause a shift in the user’s attention will terminate a flow  
experience.”
-Pace [109].
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As Pace notes, attention is a vulnerable process that can be easily diverted via a host of distractions. 
For example, environmental factors such as loud noises, physiological distractions such as hunger 
or fatigue and, of course, computer-related distractions such as bugs, software error messages or un­
responsive programs. Poor user interface design can also contribute to the loss of attention during 
a computer related task. Assuming therefore, that the user has already achieved the desired state of 
flow with their primary active reading task, poorly designed tools may consequently distract the user 
enough to break them out of their task flow experience.
“A poorly designed interface can disrupt a flow experience by demanding an excessive 
amount of attention.”
-Pace [109].
This point is also highlighted by Marshall [81] in an earlier paper on digital annotation.
“switching midstream ... is distracting. How much attention is...[a user]...expending to 
switch from ‘annotate in the margin mode’...Will he still be engaged with the text after he 
has interacted with it? ”
-Marshall [81].
Hence, reducing the amount of attention required to use the tools required for active reading will con­
sequently reduce distraction and therefore lessen the possibility of losing a flow state. This property 
can serve as an alternative definition or understanding of the term lightweight. Thus, making the tools 
used for active reading more lightweight, will decrease the likelihood of losing an state of flow with 
the primary task.
The concept of flow, as it stands is not a core topic of research in this Thesis. However, it is 
relevant to demonstrate how the use of lightweight design can benefit the usability of active reading 
systems. That is, the lightweight tools I create in this Thesis do not necessarily aid in the creation of 
a flow state, but are intended to decrease the possibility of distracting the user away from an already 
achieved flow experience.
2.4.4 Affordance
There has been a significant amount of research into the concept of affordance, a term that the Oxford 
English Dictionary describes as:
aff-or-dance (noun)
1. A characteristic of an object, esp. relating to its potential utility, which can be inferred from 
visual or other perceptual signals; (more widely) a quality or utility which is readily apparent 
or available.
Although the term affordance was actually invented by perceptual psychologist J. J. Gibson [45,46], 
in the context of human-computer-interaction it was first coined by Don Norman in his 1988 book 
‘The Psychology of Everyday Things’ [102]. What Norman is actually referring to here is perceived 
affordance: specifically, whether or not the user perceives that some action is possible. Culturally 
then, we are taught to expect certain things. For example, it is widely recognised that knobs are for 
turning, buttons are for pushing and slots are for inserting things into. As Norman [103] commented:
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Figure 2.1: Csikszentm ihalyi’s [351 mental state graph showing challenge versus skill level
“An affordance is not a property, it is a relationship that holds between the organism 
that is acting on the object. The same object may have different affordances fo r  different 
individuals.”
-  Norman [ 103].
An adult for example, will usually look at everyday objects such as pens or keys in relation to the 
tasks they were designed to achieve, whereas a child will almost certainly regard them as tasty treats. 
The idea behind these affordances then, is that, if performed correctly, the user will know instinctively 
how to perform them and possibly even do it w ithout thinking, making them primarily ready-to-hand.
In contrast, if apparent affordances have no actual function, we have false affordance, a problem 
that Gaver describes as people mistakenly try to act [44]. For example, a door with a handle that 
actually needs to be pushed exhibits false affordance as it indicates to the user that the handle should 
be used to pull the door.
Sellen and Harper [117] have investigated how the properties of paper support document-related 
tasks. Although they agree paper offers many useful affordances, they stress that the digital equiv­
alents do not need to mimic the properties o f paper. Instead, they suggest that designers take into 
account these affordances and attempt to provide them in other ways. Tashman et al. [132] also 
stressed a similar point:
“Purely mimicking the affordances o f  paper in a computer-based system may not address 
all o f  the opportunities that digital technology can potentially provide.”
-  Tashman and Edwards [ 132].
Clearly therefore, slavishly replicating every physical interaction in the design of digital document 
tools is not the optimal way of enhancing them. However, by incorporating some of the more appro­
priate lightweight physical aspects into digital document design, we can not only reproduce some of 
the benefits o f paper, but also surpass them by incorporating purely electronic techniques.
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2.4.5 Metaphors
One concept that follows on from the notion of affordance is the visual metaphor, 
met-a-phor (noun)
1. A figure of speech in which a word or phrase is applied to an object or action to which it is not 
literally applicable;
2. A thing regarded as representative or symbolic of something else, esp. something abstract.
In the context of HCI, the term metaphor can be used to describe the visual relationship users have 
between a computer interface and real-world objects. For example, the common raised button seen 
in many modern graphical user interfaces, being slightly three-dimensional in appearance, resembles 
a physical button and therefore implicitly suggests it should be pushed. This type of metaphorical 
representation of a real-world object takes advantage of users’ intrinsic knowledge of the world and 
applies a new set of affordances to an electronic depiction of a physical interaction.
When designing a new metaphor, it is important to carefully consider how best to represent an 
interaction that is currently prominent on the physical plane. Some experts believe that if a digital 
interaction does not fully comply to the manner consistent with the looks and associations of the real 
world, then it will confuse users to the point at which their performance will suffer. Heim [57] for 
example, stated:
“A metaphor's function must be consistent with real-world expectations...metaphor's 
should be employed to facilitate learning; they should not contradict the user's previ­
ous knowledge.”
-H eim  [57].
Although this seems reasonable, there are other researchers who argue that by following this rationale, 
in some cases, designers can fall into the trap of attempting to create a virtual metaphor of a physical 
object that is in itself, badly designed. Rogers, Sharp and Preece [119] give the example of an old type 
of virtual calculator which was, at the time, designed to look and behave like a real-world calculator 
-  a device that was poorly designed even in its physical form.
Before transferring a metaphor from the physical world to the digital domain then, it is essential 
to the overall usability of the end interface, that the real-world metaphor is carefully chosen. In 
short, metaphors should not be forced [57]. Rather, only the more intuitive and familiar real-world 
metaphors should be translated to the digital level.
2.5 Digital Document Interaction
2.5.1 The Visual Book Metaphor
There are several mediums that have made the transition from the physical to the digital world. When 
we think about how smoothly vinyls shifted to CDs and eventually to MP3s, or physical photographs 
to JPEGs or GIFs, it seems reasonable to question the migration of books and documents to the 
digital plane. One way in which documents can be represented digitally, is by using the ‘visual book 
metaphor’, a way of visualising and interacting with digital text using typically physical techniques.
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There has been a significant amount of research in the area of the visual book metaphor and its 
effect on digital document design. Landoni and Gibb [71] for example, like many other researchers 
in the area, feel that a visual association with familiar concepts significantly aids the learning process. 
Their 2000 paper, which focuses on the role of metaphors in digital document design, includes the 
‘Visual Book Experiment’, a study that investigates the importance of the visual book metaphor when 
presenting information on-screen.
The investigation uses software that displays a double-page spread to compare the effect of real 
books to the the presentation of the same book electronically. The results of the study concluded that 
users “found the representation to be consistent with their mental model of a book ” and appreciated 
the enhanced functionalities the software provided.
In a later paper, Wilson and Landoni [147] make several recommendations for effective eBook 
design including the adherence to certain aspects of the book metaphor (e.g., covers, indication of 
book progress and easy to use bookmarking and annotation) and the incorporation of hypertext (e.g., 
for table of contents and indexes).
Though there are several researchers (e.g., [33]) who believe, like Landoni, that embedding book 
metaphors such as indexes, table of contents, bookmarks and so on, enhances digital versions of 
documents, there are also some who think that these are not necessary for ease of use. Nielsen [99] 
for example, suggests that although readers are more likely to assimilate information faster when they 
encounter a familiar format (in this case, a paper-like book representation), future designs should in 
fact avoid implementing the book metaphor due to the limits it enforces upon conceptual models of 
search and non-linear navigation. In a later AlertBox post [100], Nielsen commented that
“...the book is too strong a metaphor.”
-Neilsen [100].
as it tends to lead designers away from the potential of new media capabilities, thus meeting with the 
functions of paper but never actually surpassing them.
The idea of exceeding the limitations of paper by applying digital techniques was also touched 
upon by Shneiderman [125] in his book Designing the User Interface where he discusses the concept 
of on-line manuals. He states here that:
“...the designers will be most effective if they can redesign the manuals to fit the electronic
medium and to take advantage o f multiple windows, text highlighting, color...”
-  Shneiderman [125].
and:
“...a close match between printed and online manuals can be useful.”
-  Shneiderman [125].
This suggests that combining elements from the physical world with digital enhancements will im­
prove the interaction with digital reading systems. The work presented in this Thesis focuses very 
much on the concept of the book metaphor by combining lightweight techniques seen in the physical 
world with purely electronic enhancements in an attempt to improve the overall interaction design of 
digital reading systems.
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Page Display
One important aspect of digital document representation is the way in which the text is displayed - 
particularly when considering the visual book metaphor. Pagination is the process of dividing docu­
ments into discrete pages for display.
pag-i-na-tion (noun)
1. A sequence of numbers or signatures assigned to pages in a book, periodical etc. Also: The 
action of marking the pages of a book or other written text with such a sequence.
Before the age of computers and digital texts, the main purposes of pagination was to indicate the 
correct order of content within a document and to facilitate easy referencing to specific points within 
the text. Page breaks on such physical documents occur naturally either when the end of a page is 
reached or when the editor feels a new page is appropriate (e.g., at the end of a chapter, or to avoid 
orphaned lines for example). With the exception of ancient scroll parchments where pagination was 
not necessary, all modem physical books include pages.
Digital documents however, are not bound by the physical page and can therefore be split any­
where depending upon where and how they are being displayed. Many web-based applications (e.g., 
search page results or forum threads) will display a specific number of lines before a break, whereas 
smaller screen reading devices alter the page breaks depending upon the size of the text font. Alter­
nately, one may choose not to paginate text at all, leaving reams of continuous text on the same page, 
forcing the use of scroll-bars for navigation as opposed to the common ‘next’ and ‘previous’ links.
During this research, I have made use of several types of pagination, each chosen depending upon 
the style of interface I was implementing. Some of the more common types of pagination used in 
digital document readers are described below:
Single Page Display: Only one page is displayed on the screen at a time. The ‘next’ and ‘prev’ (or 
single click scroll-bar) changes the view to the next or previous page. Example shown in Figure 
2.2a.
Single Page Continuous Display: Displays every page of the document one directly after another 
on the screen. Controlled via the scroll-bar for continuous navigation, or the ‘next’ and ‘prev’ 
buttons to skip to the start of a page. This option facilitates un-interrupted reading as it can 
display the top of page at the same time as displaying the bottom of the previous page. Example 
shown in Figure 2.2b.
Double Page Display: A double page spread (two adjacent document pages) are displayed on the 
screen at a time, as with the single page display, the ‘next’ and ‘prev’ buttons are used to 
change the currently open pages. Example shown in Figure 2.2c.
Double Page Continuous Display: Identical in behaviour to the single page continuous display, ex­
cept instead of a single page, it displays a double page spread. Example shown in Figure 2.2d.
No Pagination: Text content is not paginated at all, scroll-bars are used to progress linearly through 
the document and hyper-links are utilised to skip to specific points within the text. Example 
shown in Figure 2.2e.
The applications described throughout this document make use of several of these pagination methods, 
depending upon the function of the system in which they are included. See individual chapters for the 
reasoning behind each design choice.
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Figure 2.2: Examples of five popular ways of paginating digital documents
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2.5.2 Affordances of Paper Project
The Affordances of Paper Project [106] was a venture conducted in the mid 1990s within Xerox 
under the researchers Abigail Sellen and Kenton O’Hara. The aim of the project was to understand 
the persistence of paper in the workplace by analysing how the physical properties of paper support 
human work and interaction.
Reading is not a stand-alone activity; there are a diverse range of reading strategies as well as 
navigational and manipulation issues that can be applied to a wide collection of reading activities. One 
of the key goals of the project was to characterise how reading strategies are influenced by the goals 
and motivations of the reader and to consequently develop a framework to understand the interactive 
properties of paper.
The heart of the project focuses on the concept of affordance, paying particular attention to the 
understanding of how paper’s affordances support the task of reading and comprehending documents. 
This understanding was achieved by comparing these paper based affordances with the affordances of 
digital document readers for the same class of reading tasks.
The typology they present shows how the different reading strategies adopted by users enforce 
a set of demands upon the properties required of the reading medium. The demands they mention 
include:
• The ability to make notes on and annotate a document in a way which allows integration with 
the primary task of reading and comprehension;
• The ability to integrate reading with other ongoing activities;
• The ability to move freely through a document in a non-linear fashion without getting lost;
• The ability to access several pages at once for simultaneous viewing;
• The ability to support concurrent access to multiple documents;
• The ability to browse the text to get a feel for which parts may be interesting;
• The ability to rapidly scan for specific bits of information;
•  The ability to provide context and other cues which support the development of a sense of text.
The physical properties of paper mean that it generally supports these demands without significant 
effort from the user. The authors suggest that although emerging digital technologies make some 
progress towards meeting these demands, they do still suffer problems.
One of the major points to take from this study is the demands required of the medium in which a 
document is presented: in my case, electronic. Tying this in with the notion of primary and secondary 
tasks and the active reading process, the first demand is vital to the work presented in this thesis:
“...the ability to make notes on and annotate a document in a way which allows integra­
tion with the primary task o f reading and comprehension...”
- O ’Hara [106].
This point confirms the importance of making digital mark-up tools lightweight and ready-to-hand 
to allow the maximum amount of cognitive attention to be paid to the primary task of reading and 
comprehension.
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2.5.3 Augmented Reading Hardware
Another way in which the book metaphor has been explored by researchers over the last few years, is 
by augmented reading appliances. There are many ways of categorising these devices, one of which 
is how the hardware itself has been modified to resemble the physical book. With this in mind, I have 
divided this review into three sections: hardware with a single display, hardware with dual display, 
and hardware that also includes bespoke kinesthetic augmentations.
Single Display
One of the principal works on the topic of digital reading appliances is the XLibris project [86, 111, 
114,115], which was developed at the FX Palo Alto Laboratory under the principal investigator Gene 
Golovchinsky. The project, which focuses heavily on augmented hardware that imitates physical 
paper, is concerned with the process of active reading outside of the desktop PC and the impact of 
both physical form and interaction on the overall reading experience.
In the projects two 1998 papers [114, 115] and demonstration [111] on the topic, the authors 
introduce the ‘active reading machine’ -  a pen based tablet display that uses the ‘paper document 
metaphor’ to support the analytic reading of digital documents. By using a modified tablet PC that 
includes pressure strips and animations for page turning and free form digital ink for annotations, the 
XLibris system is able to support paper-like tangibility from an entirely digital device. The XLibris 
project endeavours to combine the affordances of paper with computational augmentation and porta­
bility in an attempt to reduce the standard ‘search and print’ model of digital libraries. Specifically 
they describe their creation as:
“...a digital library reading appliance that combines the mobility and affordances of 
paper with computational augmentation."
-Marshall, Golovchinsky and Schilit [86].
In 1999, the XLibris research team published a paper outlining a user study designed to test the 
active reading machine [86]. The study, which involved introducing the XLibris prototype into an 
on-going reading group, included observation of subsequent group meetings, interviews with group 
members and analysis of their annotations on both paper-based material and the XLibris device. The 
results gathered from this study were then used to describe the implications for designing future digital 
library interfaces and appliances and have great value to the work presented in this Thesis. The key 
results obtained include the characterisation of participants’ annotation practices, reference use and 
analytic reading.
One key observation that resulted from this study was that annotations are used for a multitude of 
reasons, but the meaning of which is often unclear after the fact, even to the annotation author. They 
suggest then, that designers should be cautious in interpreting user marks without guidance from the 
individuals who created them, an idea which I am not concerning myself with in this Thesis.
This study also concluded that reference pursuing is an important, yet relatively rare part of the 
active reading process. Despite confirming in the study that references were frequently checked and 
regularly marked, they also found that they were rarely pursued. They therefore suggest, that designers 
digitise and/or hyper-link citations.
In terms of analytic reading, the authors confirm that XLibris’ paper document metaphor sup­
ported the complex analytic reading practices found on physical documents (e.g., self-interruption, 
re-reading, reference checking and annotation). Perhaps more importantly, their result logs confirmed 
that the participants spent a minimal amount of time explicitly interacting with the device, suggesting
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that designers should focus on readability, document layout and physical comfort when implementing 
a digital reading system. This evidence concurs with my previous statements that the tools designed 
to facilitate active reading should be ready-to-hand or, to some extent, invisible.
Another, more recent, attempt at providing a ‘book-like’ hardware platform, this time making 
use of multi-touch displays as opposed to the single touch tablets used by XLibris, is LiquidText 
[130,132]. LiquidText has been designed to support the digital active reading process by incorporating 
a flexible digital document representation that is controlled via gestures on a multi-touch screen. 
Unlike the work I present in this Thesis, where I aim to migrate some of the lightweight properties 
of paper to the digital level, the LiquidText interface does not attempt to replicate the affordances of 
paper. Rather, it endeavours to surpass their limitations by facilitating a more fluid digital solution 
with a high degree-of-freedom to annotate and reorganise documents.
The touch-screen nature of the LiquidText hardware allows users to interact with multiple objects 
at once to provide a rich set of gesture-based interaction techniques for the digital document repre­
sentation. The interface itself offers a non-paginated display which is collapsible to allow users to 
simultaneously view multiple parts of the document at once, an issue associated with digital docu­
ments that has previously been described as problematic [106]. Clearly, the use of non-paginated 
displays differs considerably from the paginated structure of the physical book which can cause prob­
lems when attempting to replicate some of the lightweight properties of paper. For example, what 
we know as bookmarks would be obsolete in such a display as there are no ‘pages’ to mark, instead 
markers must be made on specific parts of the text. The work I present in this Thesis therefore, does 
not make use of non-paginated displays like LiquidText as my research is concerned with taking the 
physical book metaphor and refining and enhancing its features in order to create digitally lightweight 
interactions for active reading systems.
One of the major similarities of LiquidText to the work presented in this Thesis is the extended 
workspace adjacent to the main document area which is intended to provide space for comments and 
document excerpts made by the user. This additional space, which includes a ‘fisheye’ lens function 
for re-scalability, provides a pseudo-infinite continuous workspace that I later identify as being one of 
the principal lightweight attributes of digital document design.
Another recent development in single display reading hardware is by Chen et al. [26] who have 
also utilised the slate PC form-factor in their implementation, PageSpark. As with the LiquidText 
system, the hardware used for the PageSpark interface is off-the-shelf (in this case an iPad) as opposed 
to the modified technology used by XLibris. The main goal of PageSpark is to enhance traditional 
static magazine content by creating interactive multimedia applications that run on devices that are 
close in size and resolution to physical books. One of the most relevant features of the PageSpark 
system is the page elements interaction that allows independent single column scrolling within multi- 
columned documents. This technique is a good example of how designers are making better use of 
digital technologies to enhance digital reading, as opposed to blindly following the conventions set by 
the physical page, a concept that I follow closely in all the systems I describe in this Thesis.
Dual Display
Adler et al. [2] in their 1998 paper on work-related reading habits, investigated concurrent reading 
activities that occur across multiple display surfaces -  a technique that is often utilised in cross- 
referencing. They define a display surface as an independent, tangible surface such as a computer 
screen or piece of paper. To classify surfaces as being used concurrently, they needed to be used side- 
by-side for the same activity. The authors here decided that ‘flipping’ between pages within the same 
paper document and holding open multiple windows on a single computer screen were not classed as
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examples of parallel concurrent use.
The results of the study concludes that within their participant set, 48% of the time users used at 
least two concurrent display surfaces. This cross-document activity can be further categorised into 
three distinct uses:
1. Independent reading and writing displays: One screen is used predominantly to write, while 
any additional displays are used to read and cross-reference;
2. Multiple surfaces for reading only: No writing occurs; two or more displays were read with 
reference to each other;
3. Multiple surfaces for reading plus writing: More than one reading display with either an addi­
tional display for writing or writing on a display also used for reading.
The use of concurrent surfaces forms an important part of the work presented in this Thesis as the 
process of active reading is often accompanied by other activities, many of which will require the 
use of another work surface. For example, note-taking on a separate piece of paper or journal is an 
instance where multiple surfaces are required for reading and writing, whereas cross-referencing is an 
example where two surfaces are used to read two documents simultaneously.
One research programme which makes use of multiple surfaces for reading, is Codex -  a dual­
display e-book reader [27, 59] that facilitates embodied interactions such as folding, flipping and 
fanning which they describe as examples of lightweight navigation.
Kinesthetic Augmentations
In addition to simply creating software for active reading on portable reading devices, there have also 
been instances where researchers have created reading hardware with bespoke kinesthetic augmenta­
tions to control active reading activities.
Watanabe et al. [141] for example, have developed a system known as ‘Bookisheet’, a bendable 
interface that consists of two thin acrylic plastic sheets augmented with bend sensors. Using Book­
isheet, users are able to manipulate digital texts via a tangible interaction based on the physical book 
metaphor. The interface, which facilitates book-like page turning through bendable hardware, allows 
users to control the speed of scrolling by providing a similar elastic tangibility to real books. The two 
prototype models which consisted of both single and dual screen displays, included features such as 
audio and tactile scrolling feedback, and a micro-switching bookmark function.
This idea of modifying digital reading hardware with flexible augmentations to preserve the phys­
ical affordances of paper, has also been observed by Wightman et al. [146]. In this paper, the authors 
introduce TouchMark, a document navigation interface that consists of a standard touch-screen tablet 
augmented with two physical touch sensor tabs. By touching, flicking and squeezing this tab, users 
are able to navigate and bookmark eDocuments in a flexible way that mimics the affordances of paper.
Another example where flexible hardware has been created to better imitate the lightweight prop­
erties of paper, is PaperPhone [70,98]. Named according to its interactional properties, the Paper- 
Phone is a fully functioning smart-phone inspired device that incorporates a thin and flexible elnk 
display that resembles the tactile feel of physical paper. The device includes an eBook reader (among 
other things) and makes use of specific bend gestures to perform functional interactions in its soft­
ware. For example, bending the comer will cause a sequential shift in page numbers in the reading 
application.
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Figure 2.3: Screen shot from the British Library's ‘Turning the Pages' project
Although these examples are primarily concerned with translating the affordances o f paper into 
more intuitive lightweight hardware, they do provide clear examples of how researchers in this area 
are mimicking the affordances of paper in order to provide more lightweight electronic reading func­
tionality, a concept which is core to this Thesis.
2.5.4 Realistic Book Softw are
Given the widely recognised advantages of printed media, some researchers have sought to reproduce 
the experience of physical books as literally as possible when using digital texts, which allows the 
direct transfer o f behaviours between the two mediums. Different approaches have been taken within 
this general paradigm that attempt to bridge this platform gap, often by incorporating graphical rep­
resentations of physical book behaviour into digital document reader design. These types of realistic 
document implementations have a strong relationship with the visual book metaphor.
One of the earlier projects on the topic of realistic three-dimensional book representations was 
back in 1997, when the British Library introduced its Turning the Pages project [74], a virtual software 
environment for reading scanned documents in a realistic paper-like manner. The software, which has 
been designed for use on a touch-screen interface, shows a double page spread of what resembles a 
physical book sitting on a desk (see Figure 2.3). The book itself appears to be three-dimensional and 
pages can be turned by swiping a finger across the touch screen.
The Turning The Pages project has also inspired early work on realistic digital page turning [30]. 
The book metaphor and graphical page modelling described in Chu et al.’s 2003 paper [30], was 
a foundation for what they later describe as “realistic electronic books” [29 ,76 ,77], a concept that 
allows users to interact with realistic physical book visualisations of textual-based documents within 
a digital library. The design of the realistic book system imitates paper in several ways previously 
un-explored by digital document designers, including: a double page spread, pages curling as the user 
navigates between them, bookmarks protruding the closed page leaves and applying ageing processes 
to heavily viewed pages.
To test the effectiveness of three-dimensional realistic book implementations, Liesaputra et al. [75] 
undertook a user study designed to compare their performance to conventional digital formats (HTML
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Figure 2.4: Page turning on the iPad iBooks app
and PDF) as well as with physical books . The results from this study proved that users not only liked 
the realistic book interface, but also performed information finding significantly quicker and equally 
as accurately as traditional document formats such as HTML and PDF.
Other researchers have also attempted to create graphical three-dimensional representations of 
physical books. Card et al. [24, 25] implemented a system called 3Book which was designed with 
the intention of rendering indefinitely large books at interactive speed levels. The interface, which is 
similar to the Realistic Book’ [30] implementations, supports activities such as bookmarking, text 
extraction and on-the-fly indexes.
In a later paper on the topic [62], the creators of 3Book describe how they have adapted their sys­
tem to allow annotations, specifically highlights and scribbles, to be added to their three-dimensional 
representation of the book. As with other attempts at realistic three-dimensional book representations, 
the 3Book interface uses a polygonal mesh with painted textures to provide physical page-turning an­
imations, a function that the authors describe as complicated to implement when the user annotations 
are complex. Although the problems associated with three-dimensional graphics are not applicable to 
this Thesis, the work conducted by Card et al. does offer several key comparisons to the work I have 
conducted. For example, the annotations made on the 3Book by users are intentionally stored sep­
arately to the pages themselves to provide the flexibility to access unannotated pages or annotations 
alone, a property that I found to be a digitally lightweight feature in my evaluation of several of my 
end implementations.
Even portable computing devices such as tablets and smart phones are now attempting to replicate 
the book metaphor in their software. Applications such as iBooks and Stanza provide ‘paper-like’ 
page curling/turning by means o f gestured finger swipes across the touch screen displays of the hard­
ware they adopt (see Figure 2.4). Despite the familiarity of these types o f interfaces however, they 
still suffer from some serious usability issues which could hinder the digital active reading process.
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suggesting that there is still work to be done in the area.
Although there has been successful research into the concept of realistic books, there are however, 
limitations to these literal book metaphor approaches. The turning of the page, whilst aesthetically 
pleasing, is not necessarily a positive contribution to usability. The response speed of programs such 
as these, due to the computational cost of rendering page turning in detail is often poor. Furthermore, 
the ability to slowly ‘curl’ over digital pages is typically incomplete as in the majority of cases, only 
one page can be turned at a time. In contrast, on paper users can curl multiple pages at once, allowing 
fast flicking through a document as well as the ability to quickly switch between two non-adjacent 
pages.
Prior research conducted on realistic electronic books presents a grounding for the work pre­
sented in this Thesis. Although for the most part my implementations do not religiously follow the 
book metaphor, that is, all but one of my interfaces use single sided display as opposed to double page 
spread, I do make a direct comparison to a physical book in my largest investigation into note-taking. 
Instead of slavishly duplicating every aspect of the physical book in my design however, I cautiously 
trim what I feel are inappropriate migrations from the physical interaction. For example, as I men­
tioned above, the visual curling of pages within an electronic document, despite sparking familiarity, 
does not translate well to the digital plane due to restrictions placed upon its functionality, as well as 
problems resulting from page rendering [62],
My aim here then, is not to force physical metaphors into digital book design, but rather to pick 
out useful aspects that transfer in a meaningful and practical way. It is important to note, that just 
because a property can be considered lightweight physically, does not necessarily mean its digital 
metaphor will also prove lightweight [57].
2.5.5 Hybrid Systems
In addition to purely digital solutions, many researchers have opted to combine the features from both 
the physical and computerised worlds into single amalgamated systems. By exploiting or capturing 
some of the affordances of paper, they are in effect ‘bridging the gap’ between the physical and digital 
domains in an aim to enhance the digital reading process. This section describes several systems 
whose goals are to integrate rather than remove paper from our electronic lives [64].
The notion of merging physical interactions with digital enhancements can take many forms. One 
way in which researchers have approached the issue, is by creating physical desk spaces which are then 
enhanced using electronic modifications. Wellner et al. [144] for example, introduced the DigitalDesk, 
a tangible physical desk with additional electronic interaction. In later papers [94,145], Wellner et al. 
go on to describe the system, which provides an augmented environment that enhances the physical 
paper world with computerised characteristics that overcome some of paper’s limitations. The authors 
focus on performing actions without thinking, using fingers, arms, 3D vision and kinaesthetic memory 
to manipulate objects simultaneously. The DigitalDesk therefore, is essentially a physical desk where 
users can lay out papers, highlighters, Post-its, coffee mugs and so on, but also includes some digital 
features. As well as the physical items on the desk, there is also a projected computer display, as well 
as a series of video cameras that are used to read the paper documents placed upon it and to listen for 
user interaction using pens or fingers.
Another early example of this type of interaction, is that of Arai et al., who developed Interac- 
tiveDESK [8,9], a computerised desk with reality awareness. The system uses a large CRT display 
with a keyboard and pen-input and responds electronically to physical operations performed on the 
physical workspace. For example, when a user puts a physical object down on the InteractiveDESK, 
the system recognises it and links it to a list of electronic files on the computer.
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Yet another example of how physical desks have been used to aid in the digital active reading 
process is Koike et al. [67,68] who have produced an augmented desk system called EnhancedDesk. 
The EnhancedDesk provides an intelligent environment that retrieves and projects digital information 
directly onto objects on the desk. The interaction of the system is similar but more advanced than that 
of Wellner’s DigitalDesk as it allows users to manipulate the projection information in real-time using 
their fingers or by means of infra-red cameras, pattern matching and pan-tilted cameras, an interaction 
style that is similar to picking up physical objects.
A more recent example of how physical desks have been integrated into a digital working environ­
ment, is WikiTui [150,151], a system which combines traditional paper based reading with innovative 
technology by providing an overhead projection of digital media on top of a physical book and table 
surface. The system, which gives access to multimedia information tagged to specific locations within 
physical books, is useful for exchanging information collaboratively and also captures gestures via a 
video camera.
In addition to interactive physical desks, there has also been work in the area of how to connect 
paper pages with digital media. One such example of this, is the Intelligent Paper interface [38]. 
Dymetman et al., the creators of Intelligent Paper, argue that the relationship between paper and digital 
documents is not, as many assume, competition, but rather complementarity, and aim to combine 
the two mediums to enhance the reading process. The design for Intelligent Paper system therefore, 
proposes collaboration between physical and digital documents by providing communication between 
a printed page and a digital peripheral. This interaction is accomplished by means of a printed page-id 
on the physical sheet and a pointer input device that records coordinates when pressed to paper. Using 
a local network connection, a communication link is established between the paper/input device and 
an output peripheral positioned close to the user.
Liao et al. [72,73] have also created a gesture-based command interface that facilitates digital 
document manipulation using paper print-outs as proxies. Their system, known as PapierCraft, uses a 
digital ‘pen’ that allows users to annotate and create command gestures (such as operation indications 
like copying and pasting areas) on printed documents, and synchronise them to a customised digital 
viewer. This type of pen-based interaction is useful for many users due to the familiarity of performing 
common gestures, while simultaneously providing additional support for digital enhancements.
Some commercial systems have also realised the benefits of augmenting paper with digital media. 
One example of such a device is the ‘LeapPad’1: a interactive electronic children’s book platform 
that features a touch sensitive tablet with a paper book overlay. This educational technology allows 
physical books to be read to the user via an interactive ‘magic pen’ that works like a hand-held mouse 
pointer. Despite the physical constraints of the hardware, specifically, the device must sit in a plastic 
housing unit, the device proved extremely popular amongst consumers with reported sales of $680 
million in 2003 alone [89]. In 2008, the ‘LeapPad’ models were superseded by the ‘Tag Reading 
System’, a newer model that no longer requires a docking base plate. Instead, the ‘Tag’ system uses 
optical recognition to read uniquely identified tiny dot patterns surrounding letters in specifically made 
books. By using this technology, children are able to run their ‘tag’ pen across a physical book while 
listening to the audio book being read digitally.
A more recent example of a hybrid reading system is that of Back et al. who have developed 
the Listen Reader [10], a system that aims to keep the affordances of paper while enhancing them by 
adding electronic augmentation. The backbone of the Listen Reader system is a real, physical bound 
book with paper pages and printed images for the look and feel of traditional books. Additional 
electronic augmentations are subsequently added to this physical prototype in order to enhance the
1 Produced by LeapFrog Enterprises (www.leapfrog.com) from 1999 to 2008
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user experience of reading. Some of the extra computerised features of the system include, a multi­
layered interactive soundtrack, proximity sensors to detect hand positioning and page specific RFID 
tags to facilitate fast robust page identification.
The clear advantage of systems that combine paper with electronic augmentations, is that users 
need not completely convert to a fully digital reading implementation, but rather keep the familiarity 
of physical books while at the same time enhancing them with electronic functionality. Conversely 
however, many of these cross-bred implementations require specialised hardware in addition to a 
large amount of physical space to function correctly, thus making them impractical for general use, 
particularly when on-the-go. Despite their limitations, this type of hybrid interaction may well provide 
a stop-gap between the physical world and a fully digitalised solution.
Although the focus of this Thesis is to create fully digital reading implementations, the work con­
ducted in this area does strengthen my argument that the physicality of paper is still an important part 
of many users’ reading practices and one which must be addressed when creating digital alternatives. 
The work in this area therefore, has provided me with several key suggestions for the improvement of 
electronic reading interfaces, for example, the use of desk space surrounding the central document.
2.6 Summary
This chapter has described a set of concepts and literature that are central to the work described in 
this Thesis. My investigations into both paper based and on-screen reading have given me a clearer 
picture on the shortcomings of digital reading and the psychology behind it.
It is clear from the majority of the literature [36,93,107, 139] that paper is a faster and more 
popular medium than computer screens for the attentive reading of a document. The reasoning behind 
this preference is linked to the affordances offered by physical documents and tools. The lightweight 
properties of paper enable often sub-conscious actions that divert very little cognitive attention from 
the primary active reading task.
Paper boasts many intuitive and tangible assets that enable smooth and unperturbed interactions 
from its users. One way to mimic parts of these interactions is by a transfer of metaphors from the 
physical plane -  a concept I follow closely throughout my design decisions within this Thesis.
One common way researchers in the area have made use of metaphors, is by mimicking the inter­
actions with physical books. When a metaphor is created, it provides its function with a certain set 
of affordances. The book metaphor then, supplies particular affordances for functions such as page 
turning, placeholding, annotation and so on. The majority of the literature seen in the area of digital 
document design focuses strongly on the physical book metaphor by using it in some way when cre­
ating and improving digital reading interfaces. For instance, there has been a significant body of work 
that focuses on augmented reading hardware by transferring eDocuments to portable book-shaped 
reading devices and enhancing them with paper-like tangibility [59,86,132,141].
Other researchers have opted for the solely software route by closely mimicking the visual inter­
action styles of paper in realistic electronic books [25,30,74]. Other common areas of investigation 
are concerned with the amalgamation of physical documents with digital enhancements [10,72,144], 
which typically involves keeping the physical tangibility of the real-world book while improving it 
with electronic features.
The digital tools I implement to aid in the digital active reading process will often be designed 
around lightweight physical attributes by transferring metaphors from paper. In some situations, I will 
also be utilising solely electronic properties to create the same digitally lightweight properties. In both 
cases however, the tools I design should strive to be lightweight, ready-to-hand and invisible to ensure
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the maximum amount of cognitive attention can be paid to the primary task as opposed to the tools 
themselves. This will then reduce the possibility that the tools will distract the user out of a flow state 
with the primary active reading task. With this in mind, the main motivations for this Thesis are:
1. Prove by example that lightweight interaction is possible in digital documents;
2. Create systems that use lightweight interaction in their design to improve the active reading 
process;
3. Produce a list of attributes that can be considered digitally lightweight to aid in future designs 
of active reading software.
To establish whether or not an attribute can be considered lightweight, I have performed a series of 
systematic evaluations using a set of human participants as a base. However, determining exactly 
which properties fall under the lightweight category will not be as easy as simply monitoring the 
speed or efficiency of a user undertaking an active reading task.
The overall aim of the systems I have tested is to improve the active reading process by incor­
porating lightweight techniques into their design. Lightweight interaction is categorised as being 
subliminal or subconscious actions that do not force the user out of the flow of their main task. It can 
be reasonably assumed then, that lightweight actions are not dependent upon speed or efficiency, but 
rather a low cognitive demand which leads to minimal intrusion on the primary reading task.
Although improving the speed at which a function is performed may slightly improve the time 
spent on the main reading activity, it is unlikely that it will significantly reduce the cognitive load 
required for the function itself. In fact, in some cases, measuring the speed at which a task is performed 
may well give false-positive results. More specifically, it is likely that the more tacit the tools, the more 
the user can focus on the main task and perhaps as a consequence improve their performance, which 
may well increase the time they spend on the task.
It is for these reasons that I have not used time and/or efficiency as metrics in the majority of my 
studies. Instead, I have chosen to focus more on subjective opinions from participants, coupled with 
observed behaviour during open tasks using my implementations.
Clearly there are occasions where speed and efficiency are factors in a user’s ability to perform 
tasks. One such example of this, is in Chapter 6 where I compare automatic index creation to the 
slower and less efficient text search function. This is an example of a study where I use both speed 
and accuracy as metrics in my study evaluation.
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Placeholders
Experience is simply the name we 
give our mistakes
Oscar Wilde
3.1 Introduction
This chapter focuses on an area o f digital document manipulation that is currently heavyweight in 
its digital form, but can be considered lightweight on paper. The majority of free digital reading 
interfaces used today (e.g., A dobe's Acrobat Reader or A pple’s Preview) contain only a handful of 
functions, one of which is the placeholding. Yet research in the area of digital reading (e.g., 185]) 
has demonstrated that this function is rated unfavourably compared to its physical equivalents. Given 
that placeholding is considered important enough for inclusion in digital reading software with such 
a small set of functions, I felt it a good starting point for my investigation into lightweight attributes.
3.1.1 Overview
Placeholders in physical documents are a long-established method o f locating information and pro­
vide crucial support for readers in remembering important places in the text. Placeholders can take 
many different forms. Scrap paper, dog-eared corners, bookmarks or even fingers that are used as 
location aids [36] require minimal effort, making them a perfect example of lightweight navigation. 
Unfortunately however, the equivalent tools on digital documents are far less intuitive and are conse­
quently a more time consuming and cumbersome affair. In fact, much of the literature on this topic 
confirms that digital placeholders in their current form are extremely poorly used despite recom m en­
dations from experts that they should be simple to achieve [ 147]. I have chosen to pursue this topic as 
it is a good example of an area which is ‘lightweight’ on paper yet ‘heavyw eight’ electronically.
This chapter introduces a digital placeholding system that has been designed to act more like 
bookmarks in physical books. The Visual Bookmarking System incorporates a system o f coloured 
‘tabs’ which replace the typical list structure adopted by most electronic reading systems. After a 
discussion on the design and implementation o f the new system, I move on to describe a comparative 
user study conducted to gain subjective reviews from the participants.
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3.2 Background
3.2.1 Document Re visitation
Reading is rarely entirely linear. There are many occasions, even when reading novels, when the 
reader may decide to revisit a previous section to clarify or refresh their perception of the text.
Several studies have touched on the importance of document revisitation. Marshall and Bly for 
example [85], documented magazine readers’ usage of placeholders for re-reading, refreshing or dou­
ble checking, whereas O’Hara [106] states the importance of re-reading in learning situations. There 
has also been research into the frequency of revisitations on digitised media. Greenberg and Wit­
ten [51] for example, studied the reuse of Unix command lines and found that three quarters of them 
actually exist in the history list, that is, that three out of four are in fact revisitations as opposed to new 
commands.
Alexander et al. [7] have also studied the use of within-document revisitation by analysing the 
logs of 14 participants’ navigational actions in Microsoft Word and Adobe Reader over a period of 
120 days. By defining a revisit as: “returning to anywhere within the bounds o f an earlier visit and 
remaining there for more than two seconds”, they conclude that an average of 10 items in a frequency 
or recency list of bookmarks covers approximately 80% of revisited document locations.
It is clear from the literature then, that the revisitation of pages within documents is a key reading 
activity, and one that should be carefully considered when making the transition from paper to digital 
reading.
3.2.2 Placeholder Use
To aid in document revisitation, many users make use of placeholders which are essentially a means 
of marking a place within a document and can take many different forms. For example, ribbons or 
bookmarks in physical books or page markers in digital PDFs. All these different types of placeholder, 
can be considered to be either temporary or permanent:
Temporary Placeholders: For example, a bookmark or a finger [36,107] that is used temporarily to 
mark a place, then typically removed and placed elsewhere (i.e. when reading a novel, you may slip 
in a bookmark when you go and get a snack, then remove it again when you commence reading). A 
document is likely to have only one temporary placeholder within it which is placed solely to remem­
ber a particular place within the text.
Permanent Placeholders: For example, sticky post-its that can be used to mark pages that are looked 
up a lot (i.e., a chapter in a text book that contains an important piece of information). A document 
will often contain multiple permanent placeholders which are designed for long-term re-visitation of 
commonly used sections.
There are also techniques that could be considered to be semi-permanent placeholders. For example, 
folding down the comer of a page, or ‘dog-earing’ [112] as it is often referred, is a method of place- 
holding that requires no external materials. It does however, cause slight damage to the book itself 
making it an undesirable long-term placeholder.
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Figure 3.1: Examples o f physical placeholders
3.2.3 Physical Placeholders
There are many ways to hold a particular page within a paper document. Some examples of place­
holders in physical documents can be seen in Figure 3.1.
Placeholders are extremely common in physical documents and are frequently employed without a 
significant amount of concious effort from the user. As well as marking a place within a text however, 
physical placeholders can also provide other implicit information to the user, for example, sticking a 
Post-it half way down a particular page could indicate that the first half o f the page has already been 
read. As Heim [57] stated:
“Paper documents afford the user o f  place holders and allow us to make determinations 
o f  text length and location within the text.”
-  Heim [57]
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3.2.4 Digital Placeholders
Digital placeholders are essentially links to specific points within text and typically take the form of 
a list. The most common forms of digital placeholders are: web-bookmarking (Figure 3.2a), digital 
document bookmarks (Figure 3.2b) and electronic reading device bookmarks (Figure 3.2c).
Web-Bookmarking
More commonly known as ‘favourites’, web bookmarks generally take the form of an un-ordered 
menu, that is, they usually exist within a drop down menu structure and are ordered according to the 
date in which they were added (see Figure 3.2a for an example of the Firefox web browser’s bookmark 
structure). Web bookmarks are not used to place marks within documents, but rather to keep an 
overall record of entire documents. Known problems with this method of placeholding include: long, 
un-manageable bookmark lists and the inability to mark specific points within pages.
Digital Document Bookmarks
Placeholders within digital document readers usually take the form of an ordered fist, that is, they 
usually exist in a tree list structure on the side of the interface and are ordered by page number (see 
Figure 3.2b for an example from Adobe Reader’s bookmark structure). One major problem with this 
method is the fact that many digital document readers do not allow user created bookmarks, only 
author created bookmarks that exist when the PDF is created, for example, chapter headings and so 
on. Adobe Acrobat is an example of such software; in the pay-to-use edition (Adobe Professional), 
users can create their own placeholders, yet in the free version (Adobe Reader) only author created 
bookmarks are available.
The way in which these structured lists behave is also drastically different to the way placeholders 
are used on paper resulting in the loss of many intuitive functions. For example, on paper, it iis easy 
to see where a bookmark is in relation to the current page by simply observing which ones sti ck out 
of pages before and after it. Some digital document readers provide a function for this, (e.g., Apple’s 
Preview) highlights the appropriate bookmark when a page is changed, whereas others (e.g., Adobe’s 
Acrobat), only highlight the current bookmark when a user explicitly clicks in the bookmark list. 
Other useful information that has not migrated from paper to digital bookmarking, is the ability to see 
the spread of where bookmarks exist within the document. For example, on paper, it would be easy to 
see if a large document had all its bookmarks concentrated in the first 20 pages, whereas the majority 
of digital readers bookmark lists do not contain this information.
Electronic Reading Device Bookmarks
As well as desktop document readers, it is also important to consider the bookmark functions included 
within dedicated reading devices such as eReaders. The majority of eReader devices indicate; book- 
marked pages by displaying a small ‘dog-ear’ or ribbon in the top right comer of the readimg area 
(Figure 3.2c). Even reading applications designed for portable computing devices (e.g., iPhones or 
iPads) use the ‘dog-eared’ or ribbon method for distinguishing between bookmarked pages. TIhe ma­
jor drawback of this method however, is that you must be on a page to know that it is bookmarked; 
there is no other way to tell where bookmarks exist whilst reading a document. In order to viiew all 
bookmarks within a document on one of these devices, the user would usually have to navigatte away 
from the document itself, and then find the bookmarks list. These bookmark lists are almost idlentical 
to those found on traditional desktop document readers and therefore give little overview o f  where
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Figure 3.2: Examples of digital placeholders
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each bookmark is in relation to others in the document. These types of placeholder can be considered 
permanent as the reader must explicitly tell the device if they wish to remove one. In addition to 
these dedicated bookmark functions, many eReader devices also record the last place the reader was 
at before exiting, a function that can be characterised as a temporary placeholder.
3.2.5 Aims
The motivation for this research was to take something that is currently lightweight on physical docu­
ments but heavyweight digitally, and improve the digital version by imitating the way it is performed 
on paper. I felt this was a good starting point for my investigation.
It would have been virtually impossible for me to replicate the exact affordances of paper on a 
digital desktop solution. Therefore, I had to think strategically about which aspects of the system 
were easily replicated as well as those that were potentially lightweight. With this in mind, I laid 
down four aims to which the end system should be adhered to:
Aim 1: To create a visual system that looks like bookmarks are sticking out of the side of the docu­
ment;
Aim 2: Bookmarks should always be visible no matter what page of the document the user is reading;
Aim 3: Users should be able to see, at a glance, where bookmarks are in relation to the current page, 
(i.e., which ones come before it and which ones come after it);
Aim 4: Bookmarks should provide ‘one click’ navigation to the pages they are referencing;
3.3 Literature Review
The following section reviews the major literature on bookmarks in two types of digital placeholders: 
web favourites and digital document bookmarking. Although I am not directly focusing on thie web 
format of digital placeholding in this section, I have briefly discussed the major literature on the topic 
to aid in the production of an improved digital bookmarking system.
3.3.1 Web Favourites
Research into the observed usage of web page bookmarks or ‘favourites’ as they are often referred, 
has been a popular topic since early on in their development. It has been well documented, that web 
bookmarking is more commonly used as a long-term archival aid as opposed to a method of relocating 
well-known material. Abrams et al. [1] for example, discovered that frequency of use was not a factor 
in determining whether or not a page was bookmarked, with users commonly choosing to memorise 
URLs or use search engines to locate commonly visited sites.
The infrequent use of web bookmarks for revisitation was also investigated by Tauscheer and 
Greenberg [133] in 1997. The pair, who focus on how people revisit web pages, define the ‘recuirrence 
rate’ of a page as the probability that a visited page is a repeat of a previous page visit (expressed as a 
percentage). With a revisitation result of 58% from their user study, they concluded that althouigh the 
web is a ‘recurrent system’, the use of bookmarks as a revisitation tool was very limited.
Cockbum et al. [31] concur with these findings after a study into the Netscape history andl book­
mark files of a set of users. They discovered that 81% of their observed users’ page visits were 
revisitations and that most people have large web bookmark lists. They suggested however, that very
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few users make constant use of the bookmarks they have, and furthermore, that the lists tend to grow 
over time but are rarely maintained, leading to sometimes overwhelmingly large and unmanageable 
bookmark lists. Realising this problem, some researchers have investigated means to provide suit­
able organisation for web favourites. WebTagger™ [66] for example provides a web bookmarking 
service for individuals and groups that provides a customiseable means to store, access and rate web 
resources.
More recently, Weinreich et al. [142] and Tabard et al. [129] have studied the area again and 
reaffirmed the conclusion that web-bookmarks are poorly used and do not sufficiently support web 
page revisitation.
The key result of over a decade of research in this area therefore, concludes that the majority 
of web bookmarks are used for archival purposes, (i.e., when users want a permanent record of a 
particular page) as opposed to a general form of revisitation.
3.3.2 Digital Document Bookmarks
A web page can be considered as a non-paginated document, or a set of linked documents. In either 
case however, ‘bookmarking’ a web page will result in a placeholder to the document as a whole 
as opposed to a specific portion. Clearly then, the concept of web bookmarking does not provide 
the same functionality as classic placeholders do in physical books. In contrast to web favourites, 
paginated document readers allow bookmarks to be made on specific portions of a document, typically 
pages, facilitating, in effect, sub-document bookmarking, the type found in physical books.
Surprisingly, given their popularity on the physical plane, within-document bookmarking on pag­
inated digital texts has been little studied. Marshall et al. [85] touched upon this topic briefly while 
making a comparison between user behaviours on physical and digital texts. The results from this 
portion of the study concluded that users rate digital bookmarking tools harshly compared to their 
physical equivalents and also make less use of them. Other studies of electronic document usage have 
also touched upon the lack of bookmarks within digital texts, but often with less direct evidence [149].
Several research groups have recognised that current electronic bookmarking tools bear no resem­
blance to their physical counterparts, and have attempted to make digital bookmarks more paper-like 
in order to to bridge the gap and increase user uptake of the tools available. For example, the work 
conducted on ‘realistic electronic books’ [77] contain bookmarks similar to paper, that is, tabs that 
stick out of the side of pages. In an earlier paper [76], the authors performed a study on their 3D 
book visualisation comparing it to more conventional book formats, in this case, HTML, PDF (Adobe 
Reader in this case) and also physical documents. The bookmark portion of this particular study dis­
covered that many users did not realise that a bookmark view existed in Adobe, as it was ‘hidden’, 
whereas the bookmark ‘tabs’ within their system were easy to see. Furthermore, they confirmed that 
many users did not make use of table of contents links within the realistic system as the bookmark 
tabs did it for them. Other implementations that make literal use of the book metaphor which also 
include physical style bookmark ‘tabs’ include the ones described by Card et al. [24,25].
Alexander et al. [7] have created the Footprints Scrollbar -  a system that aims to support within- 
document revisitation using marks in the scrollbar. Their implementation makes use of six inter­
related techniques to aid in the process of revisiting sections of a document, including: coloured 
marks, animated scroll transitions, thumbnail image mouse-overs, back and forward functions, jumps 
to closest marks and go-to numbered markers. These within-document marks are not user-created 
bookmarks per se, as they are made automatically by the program if a scrolled region remains static for 
more than two seconds. Despite this however, it is a clear example of how the space surrounding the 
document area (in this case the scrollbar) can be modified to give static access to marker information
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independent of the current position of the document.
Steimle et al. [126] go even further than simply mimicking paper bookmarks on the digital plane 
by incorporating a combination of physical adhesive stickers with electronic processing. Their pro­
totype, ‘Digital Paper Bookmarks’ aims to combine the intuitiveness of paper bookmark interaction 
with the sharing and computational abilities of a synchronized electronic counterpart.
Other researchers have also focused on kinesthetic controls for digital bookmarking. Yoon et 
al. [152] for example, make use of a capacitive-type multi-touch display that allows users to hold 
‘touch points’ -  a bookmark interaction that is designed to mimic the temporary nature of fingers in 
real books. That is, when a touch point is held with a finger while a page is turned, the pages are 
‘stacked’ on the marked page for revisitation later. If however, the touch is released, the marked page 
disappears, thus providing a temporary bookmarking facility which they claim does not impede the 
reading flow.
LiquidText [130,132] also offers a simple transient bookmark function within its interface which 
allows user-defined touch-screen finger gestures to temporarily mark locations within its non-paginated 
document. In a similar way to Yoon et al. [152], LiquidText’s ephemeral bookmarking function mim­
ics the way fingers are used on paper and only holds a bookmark in place for as long as the user’s 
finger is in place.
The Bookisheet [141] interface is another research programme that offers a finger bookmark func­
tion, in this case by making use of two micro switches located near the forefinger positions. To tem­
porarily mark a page using this finger function, the user must continually press a switch while at the 
same time scrolling through remaining pages. Releasing the switch is essentially like removing a 
finger placeholder from within the pages of a real book. TouchMark [146] also facilitates bookmark­
ing via modifications to existing tablet hardware, in this case by allowing users to squeeze a bespoke 
navigation tab on the side of the device.
3.4 System Design
To mimic the way standard placeholders are used in books, I have designed the Visual Bookmarking 
System, an interface that uses coloured ‘tabs’ that stick out of the sides of a document. These ‘tabs’ 
are positioned in the virtual space located on either the right or left hand side of the PDF viewing 
area. The design of this representation has been modelled in the style of a telephone directory, that is, 
bookmarks that occur before the current page appear on the left of the PDF area, whereas bookmarks 
on the current or later pages appear on the right (see figure 3.3). When the current page is changed, 
these tabs then ‘flip’ from one side to the other depending upon where they exist in relation to the 
open page.
To make the relocation process easier for the user, the tabs are also ordered by page number, so the 
later the page, the further down the display the tab appears. Thus, a bookmark on page 1 will always 
appear at the top left comer of the display, whereas a bookmark on the last page will be seen on the 
bottom right. Figure 3.4 shows the design for the Visual Bookmarking System.
3.4.1 Tabs
To make the system more paper-like, I eradicated the standard list bookmark format and replaced it 
with a visual ‘tab’ system. These bookmark ‘tabs’ were designed to replicate bookmarks sticking out 
of the side of physical books. Due to the placement of these tabs (i.e., outside the PDF area), they 
are always visible independent of the currently open page. This ensures that all bookmarks can be
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Figure 3.3: Example of telephone directory tabs
seen at all times, as opposed to the ‘dog ear' type interfaces that are incorporated into devices such as 
eReaders.
Although it is not vital, it would be useful for users to be able to visually distinguish between each 
o f the bookmarks at a glance. One option for this would be to make the tabs square and add text to 
each o f them (see Figure 3.5). The longer the text is however, the less intuitive the system becomes; 
either the tabs need to become bigger, the font size needs to be reduced, or the text length needs to be 
reduced -  all undesirable solutions.
To eliminate these problems, 1 opted not to add text to the bookmark tabs, but instead replace 
them with mouse-overs that give the same information. By doing so it was possible to change the 
shape of the tabs -  circular for a less cluttered and aesthetically pleasing interface. To complement the 
pop-ups that appear when a user moves their mouse over a tab, the bookmarks can also be assigned a 
colour which can be used to distinguish between different pages (i.e., meaningfully, for example, red 
for important pages, or arbitrarily as the user chooses).
3.4.2 O rd erin g
As I have discussed earlier, the format of web bookmarks take the general form of an un-ordered list, 
that is, the bookmarks appear in the list in the order in which they were added. Although this format 
is acceptable for a bookmarking a collection of unrelated web pages, it would be undesirable in a 
docum ent ordered by page number as it would give little contextual overview of where they exist in 
relation to the current page, as well as in relation to each other. In contrast, paginated document read­
ers, being sequential, order their bookmarks in a list according to where they appear in the document, 
that is, a list ordered by page number.
These lists o f page ordered bookmarks, despite differing from their paper equivalents, allow users 
to see, at a glance, which ones come before others in the document. W hat these lists do not show
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PPF
Figure 3.4: Design for the Visual Bookmarking System
however, is where they exist in relation to the currently open page. When reading a physical document, 
it is easy to see which placeholders occur on pages before the page you are reading as well as which 
ones occur on pages after it.
To include this functionality into the new system, each page ordered bookmark ‘tab’ will ‘flip’ 
with the page it is related to: that is, if a bookmark is on a currently open page or any pages before 
the current page it will be ‘stuck’ to the top left side, but if the bookmark is on any pages after the 
current page it will 'flip ' to the bottom right side. This functionality ensures that users can tell which 
bookmarks come before and after the page they are reading, as well as the sequential order in which 
they exist. Figure 3.4 shows the design for the bookmark ‘tabs’ on the new system.
3.4.3 Form  Layout and Navigation
Since placeholders are traditionally bound by pages and not by paragraphs or sentences, I have chosen 
single page display  pagination (see Chapter 2.5.1) for the Visual Bookmarking System. This type 
of page display will ensure that whole pages will always be visible when a bookmark is clicked. 
Continuous displays were not a suitable option for this system as it would be difficult to illustrate 
where bookmarks that exist on previous and future pages. Since it was my intention to make a more 
paper-like bookmark system, it would have been less beneficial to include a pagination style that exists 
only on electronic documents as it may confuse users.
Page to page navigation within the system is accomplished by clicking on the ‘next’ ‘prev’ 
‘first’ 3  and ‘last’ O  arrows. The basic layout o f the Visual Bookmark System is shown in Figure 
3.4.
Alternative Designs
There are viable alternatives to the design that I finally implemented. One obvious approach would 
have been a derivative of that of Byrd [21] using small markers on the scrollbar to identify the location 
of bookmarks, where he instead had marked search terms. However, the use of small dots (no more 
than 2x2 pixels) seemed too small a cue to the user. A further enhancement of that approach would
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Figure 3.5: An alternative to the round, blank tabs used in the design o f the Visual Bookmarking
System
have been to use a horizontal line to indicate each place - but this would result in two bookmarks in 
close proximity to each other having little or no distance between them. As a result, discriminating be­
tween the two lines when clicking the mouse would be difficult and distracting. My simple metaphor 
avoids this particular difficulty. The Footprints scrollbar o f Alexander [7] takes a similar approach, 
using small thumbnails, but this metaphor emerged a year after I implemented this system.
Given that I was building on some observational work on users’ behaviours on paper, 1 naturally 
wished to follow a more paper-like metaphor. Like Byrd, Liesaputra et al. 178] sought to indicate the 
location o f search results in a document. Their Realistic Books tool used tabs that jutted out from the 
side o f the document display. My design is similar, but provides larger tab sizes and maximises the 
size of each tab, considering both the display size and number of tabs. In contrast, the Realistic Books 
tool consistently uses small tabs that require greater accuracy with mouse clicks. Like Liesaptura, I 
could permit several columns of tabs when the number of bookmarks becomes large, but this was not 
necessary in the scope of my study.
Finally, I could have followed the metaphor of dog-earing pages. This, however, would potentially 
suffer from the mouse click accuracy problem, as a lot information would be communicated in a very 
small part o f the display, and the user would be required to click within a high precision. This would 
itself increase the demands on their attention, taking it away from the main text.
3.5 System Implementation
Figure 3.6 shows a screen shot from the Visual Bookmarking interface and illustrates the round colour­
ful ‘tabs’ designed to mimic physical bookmarks. The physical size of each of these bookmark ‘tabs’ 
is dependent upon how many of them there are; the height o f each tab is calculated by dividing the 
height o f the PDF viewing area by the number of bookmarks in the document. Creating a new book­
mark and similarly deleting an existing bookmark will resize and reorder every tab on the screen.
The aim of the visual bookmarking system is to allow users to quickly and easily relocate in­
formation in a document. This interaction has been achieved by a visual representation that mimics
Chapter 1
Chapter 2
Chapter 3
>Chapter4
Chapter 5
Chapter 6
Chapter 7
Chapter 8
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Figure 3.6: The Visual Bookmarking System
methods used in the physical domain (specifically utilising the ‘virtual’ space surrounding the PDF 
itself). Each bookmark in the system can be distinguished by its colour as well as its position in the 
display and clicking on a tab will take the user to the bookmarked page.
The implementation was written in Java using the open source third party software JPedal (see 
Section A.2.1) and is deployable on Windows, Macintosh and Linux machines. The following sub­
sections describe the features and implementation methods of the Visual Bookmarking System.
3.5.1 B ookm arks
Each bookmark is created as a separate Java object that has several attributes associated with it and are 
stored in an array list which is used by the program to automatically create and position the bookmark 
‘tabs’ on the form. Refreshing of these bookmark tabs is performed whenever a bookmark is created, 
deleted or edited, when the current page is changed or when an undo or redo action is performed.
When a new bookmark is created, the user has the option of editing each of these attributes (see 
Figure 3.7a) using the New Bookmark menu. Alternatively, the 'A uto Bookmark’ function can be 
used which enters generic ‘Untitled’ text into the title and description and selects an arbitrary unused 
bookmark colour. Existing bookmarks can be edited in the ‘View Bookm arks’ menu (see Figure 3.7b) 
that also displays an ordered list o f every bookmark in the document.
3.5.2 Saving and  O pening
The program has a saving feature that allows users to save their bookmarks. This bookmark data is 
recorded independently o f the PDF in a single file which saves every tab along with the location of 
the PDF on the hard drive and also the file size (in bytes) o f the PDF. This allows the program to 
make educated choices about multiple copies of the same file. For example, if the user attempts to
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Figure 3.7: The create and view bookmark forms
open a copy of a PDF from a removable flash drive, the program will first check if bookmark data 
from this exact file and from this exact location has been saved previously. Failing that, the program 
automatically compares the local filename and file size against every entry in the Library file, if a 
match is found it then informs the user and invites them to link the PDF with the bookmark data.
3.5.3 M ouse-overs
It would be clumsy to allow text to be added to the bookmarks themselves, as word-wrapping etc., 
would cause them to look cluttered. Instead, to give an overview o f the attributes associated with a 
particular bookmark, I have added mouse-over pop-ups that display the title, description, page number 
and appropriate border colour of each placeholder (see Figure 3.8). These pop-ups appear when the 
m ouse is hovered over a tab and provide the user with quick and easy access to each placeholders 
information.
While mouse-over pop-ups have limitations, for example, they obscure content that lies behind 
them, this fleeting occlusion is more desirable than a permanent obscuration of the main text. An 
alternative approach would be to present the annotative text in a separate, static location, much like 
hovering over a link in a web-browser triggers the link’s URL in the status bar. However, such an 
approach would itself suffer the problem that the location of the content would likely be some distance 
from the user’s current visual focus of attention. Such a distraction is undesirable as my intention is 
to reduce distraction away from the primary task.
r iT L E : The Dog I n  The 
H anger
DESCRIPTION: P e o p le  o f te n  
g ru d g e  o t h e r s  w h a t th e y  
c a n n o t  e n jo y  th e m s e lv e s  
PS6E HUMBER 44
Figure 3.8: An example of a bookmark mouse-over
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3.6 User Study
3.6.1 Study Design
To investigate the usability and overall value of the Visual Bookmarking System, a small comparative 
user study was performed to gain subjective reviews from a range of users.
Control Systems
To aid in the evaluation of the bookmark tabs, I implemented two control systems based on common 
methods of placeholding available to date. These additional interfaces were then used to gain com­
parative subjective ratings from the participants in the post-study interview.
Un-ordered Menu: Based on the interaction traditionally found in web browsers where the book­
marks are displayed in a drop-down menu in the order in which they were added to the list (see Figure 
3.9a for the control system used in the study and Figure 3.2a for an example of the real-life version it 
was based on).
Ordered List: Based on the current methods of placeholding found in paginated document readers 
such as Adobe Acrobat. In this method, bookmarks are ordered by page number and are located in a 
side panel on the left hand side of the document display (see Figure 3.9b for the control system used 
in the study and Figure 3.2b for an example of the real-life version it was based on).
The three systems used for the comparison study contain the same basic interface and functionality 
including navigation, highlighting, saving, opening, undo and redo. The differences between the three 
systems were restricted to the bookmarking methods only and were identical in all other respects. To 
reduce unnecessary outside variables such as the differences between the participants’ motor/spatial 
abilities, the navigation of both control systems have taken the single page paginated view to mimic 
the original design.
I chose not to compare the Visual Bookmarking System to commercial software such as Firefox 
or Adobe as I felt this would introduce many additional and unwanted variables into the experiment. 
For example, I did not want users to have any prior experience in using one system over the other (i.e., 
causing adverse learning effects), I wanted to keep the core functionalities of each system the same 
for consistency and I wanted to minimise the impact of different underlying technical issues (e.g., 
rendering speed or quality).
Procedure
The participant base for this study consisted of staff and students in the Computer Science department 
of Swansea University. The 13 participants I chose for the study were all aged between 20 and 35 and 
had a general or advanced level of computing ability. No incentive was given to the participants to 
take part in the experiment. Each study took on average between 30 and 60 minutes to complete and 
all comprised of the same format:
1. A short training tutorial on each of the three systems was provided to the participants to provide 
them with a basic understanding of each system’s function and operation;
2. A semi-structured interview which I undertook to gain information on each participant’s current 
web, printed and electronic bookmarking habits;
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3. A set of tasks on the three systems which were undertaken based on a Latin-square design to 
minimise ordering effects. Each participant performed nine separate tasks on a pair of PDFs 
on each of the three implemented systems. The tasks themselves consisted of creating, editing, 
deleting and navigation of bookmarks;
4. Finally, I conducted a second interview in an attempt to differentiate between the three digital 
placeholding methods by gaining subjective reviews from the participants.
Study Tasks and Documents
The tasks each user was asked to perform were intentionally short and simple, designed specifically 
to give the participants a chance to interact with each of the systems. Each participant was asked to 
perform two sets of five tasks on each interface. These tasks, which were spread between two PDFs, 
were of a closed nature and were specific to the PDF used.
The documents used in the study consisted of six novels (Treasure Island, Alice’s Adventures in 
Wonderland, Jungle Book, A Christmas Carol, Aesop’s Fables and Heart of Darkness) of varying 
length (average 149 pages) but all retained the same general format, resolution and font size.
These six PDFs were used to allow rotation amongst the systems and ensure the experiment was 
a product of the interface rather than the tasks. To avoid learning effects, I also varied the order in 
which the interfaces were presented to the participants.
The tasks consisted of: creating, deleting and editing bookmarks, and recalling bookmarks by both 
their name and the page number. These needed to be made specific to each document due to varying 
content and length. Example tasks given to the users in the study included: ‘Go to the Bookmark 
entitled Mad Tea Party’, ‘Create a Bookmark on page 130’ and ‘Create a new Bookmark with 
the title My Bookmark on a non Bookmarked Page’.
For each of the three interfaces, participants were asked to rate the design out of ten against three 
criteria immediately after using it: ease of use, easy to learn to use, and the usefulness of its features. 
All participants were also asked to state which system they preferred in the post-study interview.
The tasks given to the participants were designed for the sole purpose of acquainting the partic­
ipants with the system. Since the data used for analysis was solely subjective (e.g., ratings on the 
Visual Bookmarking System compared to the control systems) I collected no further data from the 
study tasks.
Interview Procedure
I elicited the participants about their current use of electronic and paper bookmarks in the pre-study 
interview. I asked how often they used web bookmarks, and what strategies they used to manage 
them. I also asked how frequently they used bookmarks on paper, what medium they used (e.g. en­
velopes, post-its, etc.) and why they made that choice. The frequency with which they used PDF 
bookmarks was also addressed. They were finally asked to describe their experiences of the differ­
ences in bookmarking in the three media (web, paper and PDF), and which format they preferred to 
use.
The post-study interview was focussed on the participant’s overall preferences between the three 
interfaces, and to elicit comments and explanations for that choice. The opportunity was also taken to 
obtain any further information to clarify their responses to the pre-study interview.
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Figure 3.9: The two control systems created for the user study
3.6.2 H ypotheses
Hypothesis 1: The visual tab system will be the preferred method o f placeholding than the more 
traditional control systems and will therefore yield higher subjective scores;
Hypothesis 2: The un-ordered menu will yield the lowest subjective user scores based on its low 
visibility (hidden within a menu) as well as the difficulties faced with ordering.
3.6.3 Study Results
This section describes the results from the study I conducted to assess the lightweight properties of 
the Visual Bookmarking System.
Placeholder Usage
How often people use bookmarks is often dependent on what type of document they are using. On 
average, the results for placeholder use on printed documents take the form shown in Figure 3.10 with 
over two thirds of the participants using placeholders either frequently (about half the time) or very 
frequently (almost all documents). However, several o f the participants noted that their placeholder 
behaviour differed significantly between novels and reference books. Novels for example, typically 
favour a single temporary placeholder (i.e., a bookmark which is removed and replaced in a different 
spot every time the book is read) whereas reference books tend to include multiple more long term 
ones (i.e., fluorescent tabs to mark useful sections). These differences in placeholder use often dictate 
how often they are used, one participant stated “/  never use bookmarks in novels and hardly ever in 
reference books but I use them in my bible all the tim e”, while another said “/  usually remember the 
page number in novels, but I do use them in text books quite a lo t”. For the purposes o f this study, the
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Figure 3.10: The frequency o f placeholder use on printed documents, web documents and digital
documents
participants were asked to give an approximate average o f how often they use placeholders in general 
which yielded the results shown in Figure 3.10. This information was gathered during the pre-study 
interview where I asked users to select one option from a list o f five possibilities: never, very rarely 
(less than one in 20 documents), occasionally (less than one in 10 documents), Frequently (about half 
the time) very frequently (almost all documents).
As Figure 3.10 shows, the differences between placeholder usage for printed and digital docu­
ments are substantial. The study concluded that six of the participants make very frequent (almost 
all documents) use of printed placeholders. In contrast, not a single participant makes use of digital 
placeholders this frequently. In fact, ten of the participants said that they have never used a placeholder 
in a digital document compared to only one on printed documents.
The results for how often the participants made use o f web-bookmarks in their general lives pro­
duced a mixed set o f reactions. Unlike the paper and electronic usage results where the majority vote 
was for an extreme case (i.e., very frequently in the case of paper and never in the case of digital), the 
web results yielded three quarters o f its values within the middle range (i.e., frequently, occasionally 
and very rarely).
This data confirms that o f the three placeholder methods tested, paper is the most frequently used, 
with web bookmarking coming in second and digital placeholding trailing with over three quarters of 
the participants never using them. Further questioning of the participants into why they prefer paper 
placeholders over digital versions uncovered some interesting opinions. One participant noted that 
“paper bookmarks are easier and quicker to put in and move a bou t” whereas another commented 
‘‘books are more tangible which makes them more approachable”.
One reason for the slow uptake o f placeholders in digital documents is the possibility that they 
are not needed, with one participant pointing out that ‘‘paper documents don 't have a search facility  
so you rely more on bookm arks”. Although this particular user is noting a considerable advantage of 
digital documents (i.e., search) the flexibility and tangibility of paper documents remained dominant 
in the results with one participant commenting: ‘‘paper is more physical and you can scribble your 
own notes on i t”.
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Placeholder Types
Pan o f the study was to assess how the participants currently make use of physical placeholders. To 
obtain this information, I posed a question in the semi-structured pre-study interview which asked 
“What do you use to m ark your place in a printed document?”. The participants were allowed 
to select multiple answers from a set o f four examples (loose paper, dog-eared corners, sticky Post-it 
notes and bookmark) as well as an option to select and specify others. The results from this portion of 
the study are shown in Figure 3.1 I and conclude that loose paper is the preferred method with 7 out 
o f the 13 participants selecting it as one of their commonly used placeholding techniques.
Figure 3.11: How the participant’s mark their place in a printed document 
Subjective Reviews
After completing a set of tasks on each of the three implementations, each participant was asked to 
rate (out of 10 where 1 is the lowest and 10 is the highest) each system for: how easy it was to use, 
how easy it was to learn to use, and the usefulness of its features. To assess statistical significance, I 
conducted a Kruskal Wallis test on the subjective data results.
The results o f this portion of the study are illustrated in the graph in Figure 3.12. This qualitative 
feedback confirms Hypothesis 1: The visual tab system will be the preferred method of placeholding 
than the more traditional control systems and as a result, yielded higher subjective scores. This is 
confirmed by the highly significant differences in scores for the ease of use (p<0.0001, H= 18.13, 
df=2) and usefulness of features (p<0.0001, H=23.43, df=2) questions. Unsurprisingly given the 
fact that the two control systems were modelled on common bookmarking techniques, the how easy 
each system was to learn to use did not yield significant subjective results.
These participant ratings also aided me in confirming Hypothesis 2: The un-ordered menu will 
yield the lowest subjective user scores based on its low visibility (hidden within a menu) as well as the 
difficulties faced with ordering. This is clear from the results with the un-ordered menu achieving the
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lowest subjective scores across the board. In fact, both the control systems performed poorly in the 
user evaluations with participants describing them as “confusing", “clum sy”, “un-functional” and 
“rubbish”.
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Figure 3.12: Average user ratings (out o f 10)
As well as giving usability ratings for each implementation, the participants were asked which 
system they would prefer to use given the choice. Figure 3.13 shows the results o f this investigation. 
As well as the three user study systems (un-ordered menu, ordered list and visual tabs) users were 
given the option to vote for a hybrid system which consists o f the visual tabs combined with an 
ordered list. It is clear from this graph that the Visual Bookmarking System is the overall preferred 
choice amongst the participants with the hybrid option (which also includes the visual tabs) as the 
second. This is backed up by participant comments such as “I am a visual person so seeing rather 
than reading is g o o d ", “it's easy to find  bookmarks because /  can see them sticking o u t” and “this is 
a book metaphor that actually works".
 | U ndecided
| Hybrid 
V is u a l  Tal>s
O rdered  List
U n-ordered  M enu
Figure 3.13: U sers’ preferred system
3.7 Conclusions
In summary, placeholding on physical documents can be considered very lightweight; adding and 
removing bookmarks to paper documents can be so subconsious that users are unlikely to think about 
how they are doing it. In contrast however, current digital placeholders are significantly less intuitive 
and are consequently rated unfavourably against their physical equivalents. Although some systems 
(e.g., eReaders) make use of ‘dog eared* visualisations to signify bookmarked pages, the classical
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bookmark ‘list’ structure found in the majority of digital document readers is vastly different from 
paper, making lightweight actions difficult.
To bridge the gap between the physical and digital forms of placeholding, I implemented a system 
that constructs digital bookmark ‘tabs’ that mimic the way bookmarks are presented in physical books. 
These ‘tabs’ were designed to give a visual representation of placeholders within a document. This 
feature ensures that the placeholders are always visible, as opposed to only being seen while on a 
bookmarked page as on interfaces such as eReaders (see Section 3.2.4). This functionality could not 
have been achieved without additional space surrounding the document area -  an idea that is little 
used within the digital library world.
The results of the user study conducted on the system produced promising subjective results from 
the participants. The cohort of users chosen for the study openly admit to making little to no use of 
web and digital placeholders and rate the visual system highly in comparison (Figure 3.12). As well 
as confirming the effectiveness of the visual system over more traditional placeholding methods, the 
study also proved that the visual system or a hybrid system including the visual tabs and ordered list 
were the preferred methods of placeholding for all but one of the participants.
3.7.1 Lightweight Properties
After implementing the system and conducting a user study to evaluate it, several lightweight proper­
ties have come to light. Firstly, it is clear from the subjective user study results that the visual tabs are 
the preferred way of displaying placeholders digitally. One key reason for this popularity as described 
by several of the participants, is the visual aspect of the design. That is, the shape, position and colour 
of the bookmark tabs.
Being placed outside the PDF area, the tabs are always visible, ensuring they can be seen regard­
less of the currently open page. Unlike many placeholder tools that display their bookmarks in drop 
down lists (e.g., web browsers) or those that indicate bookmarked pages by icons on the pages them­
selves (e.g., eReader devices), the tabs in the Visual Bookmarking System are static and are visible at 
all times.
Lists are not always the best way of displaying information digitally - particularly if they are hid­
den within menus. The results from the study concluded that the un-ordered menu system performed 
poorly compared to the ordered list system suggesting that:
• Hiding contextual information such as bookmarks within menus is a poor design choice and 
can be considered ‘heavyweight’ if the function is frequently accessed;
•  The area surrounding the PDF is potentially useful for displaying information. In this case, the 
static area surrounding the document was used to display the bookmark tabs that are visible at 
all times independently of the currently open page.
In addition to this, instead of locating information via clicks, the Visual Bookmarking System utilises 
a mouse-over pop-ups to automatically display important information. So:
•  Mouse-over pop-ups that allow important information to be viewed easily by simply hovering 
the cursor over certain areas of the screen provide lightweight information at a glance.
Another area of digital document placeholding that can be considered ‘heavyweight’ if performed 
incorrectly, is the ability to see where bookmarks exist in relation to each other as well as in relation 
to the currently open page -  something that is achieved painlessly on paper. The ‘tabbed’ nature of
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the bookmarks in the system ensures the user can see exactly how many there are within a document 
as well as providing an easy method of navigation. They have been specifically designed in telephone 
directory style to clearly show their location in relation to each other, i.e., a bookmark at the top is 
further towards the beginning of the document than one at the bottom, as well as their relation to the 
current page, i.e., bookmarks on the left occur on pages before the current page and ones on the right 
occur after the current page (see Figure 3.3). Therefore:
•  A visual approach, in this case using the position of the tabs to indicate where in the document 
they are positioned is a good way of illustrating important data. This also gives a neat overview 
of where each bookmark exists in relation to each other as well as in relation to the currently 
open page.
Using colour also seems to be a useful way of distinguishing between items in a list, for example, 
using red to indicate important pages. Therefore:
•  The use of colour may be a lightweight property if used effectively.
In summary, my evaluation of the Visual Bookmarking System has identified several potentially 
lightweight properties which I investigate in greater depth in later chapters.
3.7.2 Future Work
One current problem with the bookmark paradigm is overcrowding; bookmark lists, particularly 
within web-browsers, tend to grow over time, but rarely get shorter as users are reluctant to organ­
ise and delete them. This could potentially be a problem with bookmarks in general. If users have 
such a long list that they cannot easily find what they are looking for, they may not bother using 
it at all. Sometimes then, overwhelming bookmark lists are almost as bad as having no bookmark 
list at all [31]. A useful area of future work in this area could be to study how people manage their 
bookmarks, paying close attention to when and why they delete them. This information could then 
be used to implement a bookmark management system to aid in the organisation and archive of user 
placeholders.
The bookmark tabs do not give an overview of how far they are into the book. That is, a docu­
ment with five bookmarks could have them clustered on the first few pages, or spread over the entire 
document. A useful addition to the program would be to give some context to the length of the book 
and indeed the bookmarks within it.
3.7.3 Related Publications
1. George Buchanan, Jennifer Pearson : Improving Placeholders in Digital Documents - Euro­
pean Conference for Digital Libraries (ECDL) 2008, Aarhus, Denmark - WINNER OF BEST 
PAPER.
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Chapter 4
Annotations
From the ashes of disaster grow the 
roses of success
Lionel Jeffries
4.1 Introduction
This chapter investigates the role of marginal space in improving the support o f active reading in 
digital documents. The user study I performed on the Visual Bookmarking System concluded that 
the space surrounding the PDF was a useful area to display information about the document (in this 
case bookmarks). This lightweight property could also apply to annotations, an area that is currently 
described by many as being unintuitive [85,107,1 18] on digital documents.
The work presented in both this chapter, and the previous chapter, are used as stepping stones 
for the next which describes a system that makes use of both placeholding and annotation in a single 
tool. Before embarking on such a large project, I decided to first study how and where annotations 
are performed on paper by conducting a short user study. The results from this were promising, 
concluding that the margins perform an integral role in the physical mark-up process as they allow 
notes to be made close to the original text.
Using the results o f this study as a guide, I then created a digital implementation that gives users 
additional marginal space surrounding the PDF area for annotations to be made. Finally, I end by de­
scribing a second user study conduced on this implementation to determine whether or not additional 
margin space can be considered a digitally lightweight property.
4.2 Background
Annotation and note-taking are very common active reading activities. In 1998, Adler et al. [2] re­
ported on a study in which 15 people were logged for five days performing their daily document 
activities. The results o f this study concluded that when users are working on documents, nearly half 
of their time is spent annotating or note-taking. Clearly then, the value of m ark-up is high, yet the 
uptake on digital media is low [107,118].
Avw\rrCcetl
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Figure 4.1: An extract from Cliffs Complete annotated Macbeth
4.2.1 Physical Annotations
Annotations on physical documents can take two general forms: the informal markings users make 
on a page while reading, and professional scholarly annotations found in literary work [841. The 
latter here refers to critical edition books such as the extract from Cliffs Complete Annotated Macbeth 
shown in Figure 4.1. These professionally annotated versions of popular literature are intended to aid 
readers in the comprehension o f classic and scholarly material and do so without altering the format 
of the original text. The example in Figure 4.1 shows in the bottom left the original Shakespeare text 
and in the other areas the annotations put in by the publisher. You can see here that the original text, 
in this case Act I, Scene I of Macbeth has not been altered, instead the annotations have been included 
in the margins.
A more common type of annotation made on documents are informal markings made by the user 
while reading and making sense of the text. These markings, which are commonly referred to as 
notes, annotations or scribbles, can include (but are not limited to): highlights, underlining, circling, 
doodling and text. Figure 4.2 shows four examples o f informal user markings that show a diverse 
range of physical annotation possibilities. Figure 4.2a for example, shows a simple highlight. Figure 
4.2b depicts the use of personalised symbols within the margin, Figure 4.2c uses a connector (in this 
case an arrow) to link the source material to an annotation, and Figure 4.2d shows an example o f a 
key coding system that separates out different character’s speech dialogues.
One issue regarding the annotation of pre-existing literature that has been little investigated thus 
far, is where the marks are made. Ideally the notes would be made close to the text to which they relate, 
for example, writing a definition next to a word in a text book would keep it in context. The problem 
in this instance however, is that it is not always possible to make notes close to the text, writing over 
the document itself may obscure the original text whereas writing in the margins provides finite space 
and could prove difficult to make a connection between the two.
Another potential problem with both these solutions is that writing over the text or even in the
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Figure 4.2: Examples of user annotation
margins damages the original document -  a concept that has mixed opinions from readers [63]. A 
potential solution to this problem is to write the notes on a separate medium (e.g., spare paper, Post-its, 
notebook etc.). Although this method does give potentially unlimited space for writing notes, it now 
means that it can be difficult to reference specific locations within the original document and could 
easily get separated from the text to which it relates. Another solution to the problem of damaging the 
original document is to buy specialist note-taking equipment. The note tabs shown in Figure 3 .Id in 
Chapter 3 for example, are sticky see-through notes that act as placeholders and allow users to make 
notes and highlights on a document without damaging the document itself.
4.2.2 Digital Annotations
Annotations within electronic documents are often considered unintuitive with some researchers even 
describing them as “cumbersome'' \ 107]. This section discusses several of the most common annota­
tion tools within digital document readers. For the sake of this discussion, I will not be pursuing other
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Figure 4.3: The comment features in Adobe Acrobat Reader X
types o f digital annotation such as annotations seen in programming interfaces or web browsing.
One of the most popular digital reading applications on the market today is Adobe Acrobat Reader 
which is free for download and is available on Windows, Mac and Linux platforms. Unlike older ver­
sions, the newest version of the free Acrobat software (Adobe Acrobat X or version 10.0) also includes 
a small number o f annotation features which were previously only available in the Professional edi­
tion. These features include text highlighting and sticky notes and can be seen in Figure 4.3. The 
non-free Adobe Acrobat Professional edition of the software, includes additional annotation tools 
such as call outs, shapes, text underlining/strike throughs etc.
Apple's Preview application also allows simple annotations to be made to existing PDF documents 
in a similar style to Acrobat. See Figure 4.4. The sticky note feature in this application forces notes 
to be made in the left hand margin of the screen and gives little flexibility to reorder and organise the 
notes within this area.
In its latest versions, M icrosoft Word has also included a commenting feature which allows text to 
be highlighted and then comments to be added. This feature, which is aimed at collaborative editing, 
again forcibly stores comments in the right hand margin of the screen. See Figure 4.5.
4.2.3 Anatomy of Annotation
Researchers in the field of digital libraries have endeavoured to understand the different styles of 
annotation. For example. Agosti et al. [6] study historic practices of annotation, and the development 
of a digital library infrastructure to capture marginalia and other marks on mediaeval documents. 
By providing a consistent terminology for the different parts of digital annotation (e.g., [5]), it is 
possible to create a universal representation that facilitates the creation of usable annotations in digital 
documents. With this in mind, it seems sensible to first distinguish between the different parts of 
annotations in order to better understand how to create a complete digital solution. M arshall [84] 
describes three separate elements to annotations in her article “Reading and W riting the Electronic 
Book”:
•  Body: Any content added to the original document by the reader (e.g., a note or star written in 
the margin).
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Figure 4.5: The comment feature in M icrosoft Word 2007
•  A nchor: The portion o f the original text to which the annotation relates.
•  Marker: How the anchor should be rendered when displayed, i.e., the type and colour o f writing 
implement used.
To take an example, in Figure 4.2c, the body is the handwritten text “Ashdown Forest, Sussex. 100 
Acre Wood”, its anchor is the source text “middle of the forest” , and its marker is a black rectangle. 
Similarly, Figure 4.2a, has an empty body (i.e., there is no additional content added by the user), its 
anchor is the text “Eeyore picked the balloon up with his teeth”, and its marker is a yellow highlight.
Digital implementations offer several other useful annotation elements that would be tricky and 
time consuming on paper. For example: the author which records who created the annotation, and the 
time stamp which keeps a record of exactly when the annotation was made. W hile it is unlikely that 
such a complex and complete annotation will be seen on paper, it is useful to have a set o f common 
terms that will facilitate the discussion and comparison of annotations independent of implementation 
or platform.
It is clear from the examples in Figure 4.2b, that annotations are made up of several elements 
and can take many different forms. For example, highlighting a word then using a pen to draw a
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connection to the margin where a note is made. Thus, providing just one tool to support such a 
feature, as many digital systems do, is not a complete solution. To create a complete tool set for a 
digital implementation then, these different annotation elements must be studied in order to provide 
the appropriate tool set for the jobs at hand. I will therefore, be using this anatomy of annotation 
as a grounding for the design of the tool set in my improved digital solution, as well as a base for 
evaluating if it is indeed the minimal complete set of tools.
4.2.4 Marginalia
One of the key concepts relating to this chapter is the idea of marginal notes, or marginalia: 
mar-gi-na-li-a (plural noun)
1. Notes, commentary, and similar material written or printed in the margin of a book or manuscript. 
Also (in extended use): notes, comments, etc., which are incidental or additional to the main 
topic.
There are many famous figures who are known for their marginalia (e.g., Samuel Taylor Coleridge 
[32]); in this case of course, a readers’ notes can significantly increase the overall value of an otherwise 
‘damaged’ document. The act of writing notes in the margin of a printed document has been around, 
probably for as long as there have been margins to write in, providing a useful space to make notes 
to aid memory and communication. Jackson [63] has investigated the concept of marginalia in depth, 
from casual scribbles to lengthy arguments, by studying the use of thousands of annotated books 
from a time span of over three centuries. After referring to readers’ annotations as “a familiar but 
unexplained phenomenon ”, Jackson then reflects on the cultural and historical value of marginalia 
and presents a detailed review of some of the more interesting and famous examples in history.
The use of margins to place notes is a common occurrence in the physical world, but there have 
been occasions when researchers have encountered complaints from study participants with regards 
to the lack of marginal space on digital documents. Marshall et al. [86] for example, observed several 
user criticisms over the XLibris system’s (see Section 2.5.3) lack of marginal space:
“One reader complained that the margins, which were reduced when we scanned in the 
paper, were too small for marginalia. We have observed this complaint in other uses 
o f XLibris as well. This emphasizes the importance of large margins for encouraging 
annotation, but it also introduces a design trade-off. Assuming a fixed size display, and 
scanned or pre-formatted documents (e.g. Postscript or PDF), increasing margin size 
ultimately decreases readability.”
-  Marshall, Golovchinsky and Schilit [86].
This evidence suggests that marginalia can form an important part of the active reading process on 
both physical and digital documents. To investigate this issue further and to conclude exactly where 
the most common and popular areas for annotation are located, I first conducted a comparison study 
on paper based material. The results of this study were then used as a grounding for the design of a 
digital annotation system which I evaluate later in this Chapter.
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4.3 Literature Review
The topic of annotation has been studied in great depth by a number of researchers over the last 
few decades. One such research programme, conducted by O’Hara et al. [108], is the study of what 
they call ‘information recording’ activities, that is, how readers extract and record information from 
a source text. They investigate the document related activities of 25 library users from the research 
sector. This set of intensive readers, were asked to record a complete diary of work-related and 
research based activities they perform in the library in a working day. Using the results of this study, 
they were able to create a model of document related activities which shows that reading can lead 
directly to information review, or first go through the phases of either annotation or note-taking. They 
observe in the study that the majority of annotations made (on photocopied documents) were made in 
the margin area and note that in most cases, the participants only wrote short notes or brief, incomplete 
phrases rather than large complete sentences. They observed from this that the meaning of these 
annotations was highly dependent upon the textual context to which they relate, and comment that 
they are not independently interpretable, rather that they are distinguishable only with the original 
text to which they are linked. This result strongly suggests that the positioning of annotations is an 
important factor in the active reading process, as poorly positioned notes may be hard to link back to 
the original content to which it relates.
Marshall [82] also conducted an investigation into work-related annotation by studying the marks 
made on text books in a University book store. The particular store provided a ‘buy back’ scheme 
which allowed students to sell their previously used books, along with any annotations, back to the 
store after use. Marshall uses the observations from this study to categorise several ways in which 
users associate annotations with the printed document elements. She states that users making marginal 
notes generally connect them to the source text in one of three ways: using arrows, using a bracket, 
brace, or some other mark and sometimes even relying on proximity alone to connect their own 
marginal (or interline) jottings with the text. Any attempt to recreate the physical annotation pro­
cess digitally therefore, must ensure a complete set of tools is incorporated to allow all the types of 
anchoring mentioned by Marshall and others.
The creators of XLibris, the active reading machine, have also focused strongly on the concept 
of annotation [114]. Although the XLibris interface does not offer additional space surrounding the 
document area for making notes, the creators do make very clear that their free-form annotations can 
be made anywhere on the document itself because:
“We believe that the ability to make unstructured, idiosyncratic marks is a key aspect of
a paper-like user interface.”
-  Schilit et al. [114].
This type of un-restricted annotation is key to creating a complete paper-document metaphor for use on 
digital documents and one which I intended to replicate in the design of a digital annotation system. 
Another resemblance of the work of XLibris to the work presented in this chapter is their use of 
margins, in this case to provide serendipitous links to related material during the reading process. 
Later in the Chapter, and in the remainder of this Thesis, I discuss the benefits offered by an extended 
workspace in the active reading process.
Another body of work which several researchers have investigated, is the concept of re-flowing 
annotations, specifically, content added to documents where the underlying content is modified. In 
such cases, each annotation must be transformed to fit in with the new layout of its context. Cadiz et 
al. [22] reported on a study where they observed around 450 people making use of shared annotations
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within Microsoft Office 2000’s web annotation facility and discovered that the biggest problem identi­
fied by users was orphaned annotations. They describe annotation orphaning (i.e., annotations that no 
longer correspond to a place within the original text content) as being “understandably frustrating”, 
arguing that annotations mean little without the original content to which they relate.
Brush et al. [15] have also investigated user expectations of annotations on documents where the 
underlying document is subsequently changed and present a framework for building robust annota­
tions that alter their position with the original text. Bargeron et al. [12] implemented a system that 
facilitates re-flowing annotations, this time using free-form ink on augmented reading hardware. The 
Xlibris project has also studied the digital ink repositioning algorithms for modifiable documents in 
their paper, Moving Markup: repositioning freeform annotations [48].
Dealing with annotations on documents where the original content is changed is a large topic and 
one which I decided not to pursue. Although digital documents do have the potential to be reformatted, 
for example, eReaders reformat pages when the font size is altered, the work presented in this chapter 
and indeed the Thesis as a whole, is not concerned with modifiable documents as all the software I 
implement assumes the original text remains unchanged. Concerns over orphaned annotations or lost 
bookmarks are therefore, not an issue.
In addition to re-flowing annotations, there is also an assortment of literature that focuses on digital 
annotation in the form of pen-based input, allowing the user to effectively ‘draw’ on electronic media 
much like they would on paper. Plimmer and Mason’s paper [110] for example, focuses on annotations 
used within a classroom environment by exploring the paperless method of marking assignments. The 
main aim of the project, which focuses predominantly on marking up programming assignments is to 
allow mechanisms for recording and recognising scores and support rapid transition from assignment 
to assignment. The end product which uses the Tablet PC API to convert hand written comments to 
text, simultaneously annotates while recording the grades for assignments. When marking is finished 
a PDF file is automatically generated in order to provide feedback for the student.
There have also been investigations into the differences between paper and online annotations. 
Kawase et al. [65] for example, present a comparison of paper based versus online annotations by 
conducting a series of laboratory and field studies on users in a workplace. The results of their study 
concur with previous findings [107] that on paper, annotations support the learning process. The 
results also suggest however, that digital annotations provide an extra cognitive burden due to the 
lack of suitable tools available and problems relating to reading and interacting with documents on­
screen. They suggest that online annotations are shorter and of less intrinsic value than paper based 
ones and suggest that digital annotation developers make better use of annotations digitally (e.g., 
visual overviews, enhanced finding techniques etc.) rather than attempting to mimic paper based 
interactions.
4.4 Paper Study
There have been a variety of studies that have focused on how users annotate on printed documents. 
However, a topic that has thus far been overlooked is the concept of space -  specifically where these 
annotations are positioned. Superficially, this issue is straightforward: annotations will appear near 
to the material to which they relate. For example, a circle around a word within a paragraph and 
an arrow pointing to a definition somewhere in the margin. The problem faced with annotations on 
printed documents, is that space is finite and can potentially force additional mark-ups to be made 
outside the desired area. For example, an annotation about a paragraph in a document that has been 
made in a separate notebook. This scenario consequently presents the problem of referencing the
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separate annotation back to the original text. As I have discovered from the literature [108], the 
concept of space has value within active reading systems, yet so far there has been little literature on 
the topic of exactly where is the best place to position notes.
On physical documents, there are 3 distinct locations where annotations can be placed:
1. Over the document itself;
2. In the margins of the document;
3. On a separate medium.
All of these locations suffer from potential problems however. For example, annotating over the 
document itself obscures the original text, whereas writing on a separate medium makes it hard to 
reference related material within the document. Which of these options is preferred by the majority 
of users is currently unclear as surprisingly little research in the area of annotation location has been 
undertaken. It would be useful therefore, to conduct a paper based study that investigates annotation 
placement to discover the most popular and most practical mark-up locations. A study such as this 
raised several research questions for me, such as: where is the ideal annotation location? and where is 
the most common annotation location? These questions also posed further questions such as: are the 
margins used for annotation simply because there is no other free space? and is the potentially infinite 
space provided by a separate medium being outweighed by the possibility of losing or dereferencing 
the additional material?
I chose these questions specifically to gain a better understanding of how and where annotations 
are made on paper, in order to better inform the design of a digital solution. To answer these questions, 
I undertook a paper based study and post-study interview with a set of participants who regularly 
undertake annotation tasks. The following section describes the design and results of this study.
4.4.1 Study Design
To best determine where annotations are made on paper documents, it seemed wise to ask users 
to perform simple mark-up tasks and observe the locations of the notes produced. The following 
sections describe the design of the study carried out to observe users’ paper annotation practices and 
the post-study interview conducted to probe their ideal annotation location.
The Systems
I anticipated that the size of the margin would strongly affect the placement of annotations on a 
document. Therefore, to observe the effects of marginal space on the mark-up process I decided 
to perform a comparison test using two types of printed document. The first, which was used to 
observe user behaviour when there is little space on the original document to make notes, is shown 
in Figure 4.6a and is known as a ‘no margin’ document. In contrast to this, and to gain insight into 
user behaviour when there is ample space surrounding the text to make notes, I have also included a 
‘margin’ document which is illustrated in Figure 4.6b.
Documents and Apparatus
Each participant was provided with two printed documents during the study: a margin document and a 
non-margin document (Figure 4.6b). In both printouts the size of the original text remained constant, 
but the margin document contained an additional 4cm uniform margin.
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MACBETH MACBETH
(a) No margin document (b) Margin document
Figure 4.6: Examples of the two types of document used in the study
The choice of documents used in the study and consequently the tasks that were given, varied 
from user to user to remove any possible bias and ensure a fair and balanced comparison throughout 
the systems being tested. In total, I used four different PDFs in the study which were rotated amongst 
system and participants to ensure that no two participants received the same combination of system 
and document. The PDFs used were: Macbeth, Alice in Wonderland, Heart of Darkness and A 
Christmas Carol.
In addition to the printed documents, each participant was also provided with ample mark-up tools 
which included (but was not limited to1) coloured pens, pencils, highlighters, spare paper, Post-its and 
sticky tabs.
Procedure
The participants I selected for the study were chosen from a group of post-graduate students and 
academic staff of Swansea University and consisted of 9 men and 1 woman between the ages of 21 
and 35. I selected this user base intentionally due to their increased likelihood of annotation practices 
in everyday life.
In order to maximise the amount of information gathered in the study, I used video recording 
equipment to record the participant’s actions throughout the testing process. Consent was obtained 
from each participant prior to the study taking place and anonymity was maintained by focusing the 
camera away from their faces. I kept the resulting artefacts produced by the study participants for 
analysis and further study.
The structure of each study comprised of:
1. A set of seven tasks to complete on each of the two document types (the non-margin and the 
margin systems);
2. A post-study questionnaire specific to the exact document used in the tasks. Given the variation 
of printed PDFs amongst the participants, each set of tasks and consequently the subsequent
]The participants were asked prior to the study taking place if there was any equipment they would like to be added. No 
participants requested any additional materials
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written questionnaire varied slightly from user to user but adhered to the same general theme 
preserving the ratio of open and closed tasks;
3. A short series of semi-structured interview questions.
4.4.2 The Tasks
To ensure the PDFs chosen would not affect the study, they were interchanged between each partici­
pant and the margin and non-margin documents. The tasks given to each participant varied depending 
upon the PDF used but all contained seven tasks per system (14 total). The format of these seven tasks 
included two closed and five open-ended assignments.
The closed tasks were designed to provide the user with a precise instruction for annotation that 
should vary only slightly between participants. An example of a closed task used within the study 
was: ‘Highlight all of Alice’s dialogue’.
The open tasks however, were intentionally designed to give the user more freedom in their ap­
proach to annotation in order to tease out personal mark-up preferences. Two examples of the open 
tasks used within the study were ‘Use the tools provided to create a link between the word ‘heath’ 
and the note you just made’ and ‘Mark Page six as important’.
4.4.3 Hypotheses
The primary goal of the paper study was to identify where users make annotations on physical doc­
uments. In addition, I also wanted to gain subjective and qualitative data regarding users preferred 
annotation positions. My hypotheses for the results of the paper study were as follows:
Hypothesis 1: The margins would be a more popular area for annotation than over the document 
itself;
Hypothesis 2: The non-margin document would be rated poorly compared to the margin document 
for obscuring the original text;
Hypothesis 3: Additional mediums would be a useful alternative where margins are not available 
(i.e., the non-margin document).
4.4.4 Study Results 
Subjective Results
As part of the post-study questionnaire participants were asked to rate each of the document types 
(margin and non-margin) out of 10 (1 being the lowest 10 being the highest), for several attributes. 
The results of this portion of the study are shown in Table 4.1. To assess the statistical significance of 
the data I obtained, I conducted a Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test on the subjective scores.
It is clear from the results that the biggest divide in opinion between the margin and non-margin 
document types is seen in how well the original document can be seen after annotations have been 
made (Q8). This yielded average subjective scores of 3.2 and 6.2 for the non-margin and margin 
documents respectively and a significant Wilcoxon result of p<0.011 (W+=2, W-=43, N=9). This 
confirms hypothesis 2 -  that is, that the non-margin document would be rated poorly compared to 
the margin document for obscuring the original text. This result, however obvious, strongly suggests 
that the margins play an important role in the annotation of physical documents, as without them, the
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Non-Margin Margin Wilcoxon
(P)Average SD Average SD
Q 1: How easy it is to emphasise or highlight 
specific areas
9.0 0.942 9.0 0.942 = 1*
Q2: How legible the notes you make are 7.1 2.025 8.8 0.919 =0.0313
Q3: The speed in which you can make notes 7.1 1.524 8.8 1.033 =0.0156
Q4: The effort it takes to make the notes 6.9 2.025 8.1 2.378 =0.0938*
Q5: How easy it is to make connections be­
tween sections
6.6 1.955 8.0 1.633 =0.0078
Q6: How easy it is to highlight an area 7.8 2.150 8.2 1.619 =0.4375*
Q7: How easy it is to indicate specific places 7.5 2.068 8.3 1.337 =0.125*
Q8: How well the original document can be 
seen afterwards
3.2 1.751 6.2 2.898 =0.0117
Table 4.1: Subjective ratings from the paper study (out o f 10). * indicates no significant result was
found.
Separate M edium 
Margins
Over th e  Docum ent
(a) U sers ' ideal annotation  location on paper (b) U sers’ actual annotation location on paper
Figure 4.7: Users’ annotation locations - ideal and actual
clarity o f the original text can be obscured. This theory is also backed up by the results from Q2. Q3 
and Q4. indicating that the participants felt their notes were more legible, speedier and easier to make 
on the margin document versus the non-margin document.
The results from the post-study interview substantiated these findings proving that the majority of 
participants (90%) agreed that having more space around the outside of the document is useful when 
marking up. In addition, I also confirmed that this additional space is not detrimental to the actual 
reading of the original document with all participants disagreeing with the statement "Having bigger 
margins makes it more difficult to read the original docum ent’’. This evidence confirms hypothesis 1 
-  that the margins would be a more popular area for annotation than over the document itself.
Annotation Placement
Figure 4.7 shows the results from the annotation placement portion of the study. Figure 4.7a illustrates 
the subjective results from the post-study interview, specifically the proportion of users who selected 
each of the three areas as their ideal position to place notes. Figure 4.7b shows the actual percentage 
o f annotations made in each of the three positions, which was gathered from studying the resultant 
paper artefacts at the end of the study2. Statistical testing on these two sets of data would be in-feasible
2T his data was obtained from  the m argin docum ent types in the study as there was no option to place notes in the m argin 
o f  a non-m argin docum ent. It also  show s the distribution num ber o f annotations m ade by all participants
Separate Medium
Margins
Over the Docum ent
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due to differences in how the data was gathered. Specifically, in the ideal locations the users simply 
gave a number from one to three to indicate their preference for each location whereas the actual 
locations were identified via the number of annotations made by the participants during the study. 
Putting these sets of data side by side in graphs however, clearly illustrates that where users actually 
place their notes is very similar to their preferred placement of notes.
It is useful to note here however, that the documents used in the study were draft-like copies of 
hardback books, that is, they were simply ring-bound documents printed on standard office paper. 
I also made it clear to the participants at the start of the study that marking them with ink was the 
intention. When prompted about annotating their own purchased or borrowed books in the post­
study interview, all participants admitted that they would never annotate the book itself for fear of 
damaging it. Conducting the same study on participants’ own copies of books then, is likely to produce 
drastically different results for users’ actual annotation locations. Indeed, when questioned about the 
topic every participant confirmed that when reading an actual book, they always use a separate medium 
for annotation or more surprisingly, opt not to make notes at all.
Despite this however, there is a mixed reaction to the subject of whether or not a separate medium 
is a resolution to the problem of annotation on documents with little or no margin. Although several 
users agreed that it is a potential solution, they all seemed to follow with a “but”, suggesting that 
using a separate medium is an alternative to writing in the margins of a document as opposed to a 
comparable solution. This therefore, partially proves Hypothesis 3 -  that additional media would be a 
useful alternative where margins are not available. The main problems the study highlighted in using 
a separate media to mark up documents were:
1. Their tendency to get lost or detached from the original text;
2. That separate notes mean little without the original text to refer to;
3. It is hard to reference a specific section in the original text on a separate medium;
The related subjective ratings from the participants reinforce this point, that is, using a separate 
medium is the lowest scoring place for annotation, with six users choosing it as their last resort, 
and only one participant rating it highest. Despite these reservations, observational data qualifies this 
low rating: eight participants used at least one separate medium during the study (either a piece of pa­
per or a Post-it). Half of this group (4/10) used this method in both the minimal and extended margin 
documents. The other half used the separate medium only in the minimal margin presentation where 
there was less room to annotate; not a single participant used supplementary paper on the margin doc­
ument only. The higher adoption of the separate medium when there is little or no margin available 
for annotation supports the theory that less margin space encourages the use of additional media.
Although a separate medium may not be the majority of users’ ideal method of annotation, ob­
servational data suggests that many are forced to use it occasionally regardless. Despite the fact they 
were not particularly popular with the participants, there are some good attributes associated with 
separate media:
1. They offer potentially unlimited space;
2. They do not obscure the original document text;
3. They do not damage the original document.
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Despite users’ ideal and actual annotation placements (Figure 4.7), it is possible that a separate 
medium would be the ideal solution if the problems associated with them were eliminated, that is, 
if there was no chance of them getting lost and they are always linked with what they reference. 
On paper, this would be an impossible task, however, digital techniques can provide solutions to the 
problems associated with separate mediums.
One final useful observation I discovered during the study was the way in which certain par­
ticipants completed the task ‘M ark page X as im portant’. During this task, three out of the ten 
participants used a Post-it to indicate page importance by writing or drawing asterisks then proceed­
ing to stick it to the side of the page, causing it to then act as a rudimentary bookmark. Although this 
may seem an obvious action to take on paper, the way in which a single physical object can perform 
more than one function does not extend to the digital world.
In fact, the positioning of Post-its that stick out of the page is not an action that is commonly seen 
in electronic documents at all, despite it being a common action to take physically. Many of the Post- 
its used within the study were used, not to write on, but to stick to the sides and act as independent 
bookmarks. This is an act that has clearly been anticipated by many manufactures, particularly those 
who make sticky tabs that are too small to write any significant notes on, yet perfectly sized and 
equipped to act as placeholders. These points form the basis of the next chapter on note-taking.
4.4.5 Paper Study Conclusions
The results of the paper study indicate that people enjoy the freedom of physically writing on the 
document, whether it is on top of the original text or in the margins, as annotating close to the section 
of literature to which you are referring keeps the notes in context. This is backed up by participant 
comments such as ‘7  usually want to reference specific parts o f the document and having the note 
near that section is very useful” as well as the statistics -  only 1 out of the 10 participants chose the 
additional media as their preferred method of annotation.
However, this study is an unrealistic test for annotation practices on books as opposed to printed 
pages as all of the participants agreed that they would only mark an actual book in extreme circum­
stances. They also confirmed that when making notes about a personal book, they either use a separate 
medium (e.g., scrap paper, Post-its, note-book etc.) or decide not to make notes at all. This is a prob­
lem that does not have to extend to digital documents. When designing a new digital annotation 
system, provisions can be made to ensure that the original document remains unaffected by saving the 
annotations in a separate file. This will overcome the problems associated with damaging the original 
text as notes can be toggled on and off, and allows multiple annotation files to be associated with a 
single copy of the document.
The study confirmed the popularity of margins for taking notes with 70% of the participants se­
lecting it as their first choice for annotation compared with only 20% and 10% selecting over the 
document and separate medium respectively. It also uncovered some undesirable attributes associated 
with the separate medium method of annotation. Specifically, the fact that they can get lost easily, it 
is hard to link notes on a separate page to specific sections of the original text and the fact that they 
can be dereferenced (i.e., notes mean very little without the original text to link it to). Again, these 
are very real problems in the printed world but ones that need not carry over to the digital plane. This 
topic is discussed in more detail later in the Chapter.
After studying user behaviour during specific tasks, the study also suggests that the concept of 
appropriation, or making use of one tool for multiple purposes, may also be a potentially lightweight 
property if applied digitally. In the next chapter I investigate this point in detail by designing a digital 
tool that incorporates both placeholding and annotation into a single unified tool.
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Figure 4.8: Design for the Margin Annotation System
4.5 System Design
By paying close attention to the results o f the paper based study, I have designed a digital implemen­
tation that utilises the space outside the main document area for annotation. To better understand any 
potential routes for further investigation, I decided to create the digital system in a way that allowed 
me to make a formulative analysis o f the comparative user study described later in the Chapter.
4.5.1 Aims
The main aim for this part of my investigation, was to design a digital reading system with an expand­
able margin area. In doing so, I hope to prove that the space surrounding the document is a lightweight 
property that can be applied to many different scenarios within the digital document domain.
Aim 1: Create a system that includes additional expandable marginal space surrounding the PDF 
which can be used as space for mark-ups;
Aim 2: To ensure the original document is not ‘dam aged' and can easily be seen minus the annota­
tions, ensure the annotation files are separated from the original file;
Aim 3: Give the user a complete set o f annotation tools to mark up the PDF itself, and the space 
surrounding it;
Aim 4: Create a tool that replaces the separate medium by incorporating its advantages (i.e., its po­
tentially unlimited space, the fact it does not obscure or damage the original document) and 
overcomes its problems (i.e., it should always be referenced, there should be no chance of it 
getting lost; it should be hidden from view unless explicitly told to appear).
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4.5.2 Additional Document Space
As I discovered from the paper study as well as my investigation into placeholders, the space sur­
rounding the main document can provide a useful area for displaying and storing information. This 
was backed up by the results of the paper based comparison study described previously in the Chapter. 
The difference between the additional space used in the placeholder system and the space used in the 
comparison study are described below:
Margins: Document margins give each individual page additional space surrounding the document 
text to make notes. Therefore, each page’s margin belongs to the page itself and turning to a new 
page gives a fresh margin. Notes in this form can be made on the document directly, or by sticking or 
inserting a separate medium (e.g., Post-it) to them.
Static Space: Other types of additional space where notes can be made about a document include 
static space which stays constant independent of the open page. For example, placing Post-its on the 
desk or the wall close to the space where the user is working. This type of additional space ensures 
that the content of the annotation can always be seen, despite the currently open page.
4.5.3 Storage
As I discovered while conducting the comparison study, users are reluctant to annotate their own 
books as they do not want to damage them. This preference is something that can easily be overcome 
in the digital world by simply making a copy of the original document before marking it up, ensuring 
that they always have an ‘un-damaged’ copy of the original file. A more efficient method of achieving 
the same effect however, would be to save all document annotations separately to the main document 
file. This would ensure the original document remains unchanged while at the same time facilitating 
toggleable annotations. It has been noted in previous investigations [107], that annotations are often 
perceived as:
“a separate layer o f the document.”
- O ’Haraand Sellen [107].
Therefore, separating them from the original text seems a logical step to take.
Another advantage of separating the notes from the original document content is to allow multiple 
annotation files to be associated with a single PDF, allowing many versions of annotations to be 
viewed while only saving a single copy of the original text.
In the Margin Annotation system after a set of notes and/or annotations has been created, the 
program will allow them to be saved to a file that is independent of the PDF itself -  this will be known 
as an annotation file. A PDF can have several of these files associated with it, each of which will be 
given a different name and saved separately. A library file containing information on all the PDFs 
and their respective annotations is used to connect these files and a menu within the main program 
will give access to a list of all the annotation files linked to the open PDF. The result of this is a 
standard format of annotation that can be created, viewed and edited easily without altering the PDF 
itself. Consequently, these files form a template which can be shared among computers without the 
necessity of having multiple copies of the same source text.
Sometimes it is beneficial to purchase a professionally annotated version of a classic book to aid 
in the understanding of the text. Many companies produce scholarly editions of popular books but to
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view them all, the reader must in turn buy several copies of the original text. Similarly, if someone 
makes notes on an electronic document and wants to share it with others, they must not only send the 
annotations, but also the original document along with it. With the system proposed above however, 
users can open any number of annotation files while only owning one copy of the original text. See 
Section 4.5.4 for a scenario.
4.5.4 Additional Media
Although the results of the paper study highlighted the unpopularity of the separate media annotation 
approach, it did suggest that it could prove useful if the problems associated with it were solved, 
specifically, if there is no chance of them getting lost or dereferenced. Incorporating a feature that 
overcomes these problems as well as utilising its benefits, could prove to be a valuable asset to the 
system. It is for this reason, that I have incorporated a ‘Note’ feature into the design.
Notes within the system are designed to be connected to either highlights or pen marks. This is 
solely due to the way in which they are displayed, that is, they are hidden from view unless the mouse 
passes over the object to which they are connected. When this action occurs, the program then paints 
a mouse-over pop-up containing the note text on the screen. This note feature then, retains the original 
benefits of the separate medium approach and, as long as the library file remains un-tampered with, it 
also solves the problems associated with the separate medium approach (the notes cannot get lost or 
dereferenced).
Scenario
It has been documented by experts [4] in the area of annotation, that there could be potential advan­
tages to the layering of annotations to enrich their semantics and expressive power:
“It is possible to have different layers o f annotations on the same document: a private 
layer o f annotations, which can be accessed only by the annotations author himself; a 
collective layer o f annotations, shared by some users who are working on a document; 
finally a public layer o f annotations, accessible to all users o f the digital library.”
-  Agosti and Ferro [4].
This description discusses the role of annotations in the context of the digital library and reinforces 
my decision to split mark-ups from their underlying documents. The following scenario describes a 
typical situation where the above statement becomes a reality:
Joe is a student who is writing an essay on ‘Alice in Wonderland' for a school assignment. He 
has an electronic version o f the book which is stored on his computer in his local documents file. 
He opens and reads the document with the Margin Annotation System then proceeds to mark-it 
up with his own notes using the tools provided. Joe gets to a tricky piece o f the text which he has 
trouble interpreting, so uses the program to switch to the professionally created annotation file 
he previously downloaded from the internet to help him decipher the material. After finishing the 
assignment, Joe opens his classmates ’ annotation files to compare answers before submission. He 
then sends his completed assignment, along with his annotation file to his teacher. The teacher 
is then able to open and view all 30 o f her pupils annotation files on her computer while only 
storing a single copy o f the original document.
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In this scenario, the Margin Annotation System, is allowing Joe to open and easy toggle between 
multiple annotation files (i.e., his own copy, the professional scholarly copy, and his classmates’ 
copies) while only physically storing one version of the original document.
Alternative Designs
In contrast to the previous chapter, my intention with this design was to elicit user requirements. 
The paper study revealed that it was beneficial to provide space for annotation outside the document 
content itself. In considering alternative designs, I will therefore focus on other designs that would 
help gain insight into user requirements for this wider annotation area. One possibility is the provision 
of an entirely separate note-taking space, detached from the document (like a notebook), mirroring 
paper. However, electronic media can be scrollable and need not have a paginated form.
Tashman et al. [132] also investigate the role of margins in supporting reading. However, they 
use only a right-hand margin and a scrolling display of the document pages. Given my focus on 
transferring behaviours from paper to digital media, it was important to match the physical world as 
much possible by using a paginated display and uniform margins on all sides of the page. Investigating 
the role of a margin in a scrollable display is a worthwhile research goal, but as Tashman et al. have 
now addressed this, there is little advantage in me simply reproducing their design and work.
XLibris [111] provided an optional separate notebook for capturing document content and adding 
the user’s personal notes. That approach clearly mirrors the behaviours found when users work with 
paper, and would be very much worthwhile investigating as a further option when studying this topic.
Shipman et al. [120] examined the use of a dedicated, two-dimensional note-taking space versus 
Word in the context of recording and interpreting across a collection of documents. Their evaluation 
demonstrated several weaknesses in the continuous linear sequences of notes most readily supported 
by Word, and in Word’s lack of connection to the collection the participants worked with. While 
XLibris’ note-taking space remedies some of the minor problems reported by Shipman et al., it seemed 
more judicious to follow an approach that both mirrored paper and seemed more likely to avoid the 
shortcomings Shipman’s study revealed.
It would, of course, be possible to encompass or adjust the behaviour of commonly used annota­
tion tools, such as the pop-out note, to extend the space available to the reader. In the case of pop-up 
notes, they also occlude the text permanently (by the marker indicating their presence), and when 
activated also hide the underlying text. It is to adjust this behaviour to minimise such issues, but this 
would often result in a similar design to either a larger margin or a separate note-book document.
4.6 System Implementation
4.6.1 Tools
For simplicity, the tools within the original system have been split into several categories: PDF tools, 
margin tools and miscellaneous tools. The tool sets used within the user study altered slightly from 
this original design to test the different aspects of the system. Figure 4.10 shows a labelled screen shot 
of the the task bar.
PDF Tools
The following section describes the tools that I have designed for use specifically over the document 
itself:
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Figure 4.10: The Margin Annotation System ’s toolbar
Highlighter: A tool designed to highlight the main PDF. Highlights can be changed to any colour and 
can be resized to cover text, images or a combination of both. Notes can also be added to highlights 
by double clicking them (see below).
Pen: A tool controlled by mouse movements that allows free-hand lines to be drawn over the top of 
the original PDF. The colour and thickness o f the pen tool can be changed in the toolbar at the top of 
the form. Notes can also be added to pen marks by double clicking them (see below).
Note: The tool created to act as an improvement to the separate medium. Notes can be added to 
highlights or pen marks by simply double clicking on them. Once a note has been created, it is hidden 
from view until the mouse is run over the object it is connected to; at this point, a pop-up window is 
displayed containing the contents o f the text note.
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Eraser: A  simple tool that erases annotations made with the pen tool in a raster graphic fashion. Users 
can change the size of the eraser by means of the toolbar at the top of the form.
Select Text: A simple tool added for completeness to allow users to select and copy text from the 
main document into annotations. This tool is used in conjunction with the web links tool described 
below.
Margin Tools
When given additional space, some of the tools that are used to mark-up text become less useful, for 
example, a highlighter pen would be redundant unless there was something (e.g., text) to highlight. I 
have decided therefore, to give users a separate and more appropriate set of tools to use on the margin 
area of the system:
Image Box: A tool that creates resizeable image boxes that can be positioned in the margins of the 
document. The image displayed in the box can be changed by double clicking the box area.
Text Box: A tool that creates customisable text boxes for making notes outside the document area. 
Text boxes are very versatile and can be used to mimic scholarly editions as shown in Figure 4.1. The 
background colour, border colour and thickness, text size, font and colour and size of the text box can 
be modified for flexibility with the tools.
Miscellaneous Tools
In addition to the PDF and margin based tools, I have also included several miscellaneous tools to in­
crease the intuitive nature of the system and to probe their usefulness as part of my initial formulative 
design.
Web Links: Highlighting a portion of the original text using the ‘select text’ tool causes that text to 
be automatically copied into the web links box at the top of the form. The user then has the option 
to click Wikipedia3 or Oxford English dictionary4 buttons for web definitions of the selected text. 
User specified text can also be searched by manually typing directly into the web links box. I antic­
ipated that this may be an innovative way of quickly looking up words and phrases from the document.
Docking: The PDF itself can be ‘docked’ at different locations around the background space to pro­
vide a higher degree of freedom with the notes being made.
Toggling: As Aim 1 states, I decided to save the annotation files independently of the PDF to ensure a) 
the original document is not ‘damaged’ by user created annotations and b) to allow multiple annotation 
files to be associated with a single PDF. To switch between different files then, the user can make use 
of the toggling feature which allows quick changing between different annotations as well as allowing 
the original document to be viewed alone.
'3www. wikipedia.org
4www.oed.com
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4.6.2 Saving and Opening
Annotation files created using the program are saved independently of the PDF (i.e., the PDF itself 
remains unchanged) therefore it is possible to have multiple annotation files associated with a single 
document. The Margin Annotation System therefore, needs to save each annotation file separately 
as well as having a library file that connects them all together. Each computer running the system 
will only require one library file which will contain information about all the PDFs opened with the 
system in order to group the specific annotations associated with it. This library file is used when a 
PDF is opened to make a list of all the different annotation files that have been made on this particular 
document.
In addition to these two types of file, the system also uses PNG image files to save user ‘drawings’ 
made using the pen tool. All these files are stored in the same directory in a folder called ‘Library’.
4.7 User Study
To confirm that additional marginal space is a lightweight property digitally, I conducted a compar­
ative user study on the Margin Annotation System. This study was designed to test several aspects 
of the system as a whole including how useful the margin is for marking-up and if I can expand and 
improve on the separate media idea digitally.
4.7.1 Study Design 
Research Questions
Since this study is mainly a formulative investigation, I have laid down research questions as opposed 
to hypotheses. I refer back to these questions in the results section. It is worth noting here that these 
questions are being answered purely on the subjective responses from the participants in the study -  
no usage behaviour was used to determine the success of any of the tools within the system.
Research Question 1: Is the margin a useful area for making notes?
Research Question 2: Is the mouse-over note function a suitable replacement for the separate medium 
seen in paper documents?
Research Question 3: What is the complete set of annotation tools?
Research Question 4: Are the miscellaneous tools useful? (e.g., OED links, toggleable annotation 
files etc.)
Control Systems
To test the effectiveness of the margin area and its tools, I implemented two additional systems: one 
with expandable margins and one without:
Margin System: The layout of the margin and the PDF remains the same, as do all the miscellaneous 
tools. In this system however, all the margin and PDF tools (described above) are available on the 
margin only.
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PDF System: As with the Margin System, the layout and miscellaneous tools remain constant, but 
this time all margin and PDF tools are available on the PDF only.
By directly comparing these two implementations, I was able to assess which tools best suited the 
margin, and which best suited the PDF by gaining subjective scores on each from the participants 
following the study (see Procedure below). In total then, the study contained three interfaces:
• The Original System (set of tools for the PDF, and a set of tools for the margin);
•  The Margin System (all tools on the margin only);
•  The PDF System (all tools on the PDF Only);
Procedure
The 16 participants I recruited for the study were selected randomly from a cohort of academic and 
research staff in the Physical Sciences Department of Swansea University. As with the paper study, 
participants with a research based background were chosen intentionally due to their increased likeli­
hood of annotation practices in daily life. The age of the participants at the time of study ranged from 
20 to 49 and the study itself lasted on average around 45 minutes.
To maximise the amount of information I could gather from the studies, I used screen capture 
software to record the specifics of each participant’s actions during the tasks, and stored the resultant 
artefacts for later use. Each participant was given a £5 gift voucher as an incentive for participation. 
The structure of all 16 studies were carried out in the same manner, as described below:
Study Tasks
The first set of four tasks given to the participants was of a closed nature to gain subjective responses 
during the interview questions that proceeded them. These tasks were undertaken to allow each of the 
tools to be used on each of the two interfaces (PDF and Margin systems). The first task in each set 
used the text box tool. Each text box task required the participant to find an item of information in 
the document and create a text box note with a summary of the discovered information. One example 
text box task was “Turn to Page 4. What was the name of the firm? Create a text box on the 
PDF and enter this information in it”. The second part of this set of tasks used the image box tool 
and asked the participants to add a specific image to a location in the document. A typical task from 
this portion of the study was “Turn to Page 8: Add an image of Mar ley’s Ghost on the PDF’. The 
third task assessed the pen tool and required the user to draw a particular annotation on the document; 
a sample question from this was “Turn to page 7: Change the pen colour to red and its thickness 
to medium and use it to put a star in the margin next to all references to Serpents”. The last 
item of this task set examined the highlighter tool, with the participant highlighting some content and 
annotating it; one question used for this task was “Turn to page 7: Use the Highlighter tool to 
emphasise the word morose and change its annotation”.
The second set of 19 tasks was a mixture of 7 open and 12 closed tasks and was included in the 
study as a method of getting the users acquainted with the system. The closed tasks again included 
the creation of text boxes, image boxes and highlights. Some of the closed tasks in this part of the 
study included: “Add an Image Box to the page, open the Picture Tea Party and resize it to fit 
in the Notes section” and “T\irn to page 5: Add a Text box on this page, change its background 
colour, border font and font size and add in it the Text Alice at the Mad Tea Party”. Some of the
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more open tasks in the set were designed to give more flexibility to the participants in using the tools 
and included tasks such as: “M ark page 8 as important” and “Use the tools provided to identify 
all the characters that appear on page 4” .
1. A brief introduction to the study where the participants were introduced to each system and 
their tools;
2. A set o f closed tasks on the PDF and Margin systems: 4 sets which each consisted of 2 closed 
tasks (1 on each system). These tasks were designed specifically to gain subjective ratings from 
the users regarding each of the tools and their ideal placement (either on the PDF or in the 
margin);
3. These closed tasks were immediately followed by a series of interview questions to find out 
where each tool is best suited;
4. 19 mixed open/closed tasks on the original system (Margin Annotation System) designed specif­
ically to give the participants time to get to grips with each of the tools within the system, as 
well as its overall functionality.
5. A semi-structured interview based on the 19 tasks including a section of subjective ratings.
To reduce potential bias resulting from the ordering of systems or the content o f documents, the 
order in which each participant used the interfaces was rotated, and the combination of documents to 
interface for each participant was unique.
4.7.2 Study Results
Research Question 1: Is the margin a useful area for making notes?
Text Box Image Box Pen Highlighter 
Tool Tool Tool
Figure 4.11: Popularity of the PDF and the margin for each tool (percent)
To investigate whether the margin is a useful area for making notes, I asked the participants to use 
each tool on both control interfaces (the Margin System and the PDF System). They therefore used 
each tool on the margin only followed by the PDF only. Each tool was tested using different PDFs
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with similar tasks and followed immediately with a question asking which location each tool was best 
suited to, (i.e., the PDF or the margin). The results from this section are shown in Figure 4.11.
At first glance, the graph showing these results seems to strongly favour the PDF as the most 
suitable area to use the tools. However, it should be noted here, that part of the tool set I implemented 
was designed specifically for use on the document itself and was not expected to perform well when 
used within a blank open margin space. For example, the pen function, a tool that was used by every 
participant in the paper study, is a poor choice to mark up the margins of an electronic document as 
the text box tool provides an easier and neater way of doing so. Similarly, since there is no text in 
the margins, the highlighter is a rather obsolete tool to use here. I anticipated that both the pen and 
the highlighter would perform poorly on the margins and was therefore more concerned with the user 
preference for the text box and image box tools.
Clearly then, the results of this experiment varied dramatically depending upon which tool was 
being tested, suggesting that each location has an optimum set of tools. 75% of the participants 
concurred that the Text Box tool was better suited to the margin as opposed to the PDF due to the 
difficulties of text occlusion on the PDF and the lack of free space available to place the object.
This concern over lack of space extends to the Image Box tool with 69% of the participants 
agreeing that the margin is the most favourable place to position images. The remaining 31% however, 
despite agreeing that space is an issue, chose to opt for the PDF as the optimum solution because they 
felt that they were more in context on the PDF itself.
As far as the Pen and Highlighter tools go, the decision was unanimous -  100% of participants 
agreed that the PDF is the best place to use these tools. The main reason for this as given by 88% 
of the participants, is that these tools can mark up the original text without obscuring it and, more 
importantly keeping it in context.
These results strongly imply that using the margin of the document as an annotation area is not an 
alternative to marking the PDF, but rather a useful addition to it.
Research Question 2: Is the mouse-over note function a suitable replacement for the separate 
medium seen in paper documents?
Although the problems associated with using a separate medium on paper resulted in only a small 
proportion of users making use of them in the paper study, the idea behind it is a useful one -  you are 
able to make notes with a potentially unlimited amount of space without obscuring the original text. 
The highlighter tool has been designed with this in mind with the intention of replicating the positive 
aspect of marking up using a separate medium (i.e., that it doesn’t take up space on the original 
document) and at the same time eliminating the negative points mentioned above. The end result is a 
tool that uses semi-transparent ‘boxes’ to highlight areas of the PDF while also allowing annotations 
to be ‘tagged’ to them appearing as a pop-up when a mouse pointer is passed over the highlight itself. 
This not only eliminates the problem of orphan annotations by ensuring that each one is referenced 
to their relative highlights but also eliminates the possibility of them getting lost or detached from the 
original text.
The highly desirable feature of not obscuring the original text, was a major factor in the mouse- 
over pop-ups popularity, with 10 out of the 16 study participants selecting the highlighter as their 
favourite tool. In summary then, the mouse-over note function is a popular and more importantly, 
non-intrusive method of marking up digital documents, suggesting that it is a potentially advantageous 
replacement to the separate medium used so often in paper documents.
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Research Question 3: What is the complete set of annotation tools?
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Figure 4.12: Average user ratings for each tool (out o f 10)
Since this issue is concerned with the tools themselves, I first wanted to ensure that the participants 
had ample opportunity to make use o f each one individually. This was accomplished via the 19 tasks 
seen in step 4 of the user study procedure. To find out which annotation tasks each tool best supported, 
I asked the participants to give a score out o f 10 (10 being the highest), for each tool based on five 
types o f annotation:
•  M aking notes;
•  Inserting illustrations;
•  M aking connections between points;
•  H ighlighting specific areas;
•  Highlighting specific points.
I have chosen these five types of annotation as they coincide with the elements described in the 
anatomy of annotation in Section 4.2.3. The results of this are shown in Figure 4.12. I performed 
Kruskal Wallis tests on the data shown in the graph and concluded that all sets of ratings were statis­
tically significant. As the graph shows, no single tool is best suited to every attribute, but together the 
four annotation tools allow users to perform all o f the different types of task to a high standard.
The user study concluded that highlighting specific points is best performed by the Highlighter 
Tool with an average score o f 9.00 out o f 10 (p<0.0()01, H=32.43, df=3) and similarly confirmed 
that this was also the best tool for highlighting specific areas with an average score of 9.25 out of 
10 (p<0.0()01, H=33.89, df=3). The Pen was identified as being the most popular tool for making 
connections between points with an average rating of 8.12 out o f 10 (p=0.0047, H=12.95, df=3) and 
the Image Box was confirmed as the most suitable for illustrating something with an average score of 
8.81 out o f 10 (p=0.()002, H= 19.29, df=3). Finally with an average score of 9.50 out o f 10 (pcO.OOOl, 
H=31.02, df=3), the Text Box tool has been chosen as the most suitable tool for making notes.
The results o f this experiment show that each tool has its optimum usage or set o f usages and also 
confirms the necessity o f having a complete set. For example, the absence of the Text Box tool would
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leave the highlighter as the optimum method of making notes which, as indicated by its low rating 
(5.68/10) is not the perfect tool for this task.
Research Question 4: Are the miscellaneous tools useful? (e.g., OED links, toggleable annotation 
files etc.)
This research question was primarily included as a test to determine if there are any miscellaneous 
functions that are worth further investigation in later studies. To address some of these issues, I set a 
series of semi-structured interview questions to the participants to gain subjective data on each tool.
The first of these miscellaneous functions was the ability to associate multiple annotation files 
with the same primary document. To determine if the participants found it useful to have multiple 
annotation files associated with the same PDF, I included a comprehension style task into the study 
that makes use of several pre-made annotation files. The answers to these tasks could be found spread 
across the annotation files provided, resulting in the need to switch between annotations to locate the 
answers. These specific comprehension tasks allowed each participant to get a taste of the benefits and 
drawbacks of having independently saved annotations. The questions that follow these tasks reflect 
the opinions of the users after making use of this facility.
After the interview questions, it became clear that the popularity of having multiple annotation 
files was high, with the majority of users giving it a practicality score in excess of 7 out of 10. Some 
of the reasons for this popularity as defined by the participants included having different layouts, more 
space and straightforward collaboration. More commonly however, the justification for this fondness 
was the ability to cater towards several different audiences and/or create annotation files with different 
points of view.
The second of the additional functionalities I tested was the web links box where users are able to 
select text from the main document or annotations and simply click once to search either Wikipedia 
or the Oxford English Dictionary. The response from this portion of the study was promising -  all 
participants stated it was a welcome addition to the system, with 3 even selecting it as their favourite 
tool overall.
4.8 Conclusions
In the physical world, there is a lot of space surrounding documents to work with (e.g., margins, wall, 
desk etc.) but electronically, notes are normally limited to the document area itself. The results of 
the study on placeholders suggested that additional space surrounding the document area could prove 
to be a lightweight addition to the active reading process, as the placeholder ‘tabs’ existed statically 
outside the confines of the PDF. To investigate this issue, I first conducted a paper study to observe 
and record how and where users make notes on physical documents. This comparison study consisted 
of two parts in which users were asked to perform annotation tasks on documents with large margins 
and documents with no margins.
The results of this paper based study indicated that placing notes close to the original material 
they relate to is important when making physical annotations. As I anticipated, users felt that writing 
these notes over the PDF itself hindered the reading of the original text, whereas writing them on a 
separate medium could lead to notes getting lost or dereferenced. The results of this investigation 
confirmed the importance of margins in the physical annotation process with over two thirds of the 
participants selecting the margins as their ideal annotation location. This study also suggested that a 
separate medium could be a useful avenue of investigation if the problems with it were eliminated.
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More specifically, a separate medium could prove potentially useful as it does not obscure or damage 
the original text and offers potentially unlimited space, but suffers from problems such as getting lost 
or dereferenced.
The results from this paper based evaluation laid the ground work for the design of an improved 
digital annotation interface. The second phase in my investigation therefore, involved the implemen­
tation of a digital reading system with expandable margins. Unlike the placeholders system where the 
area outside the PDF was static and remained constant despite the currently open page, the Margin 
Annotation System makes use of margins that are linked to specific pages. Therefore, each page has 
its own separate margin area, the content of which is only visible on the screen when that particular 
page is open.
In addition, to further investigate the possibility of a separate medium being a useful and lightweight 
feature, I also incorporated a ‘Note’ function into the system design. This note feature can ‘link’ to 
other PDF tools within the system (highlights and pen marks) and is designed to assess the usefulness 
of a mouse-over method of displaying document notes. The results of this portion of the study strongly 
indicated that the mouse-over pop-up action is a lightweight property of active reading design.
4.8.1 Lightweight Features
The combined results including observed behaviour and subjective reviews from both the paper based 
and digitised studies have concluded that:
• Document margins are a valuable and popular asset in the annotation process. The results of 
the digital study strongly suggests that the margins are a useful addition to marking up the PDF 
as opposed to a straightforward alternative.
In addition to this, the digital study has also strengthened the finding from the previous chapter on 
placeholding confirming that:
•  Mouse-over pop-ups are a lightweight way of displaying information that is not constantly 
needed. In the case of the Margin Annotation System, it is used as an alternative to the separate 
medium approach seen in physical annotation practices.
Although the second study confirmed that the Margin Annotation system included a minimum set of 
complete tools (i.e., every tool was the best at one particular annotation attribute), it may be possible 
to amalgamate two tools into one to reduce the number further. For example, perhaps the pen tool and 
the highlighter tool need not be separate, as long as it is possible to change the thickness and opacity, 
they are essentially the same entity and could therefore be merged into a single tool. Conversely, it 
may also be possible to create a Post-it style note that also doubles up as a placeholder, much like the 
physical example in Figure 3.Id. The observations I made in the paper study back up this theory, with 
several participants using a separate medium as a placeholder as well as to make notes. The action of 
performing more than one function with a single tool can be loosely described as appropriation [37], 
a concept that I discuss in depth in Chapter 5.
In summary, the results from this section suggest that:
• The concept of appropriation may be a lightweight feature that can be transferred to the digital 
level.
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Research Question 4 was concerned with the miscellaneous tools within the system that I incorporated 
in an attempt to probe potentially useful areas of lightweight design. One of these features, was 
the structure of the saved annotation files. Specifically, user annotations are saved separately to the 
original document which not only ensures it does not get ‘damaged’, but also allows it to open multiple 
annotation files. A small addition to the design included a toggleable dialog box that allows easy 
transition between the different annotation files associated with the open PDF. The subjective results 
from the participants on this portion of the study were promising as the majority of the participants 
agreed that it offered several potential benefits to the overall active reading experience.
It is clear from this evidence that saving annotations independently of the PDF ensures that the 
original document remains unchanged and also allows more than one set of annotation files to be 
associated with a single copy of the original document. Therefore:
•  Saving any user changes to a document separately, ensures the original does not get ‘damaged’ 
while allowing multiple annotation files to be used and shared easily while only physically 
storing one copy of the original document.
4.8.2 Related Publications
1. Jennifer Pearson, George Buchanan, Harold Thimbleby : Improving Annotations in Digital
Documents - European Conference fo r  Digital Libraries (ECDL) 2009, Corfu, Greece.
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Chapter 5 
Note-Taking
Be yourself. No one can ever tell 
you you’re doing it wrong
James Leo Herlihy
5.1 Introduction
This chapter builds upon the previous two on placeholding and annotation. W here in Chapter 4 I 
investigated the use o f marginal space surrounding the document area, here I further investigate the 
use o f static space seen in Chapter 3: i.e., the space surrounding the document that stays constant 
despite the currently open page. By studying this area further, 1 aimed to conclusively prove that the 
area surrounding digital documents is a lightweight feature integral to the design of active reading 
software.
In addition to confirming the lightweight-ness of the static document space, this chapter also 
focuses on another potentially lightweight feature -  the concept o f appropriation; that is, using some 
technology in a way that was not originally intended by the designer (37). It also investigates the idea 
of direct manipulation [ 125J to reduce the on-screen menu system.
5.1.1 Overview
W hen undertaking active reading using physical books, it is common for users to make notes on spare 
paper, Post-its or other material. This additional media can also be used to mark positions within the 
book for relocation later, that is, to act as a placeholder. In this situation, the separate medium is dual 
functioning, that is, it is acting as a placeholder as well as a note-taking facility. On paper this makes 
sense, for example, it would be unlikely for someone to make notes using a pile o f Post-its and a 
separate pile o f bookm arks when one of these could easily do both jobs.
Digitally however, note-taking and placeholding functions are typically split into two distinct tools 
which, unfortunately, tend to suffer from a range of usability issues. Digital placeholders for example, 
are a world away from what we are used to in physical books. As Chapter 3 explains in detail, the way
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in which digital bookmarks are presented seriously affects the way in which they are used. In fact, 
the literature on this topic confirms their low usage within digital document readers as well as web 
browsers. Furthermore, the digital annotation tools which I discussed in Chapter 4 are also lacking in 
some areas. For example, the lack of marginal space on the majority of digital document annotation 
tools hinders the annotation process.
This chapter describes a system that combines placeholding and annotation into a single unified 
tool as well as incorporating additional static space for notes and a drag-and-drop interface for creation 
and deletion.
5.2 Background
When performing active reading on paper, it is likely that the central document will be used in con­
junction with a multitude of other tools and equipment, for example, pens, notebooks, bookmarks etc. 
This behaviour has been observed by many researchers in the past; Luff et al. [79] for instance, stated:
“Paper is rarely used in isolation from other artifacts. Most often it is used as part o f a 
collection o f various paper documents, writing devices, and other information sources, 
even digital displays.”
-L u ffe t el [79].
Clearly then, the active reading process requires more than a mere document. The use of additional 
equipment and the availability of a suitable workspace to arrange material, are common features in 
a paper based reading environment, but something that is all-together different when digitised. On 
paper, the ability to lay information out in a physical space is extremely important for the active 
reading process [118], yet digitally, little consideration is given to the provision of an additional work 
area to make notes.
One of the major aims of this chapter was to provide users with a static workspace that enables 
them to “integrate reading with other on-going activities" [106] and facilitate the spatial organisation 
that comes naturally when working on paper. By applying physical interactions such as this into the 
design of an improved digital active reading system, I hoped to provide familiar interactions which 
will in turn increase user satisfaction with the system.
5.2.1 Issues Associated with Digital Note-Taking 
Space
Figure 5.1, which shows an example of how note-taking is commonly performed on paper, demon­
strates how the desk area surrounding the book is being used to keep notes that remain in place 
regardless of the currently open page. Although this concept of marginal space is seen in some digital 
systems (e.g., Adobe’s Illustrator has space surrounding its canvas area to place objects), it is not gen­
erally incorporated into document annotation software. Since there is no comparable workspace in 
most digital note-taking interfaces, users are thus forced to make any digital notes within the borders 
of the PDF itself. I believe this to be one potential contributory factor to the poor uptake of digital 
annotation tools and one that, if suitably solved, could be considered a lightweight attribute.
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Tool Overload
On paper, it is common for one tool to have multiple functions. For example, a ruler can be used to 
measure as well as to draw straight lines. This property is known as appropriation [37] and can be 
neatly described as improvisation, adaption and adoption of technology in a way that designers never 
envisaged. Although the concept of appropriation is a common occurrence in the physical world (e.g., 
I could use my heavy text book to press flowers or to prop a door open in addition to reading it), it is 
rarely seen within the digital document domain.
As Figure 5.1 illustrates, Physical Post-its can be used in a manner of different ways:
1. Being stuck to a page within the document, which is useful for making notes about a specific 
paragraph;
2. Being stuck completely outside the document, in this case, on the desk, which is useful for 
providing static access to notes independent of the currently open page, e.g. as a book summary 
or similar;
3. Being stuck to the edge of a page, which causes it to act as a bookmark.
Thus, one tool (in this case, a Post-it) is, in effect, performing two distinct functions -  acting as a 
note-taking facility as well as a placeholding tool, something that in the digital world, is typically 
achieved with two separate, and often badly implemented functions.
Menu Navigation
As I mentioned earlier, when a user is engaged in an active reading task, it is vital that they devote as 
much time as possible to the main task and not to the tools that are being used to facilitate it. Hiding 
important tools within click menu structures for example, may cause unnecessary attention to be paid 
to the tools themselves and not the primary active reading task. To help achieve a state of flow with 
the main task then, it is important to achieve direct manipulation [125] wherever possible by reducing 
the on-screen menu system.
5.2.2 Scenario
To better illustrate common paper-based work practices, I have given a short scenario that observes 
the typical workspace of a young student who regularly performs homework tasks.
Thomas, a 12 year old, is studying a range o f subjects in school and comes home every night with 
homework from multiple classes. In his bedroom he has his own desk where he spreads out his 
books and assignments ready to complete his homework for the evening. Despite the untidiness 
o f his workspace, Thomas has his own system for remembering and completing homework as­
signments that can spread over several semesters. For example, on the wall directly above his 
desk sits a cork pin board that contains numerous items including to-do lists, permission forms 
and time-tables. On the desk itself sits piles o f books and paperwork along with a variety o f Post- 
its that are stuck to drawers, lamps and pen pots. Looking closer at the text books on the desk, 
you can see scrap paper and Post-its sticking out -  usually with hand-written notes and doodles 
drawn on them. Within text books you can also see Post-its stuck to individual pages with notes 
made on them, fo r  example, in a history book there is a note on page 72 that says “ Hearn 4 test 
fri
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Figure 5 .1: An example of Post-its being used in a physical book
Thom as’ behaviour is typical to many users o f physical documents. By utilising the static space 
surrounding his reading material (i.e., walls, desk, lamp etc.), he creates an environment where he can 
view important information at a glance. For example, when he is reading a text book and wants to 
quickly find out when the homework is due, he can simply look up to his timetable on the pin board 
above him -  an action that can be considered significantly lightweight. Alternatively, he may have 
this information recorded somewhere in a note-book or planner, which would require the extra step of 
first finding the item and then physically navigating to the correct page -  an action that could easily 
break him out o f a state o f flow.
When applied to digital documents, this problem persists. For example, when reading a digital 
document, you are likely to have to switch between programs and/or windows to locate information 
about your time-table, which is again an action that could easily break you out o f your train of thought, 
particularly, if the information is hidden within menus.
Thom as’ methods for making notes and bookmarking pages within text books is also interesting. 
Specifically, to avoid marking or damaging what is clearly a borrowed school book, he makes notes 
on scrap paper and Post-its and fixes them close to the area to which they relate. In many cases he 
also uses these notes as rudimentary page holders, making regular use of Post-its to stick to the sides 
o f important pages.
5.2.3 Aims
The main goal o f this system was to encapsulate some o f the lightweight properties described in the 
scenario above. Specifically, the static space surrounding the document (e.g., the desk and walls) and
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the appropriation example of using scrap paper and Post-its to make notes and act as placeholders. 
Although screen size is an issue with computerised systems, the space surrounding the main document 
area can be very useful asset and should be utilised to provide the optimum amount of information to 
the user. The following lists the main aims of the Digital Reading Desk system:
Aim 1: Create an additional margin ‘desk’ space that will allow static notes to be viewed at all times 
whilst reading;
Aim 2: Combine both placeholding and annotation into a single unified tool;
Aim 3: Make the PDF look and act like a book; double page spread with notes that ‘flip’ according 
to the currently open page;
Aim 4: Facilitate quick drag-and-drop creation and deletion of notes;
5.3 Literature Review
A lot of the literature relating to note-taking is also closely connected to both placeholders and anno­
tation and as such, can be found within the literature review sections of Chapters 3 and 4.
Several of the studies into realistic books have made use of tabbed bookmarks in a similar way to 
the work presented in this chapter. Chu et al.’s [29] implementation (see Section 2.5.4 for a full re­
view), as well as providing page turning visualisations, also includes bookmarks that appear to project 
beyond the physical page. However, the position and size of these are standardized and computer- 
controlled, as opposed to the free-form, user-controlled approach I facilitate via the tools within the 
Digital Reading Desk implementation. These tabs do however, still provide additional contextual 
information to the user regarding their position within the document [75]:
“Participants said they always knew where they were in the realistic books by looking at 
the left and right page edges. They could see where the current section ended by looking 
at the bookmark tabs.”
-  Liesaputra and Witten [75].
Card et al.’s [25] 3Book interface (see Section 2.5.4 for more) also includes protruding bookmark tabs 
in its design. In their case, bookmark tabs are created automatically when a highlight is made by the 
user, the tabs then appear in the centre of the highlighted space thus restricting where tabs can actually 
be made.
Some researchers have realised the advantages of physical Post-its and have therefore attempted 
to produce hybrid sticky notes, that is, systems that allow notes to be made on paper Post-its while 
offering additional digital enhancements. Steimle et al. [126] for example, produced a system known 
as ‘Digital Paper Bookmarks’, an interface designed to span both the physical and digital worlds. On 
the basic level, Digital Paper Bookmarks are simply adhesive Post-its of different colours which can 
be placed arbitrarily on a physical document to mark pages. These Post-its then synchronise with the 
digital system via identification of the page number and position of the note, as well as any text added 
to it. The digital visualisation of the physical notes consequently facilitates collaboration as well as 
providing customised index systems.
The closest resemblance of Steimle et al.’s work to the work presented in this chapter is the way 
in which the Post-its are deleted from the system. Due to the physical tangibility of the Digital Paper
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Figure 5.2: Design for the Digital Reading Desk
Bookmarks, they are deleted by simply removing them from the pages and drawing a cross on them 
as opposed to the digital method of menu deletion. It is the lightweight action of discarding notes by 
removing them from the document that is one of the primary focuses of this chapter.
Mistry and Maes |91,92] have also implemented a system that employs the ubiquitous Post-it note 
in their system known as ‘Quickies’. Using a series of techniques, from RFID readers and handwriting 
recognition, to natural language processing and artificial intelligence, the Quickies system has been 
designed to "act as an I/O interface to the digital information world" by bridging the gap between the 
two mediums. Users of the Quickie interface are able to write notes on special RFID encoded paper 
with a commercially available digital pen which automatically detects movements on the surface. The 
text from these handwritten notes is then processed by the system along with contextual information 
such as the whereabouts of the user. The data gathered then allows the system to make calendar 
appointments, create new phone contacts, amend or create new task-lists and even send reminders 
from other users utilising the system.
Although these hybrid systems are not directly associated with the work presented here, the fact 
that other researchers believe physical Post-its to have intrinsic advantages over any digital equiva­
lents, gives justification for the need to better represent a digital version of the Post-it note.
5.4 System Design
Flere I present the design of the Digital Reading Desk, a system which aims to provide a series of 
interactions similar to what can be achieved on a physical desk. Although I am aware that reading on 
paper does not provide a panacea that I can simply copy to improve a digital interaction, it does offer 
a proven, effective contrast which should increase the lightweight properties of the design.
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5.4.1 Static Workspace
The design of the new system includes an additional workspace where notes can be placed outside the 
main document area while staying constant regardless of the currently open page. The position of this 
area is shown in Figure 5.2. The incorporation of this static workspace is my solution to the issue of 
space I discussed in Section 5.2.1.
5.4.2 Appropriation
One potentially lightweight digital property could be the idea of appropriation, or more specifically, 
the designing of tools that can perform more than one function. In the previous study on Annotations, 
I discovered that many of the participants making paper notes using Post-its, not only used them for 
writing on, but also stuck them to the sides of the pages to act as bookmarks, two functions that are 
typically separated digitally. To test this theory, I have designed the Digital Reading Desk system to 
include a single tool that will perform both placeholding and annotation. This idea of providing a 
multi-functionality tool is my solution to the problem of tool overload discussed in Section 5.2.1.
5.4.3 Drag-and-Drop Manipulation
To promote direct manipulation [125] with the tools in the system, the design of the features does 
not involve a menu system but rather a drag-and-drop infrastructure. Following closely to Neilson’s 
usability heuristics [101], specifically the “aesthetic and minimalist design”, I have ensured that no 
functions are hidden within menus, choosing instead to create a visual representation of Post-its that 
are draggable to and from Post-it ‘piles’ to facilitate easy, paper-like creation and deletion.
5.5 System Implementation
5.5.1 The Virtual Desk
The virtual desk area can be used to place static notes and has been designed to mimic the additional 
space surrounding physical books, such as the walls and desks described in the scenario in Section 
5.2.2. This ‘virtual desk’ space, which can be seen in the screen shot in Figure 5.3, is a useful area for 
placing any notes that relate to the document as a whole (e.g., summaries or character lists), or notes 
that would be useful to see at all times (e.g., to do lists or timetables). It is useful to note that the desk 
area belongs to the document itself; therefore opening a new document will give the user a new desk. 
This feature fulfils Aim 1 (see Section 5.2.3).
5.5.2 The Unified Post-it Tool
The Unified Post-it tool follows closely on from the bookmark ‘tabs’ seen in the Visual Bookmarking 
System, that is, coloured markers that protrude from the side of the document like tabs in physical 
books. The way in which the unified Post-it tool accomplishes two distinct tasks then, is dependent 
upon where they are positioned. Specifically, if they are placed on the document itself they are just 
notes whereas if they are stuck to the sides of a document, they become bookmark notes.
To encourage more flexibility with the tools in the system, I wanted to ensure that there are no 
constraints when it comes to where the Post-its can be positioned. Consequently, the Post-its can be 
placed either:
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Figure 5.3: Screen shots from the Digital Reading Desk
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1. Completely on the document;
2. On the desk next to the document, or if the book is closed, in the area behind the document;
3. Protruding from the document which will cause it to act as a bookmark.
This functionality essentially means that one tool now performs three separate functions: to make 
notes on specific pages of a document (Point 1), to make notes about the book as a whole (Point 2) 
and to make notes that also act as placeholders (Point 3). Post-its that also act as placeholders not 
only navigate to the correct page when clicked, but also ‘flip’ from one side of the book to the other 
depending upon which page is open. That is, Post-its that are bookmarking pages that are sequentially 
before the current page, are on the left of the book, whereas those that are on pages that are sequentially 
after the current page are on the right (much like the Visual Bookmarking System). See Figure 5.3 
for screen shots of the system. This is a potential solution to the problem of tool overload which was 
discussed in Section 5.2.1, and fulfils Aim 2.
5.5.3 Drag-and-Drop
To reduce on-screen menu clutter, I use a drag-and-drop style interaction for the creation and deletion 
of Post-its. On the right of the virtual desk are three inexhaustible Post-it piles that change colour 
using the palette at the top (see below for details). To create a Post-it, the user drags from one of 
the piles onto the document, on to the side of the document or on to the virtual desk (Figure 5.3). 
Notes are removed in the same manner by dragging them back onto the pile which removes the 
extra heavyweight step of right clicking and selecting delete. As well as the addition of text to the 
Post-its, they can be moved, resized or ‘lifted up’ (to reveal text underneath), borrowing from and 
extending the behaviour of physical notes. All interactions are performed without menus: to add 
text is a double click, ’lifting up’ is a single click, etc. Removing the need for menus promotes direct 
manipulation [125] and reduces the attention required for the tools themselves, leaving more cognitive 
resource for the primary active reading task. This feature fulfils Aim 4.
5.5.4 Form Layout and Navigation
My main motivation in designing this system was to improve on the shortcomings listed in Section
5.2.1 by creating an environment that applies physical interactions to digital documents, following 
closely to the work conducted on the visual book metaphor (see Section 2.5.1). One of the features 
of this design is a static workspace on which a digital book will be placed. As I was attempting to 
make a digital version of a physical book therefore, it seemed sensible to ensure the book itself turns 
and behaves in the same way as you would expect. To mimic paper books as closely as possible, the 
PDF document that sits on the desk will be a double page display (see Section 2.5.1) that opens in the 
same way as a physical book, that is, the display shows a double page spread when the book is opened 
and a single page (either the front or back covers) when it is closed (see Figure 5.3). I anticipated that 
visualizing document spreads in this manner, would encourage users to treat it more like a physical 
book and consequently make better and more frequent use of the tools provided. Unlike many of 
the commercially available reading systems on the market today (see Appendix B), I opted not to 
implement any page turning visualisations in the design of the Digital Reading Desk as I felt that it 
may pose an unnecessary distraction to users undertaking active reading tasks.
Clearly this functionality means that there are always (with the exception of the front cover and 
possibly the last page) two pages visible on the screen at any one time -  like a double sided printed
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book. The navigation system on the Digital Reading Desk system includes ‘next’ © , ‘prev’ © , ‘first’
0  and ‘last’ O  arrows which in actuality skip two pages at a time. In addition to this, there is also a 
scroll bar which allows easy ‘flicking’ through pages in the document and a text entry box that allows 
‘jumping’ to specific page numbers. This functionality fulfils Aim 3.
5.5.5 Additional Functionality 
Colour and Size
For lightweight creation of Post-its, the system has been designed so they can be dragged from ‘piles’ 
on the right hand side of the desk. The three piles represent three different sizes of Post-it that can 
be quickly dragged on to the desk or document for fast creation. To create Post-its of a different size 
to the three defaults, the user must first place one of a default size then use the resize tool (dragging 
the comers of the Post-it) to change its shape. To change the default colour of new Post-its, the user 
needs only to select a colour from the palette at the top which alters the colour of all the Post-it piles. 
This consequently changes the default colour of any newly created Post-its.
Snapping
To make the addition of bookmarks to a document slightly easier, I have implemented a ‘snapping’ 
function that pulls a Post-it to the edge of the page if it is within a certain distance of it (i.e., if the 
user positions the centre of a Post-it within ten pixels of the side of a page), it will ‘snap’ and centre 
it. This ensures that any bookmarks added can be easily lined up which makes Post-its easier to place 
and the interface look neater.
5.6 User Study
In order to test whether the features (i.e., the static desk, the unified Post-it tool and the reduced menu 
system) I incorporated into the Digital Reading Desk system could be considered digitally lightweight,
1 conducted an in-depth comparison study that tests my implementation against two control systems. 
Before undertaking the study described in this section, I first undertook a small (3 participant) pilot 
study in order to refine both the system and study designs. The study reported here, was the final 
evaluative study performed based on the results from this initial pilot.
5.6.1 Study Design 
Control Systems
To make a direct comparison with the Digital Reading Desk system, I implemented two control sys­
tems as a basis to test against. These systems have been carefully designed to facilitate direct compar­
isons between traditional methods of bookmarking and placeholding as well as testing the availability 
of the static ‘desk’ space.
For consistency, both control systems use the same set of ‘traditional’ tools as shown in Figure 
5.4. This traditional tool set has been designed to act in a similar manner to popular digital note taking 
and bookmarking functions available within commercially available document reader software. For 
example, the traditional bookmark function shown in Figure 5.4a, mimics the common tree list struc­
ture of digital bookmarks found in software such as Adobe Reader (see Figure 3.2b in ChapteT 3 for 
a screen shot of the Adobe Reader’s tree-based bookmark list). The traditional notes function (Figure
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Figure 5.4: The bookmark and notes interfaces on the Traditional PDF and Traditional Desk control
systems
5.4b) has also been built on traditional digital note taking methods.
Traditional PDF: The first o f the control systems, which I named Traditional PD F’ (see Figure 5.5), 
is a simple system modelled on conventional PDF readers such as Adobe Acrobat or Apple Preview. 
Post-its can be used on this system but only as notes (i.e., they do not double up as bookmarks) and are 
created and deleted in a more traditional manner, using dialog panes. For example, to create a note the 
user must first select its size and colour from options on the right o f the window then click the ‘New 
N ote’ button to add it to the PDF (see Figure 5.4b). To delete a note the user must right click over the 
note and then select ‘D elete’. Unlike the Digital Reading Desk, there is no desk area surrounding each 
document and therefore notes cannot be placed outside the confines of the PDF. Once notes have been 
added to the PDF however, they contain the same basic functionality as those on the Digital Reading 
Desk system (i.e., they can be moved around, collapsed, resized etc.). Bookmarks in the Traditional 
PDF system are a completely different entity to notes and are stored in the same tree structure that is 
used in most digital document reader software (see Figure 5.4a). To add a bookmark, the user must 
navigate to a page then click ‘New Bookm ark’, and to delete or rename, they must use the right mouse 
button to access a short content menu. Note that the bookmarks available in this system are entirely 
user created and do not include any pre-defined bookmarks that may have been generated by the au­
thor or publisher (e.g., chapter headings, table of contents).
Traditional Desk: The second control system used in the comparison I called the ‘Traditional D esk’ 
(see Figure 5.6) and has been included to act as an intermediate between the Traditional PDF and 
Digital Reading Desk systems. Essentially, the Traditional Desk system is the Traditional PDF system 
with the addition o f a desk area. Notes and bookmarks are in the same format as the Traditional PDF 
system (i.e., it uses the traditional tool set in Figure 5.4) and the only difference is that now notes can 
be added to the desk as well as to the PDF itself.
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Procedure
I recruited 16 participants (12 male and 4 female) between the ages of 21 and 41 all with a high skill 
level (post-graduate degrees and above) to take part in the study. Each study was conducted in a quiet, 
well lit room with sufficient natural lighting and took on average, an hour to complete. The equipment 
used in the study consisted of a standard mouse and keyboard input with a 17inch wide-screen display. 
No video or audio recordings were taken during the study, although I did observe and take notes of 
user behaviour during the tasks. Screen capture was not possible, as this proved incompatible with 
the PDF rendering software I used to implement the system. The final annotated files of each session 
were anonymously stored for later use. Each participant was given a £5 gift voucher as an incentive 
for participation and all 16 studies were carried out in the same manner, as described below:
1. Participants were given a brief overview of the experimental procedure and a short demonstra­
tion of each of the systems;
2. Following this, each participant undertook 3 sets (one for each system) of nine closed tasks (T1 
-  T9) which were designed to help them familiarise themselves with the tools and systems.
3. In order to observe user behaviours while undertaking less restrictive closed tasks, each partic­
ipant completed an open-ended assignment on each interface;
4. After completing the study tasks, each participant filled out a short questionnaire which probed 
their current note-taking behaviour as well as providing subjective ratings on each system’s 
features: five overall questions (numbered Q1 -  Q5) and questions regarding each of the nine 
closed tasks (numbered T1 -  T9 to link directly to the nine tasks). Each rating used a five point 
Likert scale from strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (5);
5. Finally, a semi-structured interview was conducted that questioned each participant on every 
aspect of the systems including their experiences with other note-taking techniques on paper 
and digital.
To reduce any possible learning effects or bias, the order in which the systems were presented to the 
participants as well as the order of the task sets were rotated between users.
The Tasks
As I mentioned above, the study comprised of two main sections: closed tasks (T1 -  T9) and a larger 
open task. These tasks were performed on each of the three interfaces: Traditional PDF, Traditional 
Desk and Digital Reading Desk systems.
The closed tasks were designed as learning aids and covered all the tools included in each system, 
permitting a detailed measurement of specific low-level interactions. First I asked each participant to 
perform nine closed tasks on each system. These tasks posed varied slightly depending upon the exact 
PDF used, but contained the same basic function tasks. These tasks have been specifically designed to 
correspond to the questions T1 -  T9 shown in Table 5.1. A typical closed task for a system within the 
study was: T4: Create a note for page 6 that says “The name ‘Scrooge’ has entered the English 
vocabulary as a synonym for a miser”.
To obtain better information on ‘natural’ user behaviour, the second part of a user’s session with 
each interface was a larger open task. The open task encouraged the participant to mark up the 
documents in the way that they found the most appropriate for the job at hand. I anticipated that
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any genuine difference in the interaction styles would result in distinct behaviours and artefacts from 
a participant’s use of the system. The open tasks used three separate PDFs, rotated between the 
interfaces for balance. Each PDF document was near the same length (around 8 pages) and the tasks 
had a common structure. A sample task from a document entitled “Bio-fuels: Implications for food 
and agriculture” consisted of: Read the article carefully, finding strong points for or against bio­
fuels, as well as any open questions that occur to you or any significant statistical data. Mark 
up the article with notes to help you explain your interpretation of the text to another person. 
Summarise the article with a brief paragraph that would explain your impression of it. These 
open tasks were designed to give the user more freedom in their approach to note-taking using the 
systems and to aid with their subjective responses. They were also used to observe each participant’s 
natural note-taking behaviour and provide many of the patterns of use results I describe later.
Study Documents
The PDF documents used in the study were carefully chosen to be of the appropriate length for the 
task at hand, as well as being of a suitable topic for discussion. In total, I used six different documents 
in the study. The first three were for use with the closed task set, contained the same font type and size, 
and averaged at 108 pages in length. These closed task PDFs were of classical children’s novels (A 
Christmas Carol, Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland and Aesop’s Fables), chosen due to their relative 
lengths and the ease with which the content can be read.
The final three PDFs used in the study were designed and created by myself, for use specifically 
on the open task set. The topic of these three documents were varied within non-computer related 
topics and were chosen intentionally to include multi-opinion issues. The titles of the three PDFs 
used in the open tasks were: Bio-fuels: Implications for food and agriculture, Video games and 
their effect on childhood obesity and Tanning Beds: is bronzed skin worth the risks?. These 
PDFs were written in a clear and concise manner and were all exactly 8 pages in length. The reason 
for the short length of document in the open tasks was solely due to the type of task being performed. 
Specifically, each participant was asked to read each of these documents carefully and make notes 
about them. I felt that giving documents any longer than this would be counter productive to the main 
task of note-taking.
Selection of Study Metrics
One major challenge I faced in designing a study such as this, is that it is often complex to precisely 
assess the benefits of a new interactive paradigm. Ultimately, my aim was that my new interaction 
would encourage a change in the pattern of user behaviour, underpinned by lower mental effort, rather 
than make substantial time savings (see Section 2.6). In advance of the study, pilot studies using 
standard HCI literature on direct manipulation demonstrated that time savings, whilst possible, were 
relatively small and, more importantly, unlikely to significantly change the patterns of user behaviour 
that have been seen as shortcomings of digital reading, for example, low rates of use, rather than 
problems centred on speed. In fact, if my interaction does indeed promote note-taking, I may actually 
see the opposite effect - that the time taken to produce notes will increase due to an increasing number 
of annotations being made. If the prior research correctly ascribes higher levels of annotation to more 
attentive reading, a more ‘successful’ design will encourage readers to spend more time writing their 
notes.
Mental effort is also difficult to assess objectively, so I hoped ultimately to identify differences 
through the artefacts of open tasks. By studying how and where the participants make use of notes as
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well as the number of notes made, I was able to assess the usefulness of the different aspects of the 
system, e.g., the virtual desk area.
Using artefacts as an evaluative method is problematic however. In the case of this study for 
example, would a higher level of note-taking activity reflect a superior interface? Alternatively would 
more note-taking in fact indicate that reading is being interrupted and users are calling more on notes 
to support a reading task that has been made more complex? In order to obtain a principled model 
for my study, I have drawn strongly upon the techniques used by Shipman et al. in their analysis of 
VKB [121], who faced similar problems where the correct interpretation of artefacts and metrics for 
the task was imperfectly understood. Two ways in which this work has impacted the design of my 
study is the method in which subjective scores were obtained from the participants, and the way in 
which I present the results. Specifically, I split the subjective scoring into two parts, the five general 
questions (Q1 - Q5) regarding each system, followed by nine task related scores (T1 - T9) which focus 
on specific aspects of each interface. Like the work of Shipman et al., I have presented these results 
in a single table showing the average scores and statistical p values.
5.6.2 Hypotheses
Each aspect of the system and its controls have been carefully designed to prove specific assumptions 
made about features within the system. I have discussed these hypotheses below:
Hypothesis 1: The tools and interface of the Digital Reading Desk system will be more popular than 
those of the more traditional control interfaces (Traditional PDF and Traditional Desk systems);
Hypothesis 2: Drag-and-drop bookmarking (Digital Reading Desk system) is easier to use than tra­
ditional tree-listing of bookmarks (Traditional PDF and Traditional Desk systems);
Hypothesis 3: Incorporating both notes' and bookmarks into one unified tool (Digital Reading Desk 
system) will make the interface easier to use than two separate ones (Traditional PDF and Tra­
ditional Desk systems);
Hypothesis 4: Allowing users to place notes on a desk (Traditional Desk and Digital Reading Desk 
systems) will make it easier to make notes about the book as a whole (Traditional PDF system).
Hypothesis 5: A visual approach to creating and deleting notes (Digital Reading Desk system) will 
improve their ease of use.
5.6.3 Study Results
The following section reports the findings from the comparative study described above.
Post-it Usage
The first part of the post-study questionnaire is concerned with each participant’s current note-taking 
practices, in particular, their use of Post-it notes and scrap paper. The first part of this investigation 
involved the freqency in which the participants make use of Post-its and/or scrap paper in their every­
day lives. As Figure 5.7 shows, the participants I recruited for the study represent a diverse range of 
Post-it/scrap paper users, with the majority of participants using them frequently (i.e., at least a couple 
of times a week). This Figure also indicates that the desk or wall is a common place to position notes 
-  of all the participants that make frequent use of notes (i.e., at least a couple of times a week), 81%
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In books as notes 
or as bookmarks
Figure 5.7: The frequency o f Post-its and scrap paper used by the participants in everyday life
place them on their desk or wall, compared with 50% who use them in books as notes or bookmarks. 
Such a high proportion o f users placing notes on the area surrounding the document gives further 
justification for the addition o f a virtual desk area into my design and poses the question as to why 
current digital document systems offer no comparable space to place notes. This is also backed up by 
subjective comments made by the participants during the post-study interviews: “I  often use Post-its 
to make quick calculations. I leave them on the desk then refer to them later ” and “I use my notebook 
quite often to write down page numbers and paragraphs o f  interesting stu ff I'm  reading. Obviously 
I ’m not going to write this on the actual book. I t ’s nice anyway to have a list o f  all the books I ’m 
reading and all the pages that are useful on one shee t”.
Subjective Findings
Table 5.1 reports the participants average subjective ratings for both the general (Q 1 -  Q5) and specific 
task (T1 — T 10) questions. To assess the statistical significance of the results obtained, I performed a 
Kruskal Wallis test on the data collected. I chose this test over the more traditional ANOVA due to the 
relatively small number o f discrete values available, that is, the five point Likert values. The following 
subsections report these results in detail.
General Questions (Q1 - Q5)
The first general question I posed to the participants was if they found the interface as a whole, easy to 
use. The results o f Q1 yielded average Likert scores of: 4.75 for the Digital Reading Desk compared 
to 3.56 and 3.94 for the PDF and Desk systems. Kruskal Wallis test results concluded this result 
was highly significant: p=().()003 (H= 16.28, df=2), proving that the Digital Reading Desk interface is 
easier to use than the PDF and desk alternatives.
Similarly, Q2 and Q3 both produced significant Kruskal Wallis results o f p=0.0()37 (H=l 1.2, df=2) 
and p=0.042 (H=6.33, df=2) respectively, concluding that the Digital Reading D esk’s individual tool 
set is also superior to those included in the control systems.
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Traditional
PDF
Traditional
Desk
Reading
Desk
Kruskal
Wallis
Average SD Average SD Average SD (P)
Q l: I found the interface easy 
to use
3.56 0.89 3.94 0.57 4.75 0.45 <0.0003
Q2: I found the tools easy to 
use
3.50 0.89 3.81 0.75 4.56 0.63 <0.004
Q3: I found the tools easy to 
learn to use
4.25 0.77 4.25 0.77 4.81 0.40 <0.05
Q4: I would use this system 
out of choice
2.50 1.03 2.81 1.05 4.06 1.18 <0.002
Q5:1 think this system mimics 
paper well
2.44 1.03 3.06 0.93 4.31 0.79 <0.0001
T l: I found it easy to create 
new bookmarks
4.00 0.97 3.94 0.93 4.63 0.62 <0.05
T2: I found it easy to create 
new notes for a specific page
3.88 1.15 4.06 0.99 4.75 0.45 <0.05
T3: I found it easy to look up 
old bookmarks
4.31 0.95 4.31 0.95 4.31 0.60 =0.8694*
T4: I found it easy to create 
new notes for the book as a 
whole
2.81 1.42 4.38 0.89 4.63 0.62 <0.002
T5: I found it easy to look up 
old notes
2.63 0.96 2.63 0.96 3.63 1.26 <0.04
T6: I found it easy to collapse 
and expand notes
4.00 1.09 4.00 1.09 4.00 1.09 =1*
T7: I found amending old 
notes easy
3.94 1.06 3.94 1.06 3.94 1.06 =1*
T8: I found it easy to delete 
notes
4.25 0.93 4.31 0.87 4.63 0.80 =0.3679*
T9: I found it easy to delete 
bookmarks
4.19 0.98 4.25 0.93 4.56 0.63 =0.5975*
Table 5.1: Average subjective ratings (five point Likert). * indicates no significant result was found
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As well as proving that the Digital Reading Desk prototype was more popular than the alternative 
control implementations (see Section 5.6.1), I also wanted to determine if the participants felt it could 
be put to everyday use. Q4 produced promising Likert values of 4.06 for the Digital Reading Desk 
compared with only 2.5 and 2.81 for the PDF and Desk systems. Unsurprisingly, these results were 
proved significant in the Kruskal Wallis statistical test: p=0.0013 (H=13.36, df=2). This result is 
backed up by user comments such as “the last one [Digital Reading Desk] is pretty awesome, it's a 
big improvement over Preview for the Mac ” and “it [Digital Reading Desk] is cool - it makes logical 
sense, like real books”.
The last of the general questions, is concerned with how well the Digital Reading Desk prototype 
mimics the behaviours of paper. Although imitating the properties of paper may not be a perfect 
solution to the problems faced with digital mark-up tools, the results show it may enhance usability in 
some areas. Q5 then , yielded highly significant results: p<0.0001 (H=19.57, df=2) and Likert values 
of 4.36 for the Digital Reading Desk compared with only 2.44 and 3.06 for the PDF and Desk systems 
respectively.
Specific Tasks (T1 - T9)
The first task, T1 confirmed that users find it easier to create new bookmarks with the Digital Reading 
Desk’s drag-and-drop method rather than the tree bookmark method with average subjective Likert 
scores of 4.63 for the Digital Reading Desk interface compared with 4 for the Traditional PDF and 
3.94 for the Traditional Desk. Comments made by the participants during the post-study interviews 
strengthened my findings here: “Iprefer being able to drag and drop -  it relates more to real life”, 
“it’s more intuitive, you don’t need to teach it because I already know how ”, “dragging is much better, 
I ’d rather drag than click - it’s far more fun ”.
After conducting pilot studies on the prototype, it became clear that users tend to make two types 
of note: those that are specific to a page (e.g., a note about a paragraph), and those that are generally 
for the document as a whole (e.g., a book summary). Where users place notes is usually an indication 
of their type. For example, notes about specific pages are usually placed on the page they relate to, 
whereas notes about the document as a whole are often placed either on the front cover, or on the 
desk or wall to enable persistent access to the material. With this in mind, I decided to split the tasks 
probing new note creation into two distinct questions: T2 and T4. I anticipated that the latter (T4) 
would elicit useful feedback on the desk portion of the system -  the observed behaviours and artefact 
placement produced by these tasks are discussed later in this section. Subjectively, user ratings for the 
creation of notes for a specific page produced an advantage for the Digital Reading Desk interface, 
despite high Likert scores for all systems. The Kruskal Wallis test produced a statistically significant 
result of p=0.05 (H=5.18, df=2).
For creating new notes for a book as a whole, Kruskal Wallis showed a clear distinction (p=0.0011, 
H= 13.62, df=2) between the two desk implementations (Digital Reading Desk and Traditional Desk) 
compared to the Traditional PDF, with Likert values of 4.63 and 4.38 for the Digital Reading Desk 
and Traditional Desk systems compared with only 2.81 for the Traditional PDF. This result strongly 
suggests that the desk feature provides a useful area for positioning notes about a document as a 
whole.
Another aspect of creating notes which tasks T2 and T4 explore is the method of creation. Specif­
ically, the three user study systems exploit two separate interactions for note creation: the two tra­
ditional systems (Traditional PDF and Traditional Desk), that use a click button interface (seen in 
Figure 5.4b), and the Digital Reading Desk system that employs drag-and-drop. Both tasks T2 and T4 
show differences between these two interactions and are backed up by user responses which included,
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“drag-and-drop was much easier to create new notes in different colours and sizes [...] you could see 
what it would look like before you place it ” and “dragging and dropping notes is more intuitive, why 
have menus when a picture [piles o f Post-its] is better?”.
Despite the differences in interaction between the bookmarks on the systems, task T3 resulted in 
identical ratings for all interfaces and therefore did not yield a significant Kruskal Wallis result. I 
conclude from this that there is no significant performance problem with the look up feature of my 
new bookmark interaction as the average Likert rating for all three systems was 4.31 out of 5.
In the two control systems (Traditional PDF and Traditional Desk) the bookmark and note features 
were split into two distinct tools, while in the Digital Reading Desk interaction they were merged. 
With this in mind, it seemed appropriate to ask in addition to looking up old bookmarks (T3), how 
easy users found it to look up old notes (T5). The results of this task produced a significant result 
of p=0.0319 (H=6.89, df=2), and Likert results of 2.63 for the Traditional PDF and Traditional Desk 
systems compared with 3.63 for the Digital Reading Desk. Although several participants suggested 
that an improved note look up system (e.g., an additional togglable list) would prove beneficial, these 
results clearly illustrate the popularity of the drag-and-drop interaction (Digital Reading Desk) com­
pared to the more traditional implementations (Traditional PDF and Traditional Desk).
Tasks T6 and T7 produced the same average Likert score for each system and thus had no signif­
icant results from the Kruskal Wallis test. This data however, was the result of tasks where function­
ality was the same across all three systems, and similar results are both to be expected and confirm 
participant neutrality.
The final tests, T8 and T9 yielded no significant Kruskal Wallis results with p values of 0.36 
and 0.59 respectively. These task scores however, resulted in high Likert values across the board (all 
above 4 out of 5). I can thus conclude from this, that the drag-and-drop method of deleting notes and 
bookmarks is of a similar (and relatively low) complexity, compared to the more traditional ‘menu- 
and-click’ method.
Patterns of Use and Behaviour
As well as the post-study interviews and questionnaires, I also evaluated the participants’ use of the 
three systems through observations of their interaction in the open tasks and analysis of the final 
marked-up documents. From this data, I have identified a range of interesting mark-up behaviours.
Firstly, the use of bookmarks differed significantly between the systems: 75% of participants used 
them on the Digital Reading Desk system, while only 25% and 19% used them on the Traditional 
PDF and Desk systems respectively. This large increase in bookmark use strongly suggests that the 
unified Post-it tool actually encourages the creation of bookmarks. I conducted a Chi-squared test on 
the bookmark usage data and concluded its statistical significance: X2 = 7.684 (df=2, p=0.02145).
Secondly, the uptake of the desk area was promising, with many participants making use of it 
when available (i.e., on the Digital Reading Desk and Traditional Desk systems). The behavioural 
data from users placement of document summaries is one example of this. Table 5.2 reports the results 
from task T4 (I found it easy to make notes about the book as a whole) as well as the summarising 
behaviour I observed in the open tasks. To assess the statistical significance of this data, I performed 
a Chi-Squared test with Yates’ corrections (primarily due to the low frequency of ‘back page’ option). 
Not surprisingly, the difference between the Digital Reading Desk and Traditional Desk systems is 
not-significant as the ‘desk’ area is identical on both systems. However the results of these systems 
versus the PDF system produced a highly significant result of X2 = 26.93 (df=4, p=0.00000565). It 
is clear from these results, that the desk is the preferred position for document summaries. There is 
further support from the post-study interviews: “I always make summaries separately so being able
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Traditional Traditional Digital
PDF Desk Reading Desk
Front Page 75% 19% 31%
C/5 Back Page 16% 3% 3%
Q Page Two 6% 0% 0%
Other 3% 0% 0%
M Desk (always visible) N/A 69% 57%Oo
PQ Desk (behind first page) N/A 9% 6%Desk (behind last page) N/A 0% 3%
Desk (Combined) N/A 78% 66%
Book (Combined) 100% 22% 34%
Table 5.2: Summary placement (% of Participants)
to put them on the desk is nice as you can always see it and make notes as you go” and “the desk is 
good because it is always in arms reach”. Some circumstances in which a desk area was said to be 
useful included: storing summaries of whole books rather than specific pages, notes to guide reading 
(e.g., ‘read this first’, or a task reminder), for common definitions and character biographies.
Hypotheses
Hypothesis 1: The tools and interface of the Digital Reading Desk system will be more popular 
than those of the more traditional control interfaces (Traditional PDF and Traditional Desk sys­
tems
The results from the general subjective questions (Q1 - Q5) confirm Hypothesis HI and comments 
such as “the Digital Reading Desk system was so intuitive, it acts as real world experience would lead 
you to expect” and “it fits in with the book style and look - 1 think even my mother could use this” 
strengthened the statistical findings.
Hypothesis 2: Drag-and-drop bookmarking (Digital Reading Desk system) is easier to use than 
traditional, tree-listing of bookmarks (Traditional PDF and Traditional Desk systems)
Figure 5.8 reports participant preferences for bookmark presentation: traditional (tree-list used in 
the Traditional PDF and Traditional Desk systems) versus drag-and-drop (unified Post-it tool used in 
the Digital Reading Desk system). While 69% of the participants rated the unified Post-it tool to be 
slightly or much better than the traditional tree list, this result was not statistically conclusive (p=0.12). 
The result for Hypothesis 2 is therefore supportive, rather than conclusive.
While tab style bookmarks are more popular overall, participants reported useful properties of 
the tree bookmark list, particularly when looking up notes. One commented “creating and reading 
should be drag-and-drop, and browsing should be a list”, indicating that the overview of a tree-list is 
a better alternative for reviewing notes than the visual tab interface, while the Digital Reading Desk 
interface is better for creating them. It is likely that an improvement to my interface can be made by 
incorporating a hybrid system that includes dragable notes spliced with a togglable tree-list to view 
bookmarks. In fact, I identified the potential for a hybrid bookmark implementation while interview­
ing a participant during the pilot study, which consequently prompted me to add a question regarding
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it into the post-study interviews of the main 16 participant comparison. The results of this question 
concluded that 100% of the participants would prefer to have a system which included both drag-and- 
drop notes coupled with a list for ease of navigation.
Hypothesis 3: Incorporating both notes and bookmarks into one unified tool (Digital Reading 
Desk system) will make the interface easier to use than two separate ones (Traditional PDF and 
Traditional Desk systems)
Current digital note-taking interfaces typically make use of two distinct tools for placeholding and 
annotation, whereas the Digital Reading Desk combines them into a single unified tool. As the results 
show, the functionality of both the annotation and placeholder functions have not been significantly 
compromised by this change. My goal now however, is to identify whether or not users like the idea 
of a single tool which performs two functions and indeed whether they agree with Hypothesis 3.
Comments made by participants on this topic included: “it [the unified tool] was smooth, it sim­
plifies the interface without sacrificing functionality”, “it’s easier to act instinctively with the one tool 
as you are always reaching for the same things” and “it [the unified tool] makes life easier. In real life 
you wouldn’t have a pile o f Post-its and a pile o f bookmarks, you would just use a Post-it for both”. 
Participants also observed that having one tool for two jobs makes it easier to turn notes that have 
already been created into bookmarks and vice versa, thus confirming Hypothesis 3.
Hypothesis 4: Allowing users to place notes on a desk (Traditional Desk and Digital Reading 
Desk systems) will make it easier to make notes about the book as a whole (Traditional PDF 
system)
The results from tasks T2 and T4, plus the data from participants’ summary placement (Table 5.2) 
confirms Hypothesis 4, that placing notes on a desk will be easier for making notes about a whole 
book.
Hypothesis 5: A visual approach to creating and deleting notes (Digital Reading Desk system) 
will improve their ease of use
Although the final two tasks (T8 and T9) produced no significant results, there is evidence that the 
drag-and-drop deletion of Post-its is more popular than the traditional menu based deletion method. 
While participants found both methods easy to use, they had a preference. Figure 5.8 presents a graph 
of users’ preference for menu based compared to drag-and-drop annotation (menu create and delete 
versus ‘drag-and-drop’ create and delete). The results from this portion of the study show that the 
majority (81%) of the participants felt that the drag and drop method of annotation (i.e., creating and 
deleting notes) was much better than menu based methods, (i.e. right click - delete). This is backed 
up by the highly significant result obtained in a Chi-squared test with Yates’ corrections: X1 = 35.875 
(df=4, p=0.00000045). This result is also supported by comments such as: “the drag-and-drop system 
was much the same as paper - chucking a note back on the pile is like screwing it up and throwing it 
away ” and “dragging notes back onto the pile is much simpler and more intuitive than fiddling with 
menus as this breaks me out o f my train o f thought”. This evidence, coupled with the results from 
tasks T2 and T4, proves Hypothesis 5.
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Figure 5.8: Subjective reviews of the annotation and bookmark portions of the systems 
Digital Versus Physical
Although 1 am not attempting to blindly reproduce the complete interaction of physical documents 
in my design, I do feel that incorporating certain paper based features with digital techniques will in­
crease user satisfaction o f the tools. How well the participants felt the system replicated the lightweight 
properties o f paper is a research question that has been answered through evaluation of the qualitative 
results obtained via the subjective ratings and post-study interviews.
The results from Q5 o f the subjective ratings given in Table 5.1, shows a strong preference for 
the Digital Reading Desk system with an average score of 4.3 out o f 5 compared with only 2.4 and 
3.1 for the Traditional PDF and Traditional Desk systems respectively. This highly significant result 
(p<0.0001, H= 19.51. df=2) confirms that the additional design features I introduced into the Digital 
Reading Desk system (i.e., the virtual desk area, the unified Post-it tool and the drag-and-drop creation 
and deletion o f notes) are fulfilling the book metaphor more completely than the two control systems. 
To further investigate each participant’s views on paper versus digital mark-up, I also asked a specific 
question in the post-study interview: How do you think the open tasks would compare with the 
Digital Reading Desk system if they were performed on paper?.
This question resulted in split views from the participants. Some could see the benefits o f the 
digital solution, providing comments such as: “I t ’s easier to annotate digitally - real notes fall off, get 
lost and there's sometimes no room ”, “Digitally is better because I  won 7 lose my Post-its”, “Typing 
a note is a much better option than writing it by hand for people with bad handwriting ”, “I t ’s quicker 
digitally as 1 type faster than I can write ” and “/  usually use a notepad to make notes about a document 
as I ’m reading it, but this I Digital Reading Desk] is better because you can make notes on the desk 
as you g o ”. One participant even went as far as to say that there were no differences between the 
Digital Reading Desk system and a paper solution: “Paper is no different to the last system  / Digital 
Reading Desk], as notes can be attached to sides o f  p a g es”. Other participants however, still prefer 
the physicality of paper when marking up: “Computers are always more reusable but paper is n icer” 
and “I t ’s probably fa s te r  on p a p e r”.
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5.7 Conclusions
This chapter has described the design and implementation of the Digital Reading Desk -  a system 
that builds on the previous two chapters on placeholding and annotation. By following the book 
metaphor and by taking ideas and thoughts from previous investigations, I have created a system that 
incorporates both placeholding and annotation into a single unified tool. The Digital Reading Desk 
system also incorporates a large workspace comparable to a physical desk or wall, for the addition of 
static notes, and a direct manipulation interaction style to reduce the time and effort required to create 
and delete Post-its.
Although the system mirrors some of the properties of paper, it also avoids its natural limitations: 
for example, the Post-it piles are unlimited and can be resized and changed in colour. Participants’ 
comments on the topic of how the Digital Reading Desk compared to paper, included “The Digital 
Reading Desk system is better than paper because the notes always stick the sides o f the pages and 
don’t damage the book.” and “You can’t lose electronic notes and you never have to buy more because 
the piles are infinite”.
To test the effectiveness of the different features of the system, I conducted a user study to compare 
it to two baseline implementations. The data resulting from the comparative study has provided evi­
dence that there are several advantages of the Digital Reading Desk system, illustrated by differences 
in user behaviour during the open tasks.
Firstly, the observed behaviour in the study, and analysis of the subjective feedback, confirmed the 
utility of the desk area and consequently proved Hypothesis 4. The study also identified several key 
advantages of the unified tool, including its ability to support bookmarking and note-taking simulta­
neously. Participant behaviour and feedback both supported and confirmed Hypothesis 3. Participant 
comments included, “I liked it [the unified Post-it tool], it’s more similar to reality and it’s less con­
fusing to have one thing”. Participants also expressed their preference for the bookmark ‘tab’ system, 
an enhancement of the placeholding implementation in Chapter 3. As with the Visual Bookmarking 
System, users can track pages of interest by means of coloured tabs that stick out of the sides of the 
document. Unlike the earlier design however, which used page order to determine the visual position 
of a bookmark (i.e., bookmarks at the top are on lower page numbers than those on the bottom), the 
Digital Reading Desk system, by allowing users the freedom to drag notes anywhere, loses this sense 
of order. This may be a contributory factor for the 100% participant view that a hybrid bookmark 
interface with both drag-and-drop tabs and togglable tree-list features would be beneficial.
I did not expect significant differences in the time performance of adding notes in the various 
interfaces, nor did I anticipate that a drag-and-drop interaction would be dramatically easier to use 
than a menu based method. Rather, that the different interaction styles would result in a greater use 
of notes and placeholders in the unified tool, particularly in open tasks. This difference was observed 
in the study. The evidence gathered is not, I believe, conclusive proof that a single tool for annotation 
and placeholding is the optimal design, but there is a clear improvement over having two separate 
tools. It is my conjecture that a single tool will become more familiar to the user and through this will 
require less cognitive attention. It will require further experimentation to prove this conclusively.
5.7.1 Lightweight Properties
One of the primary goals of this chapter, was to conclusively determine whether the space surrounding 
the document area can be considered a lightweight property. The Visual Bookmarking System first 
implied this possibility after a study into the usefulness of the static bookmark ‘tabs’ proved to support 
lightweight interaction. To further investigate whether the space surrounding a document, in this case
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the marginal space, was a positive attribute, I conducted an investigation into marginal annotations. 
This study concluded that margin space is a useful addition to annotating over the document itself as 
opposed to a straightforward alternative, confirming its lightweight status.
To confirm the suggested static workspace property is also a lightweight property then, the Dig­
ital Reading Desk implementation included an extended ‘desk’ area that allows users to make notes 
around the open document that stay constant independently of the currently open page. The results 
of this investigation confirmed the popularity of the desk area as well as positive differences in the 
patterns of use observed by participants in the open tasks, therefore:
• The static workspace surrounding the document is a useful area to display constant information. 
For example, notes and summaries about the book as a whole, or in the case of the Visual 
Bookmarking System, placeholder tabs.
The second major goal of this chapter was to investigate the concept of appropriation [37] and if 
designing for it can be considered a lightweight attribute. To achieve this, I opted to take two distinct 
digital functions (in this case, placeholding and annotation) and amalgamate them into a single tool to 
mimic the way they behave on paper. The subjective results from the post-study interviews coupled 
with the patterns of use observed during the open tasks, strongly suggest that the unified Post-it tool 
is an improvement over more traditional digital placeholding and note-taking techniques. Therefore:
•  Designing for appropriation, if conducted in a way that is familiar to the user (e.g., functions 
that are currently appropriated on paper) can be considered to be a lightweight property.
As well as these features, the Digital Reading Desk system also incorporates the idea of direct manip­
ulation [125] by creating a drag-and-drop style interface for the creation and deletion of the unified 
Post-it notes. The idea behind this feature lies within the Post-it ‘piles’ which I have designed to 
facilitate easy and familiar interaction from the users. In the physical world, users can just pick up a 
Post-it from a pile on their desk and place it on the book they are reading. Similarly, when the note 
becomes obsolete, the user can simply discard it by putting it back on the pile. To create a comparable 
interaction digitally then, I have removed the need for any ‘right click’ actions by allowing Post-its 
to be dragged directly to and from their piles. The effectiveness of the drag-and-drop creation and 
deletion of Post-its within the Digital Reading Desk system was confirmed in the comparison study. 
Therefore:
•  Removing the need for menus wherever possible promotes direct manipulation, and is therefore 
less likely to distract from the primary active reading task or interrupt any state of flow that may 
have already been achieved.
Finally, the visual overview that I discovered in the placeholders implementation was also detected, 
albeit to a slightly lesser extent, in the Digital Reading Desk interface. Although the Post-it bookmarks 
have lost a portion of their ordering when compared with the tabs from the Visual Bookmarking 
System (i.e., their vertical position no longer indicates where they are in relation to other bookmarks), 
they do still provide an overview of where each one was positioned with regards to the currently 
open page (i.e., tabs on the left are on pages sequentially before the current page, whereas tabs on 
the right are on pages sequentially after the current page). This overview was rated favourably by the 
participants in the study. Therefore:
•  The visual Post-it bookmark tabs are a useful way of giving an overview of where each book­
mark is placed in relation to the currently open page.
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5.7.2 Future Work
The information I gathered during the post-study interview has highlighted areas for improving the 
current design of the Digital Reading Desk system. For example, several users commented that the 
two-dimensional display of the text - particularly the edge of the book, made it hard to see where the 
Post-it bookmarks were positioned within the document (i.e., which ones were close to the front/back). 
To remedy this shortcoming, a visual cue could give a better indication of where each bookmark is 
placed in relation to others in the document. In the physical world, a number of subtle cues combine 
to give such information, for example, the differences in shadowing of Post-its with changing depth, 
and touch. However, literal reproduction of this digitally may be either ineffective or impossible. 
Potential digital solutions to this issue include adding dots to the navigation bar, similar to the interface 
presented by Byrd [21], or a graph visualization as suggested by Harper et al. [54].
It would also be extremely beneficial to conduct a more in-depth study of the system, when using 
larger documents and over a longer period of time. This would obtain a more naturalistic view of how 
users make use of the tools in their everyday mark-up tasks. A diary study over several days or weeks, 
or a longitudinal log analysis could also contribute to such a study.
Taking into consideration that when engaged in a reading task, many users will work with multiple 
documents, it may be worth considering the availability of the desk area. At present, the desk is 
connected with the PDF that is open, meaning that opening a new PDF will give you a fresh desk. 
Although this could be a useful feature, it may also be worth considering the need for a persistent 
‘meta-desk’ that would mimic physical practices more closely, as some tasks may require the need for 
notes to be kept across multiple documents [83].
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Chapter 6
Visual Indexing
Shoot for the moon. Even if you 
miss, you’ll land among the stars
Les Brown
6.1 Introduction
This chapter focuses on the concept o f indexing, an area o f active reading that is relatively heavy­
weight in both its physical and digital forms. To improve on the digital indexing process, I have imple­
mented the Visual Indexing System, an interface that incorporates techniques from both the physical 
and digital domains in an attempt to make the overall electronic indexing process more lightweight. 
My aim here then, was to illustrate that paper is not a panacea; there are problems with physical 
documents that can be overcome in the electronic world by applying lightweight digital techniques.
6.1.1 Overview
A common activity when undertaking research, and indeed within everyday life, is the process of 
locating relevant information within documents. W hether it be searching a text book for a particular 
topic or looking up a product within a store catalogue, searching for information is a tiresome but nec­
essary part of in the information retrieval process. In physical books, the process o f recovering relevant 
information is supported greatly by the ubiquitous back-of-book index system -  a classic, well-known 
structure that neatly lists key terms for easy document navigation. When books are digitised, this 
feature can be enhanced by means of hyper-links, but often this is not the case. The limitations of this 
type of document navigation are clear: they are time consuming to physically navigate to, and are also 
author-created, therefore restricting them to static terms that exist when the book is created.
In the digital world, tools can be used to aid in the recovery of useful information. For example, 
the text search feature can be used to quickly navigate to instances of a particular keyword within a 
document. However, this function can be extremely time consuming if the resulting list is long and 
gives no visual overview of where each keyword occurs over an entire document.
This chapter describes the design, implementation and evaluation of a system that combines the 
visual overview of the classic index, with the speed and convenience of digital searching.
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6.2 Background
6.2.1 The Four-Phase Framework for Text Searches
There are several steps one must take in order to find a particular piece of information. Schneiderman 
et al. [123,124] define these steps in their four-phase framework for text searches:
1. Formulation (what happens before a search takes place);
2. Action (starting the search);
3. Review of results (the results from the initial search);
4. Refinement (what happens after the review of results, before the user goes back to formulation 
with the same information need)
In this model then, the user must first decide on their information need, that is, what it is they want to 
find out, as well as where the best place is to search for it. This is known as the formulation phase and 
is considered by Schneiderman et al. to be the most complex as it involves multiple levels of cognitive 
processing. Following completion of this phase, users will then move on to the action phase which 
involves physically starting the search. This stage is typically achieved in recent years by typing in 
a keyword/phrase into an internet search engine and clicking ‘Search’. Next, the review of results 
phase is where users search within each resultant document to assess its relevance in relation to their 
original information need. Finally the refinement stage is conducted, often by means of relevance 
feedback, to offer support for successive additional queries.
This chapter is concerned with the review of results phase. Specifically, the query in relation to in­
dividual retrieved documents (i.e., within-document searching) as opposed to the retrieved documents 
in relation to each other (i.e., multi-document searching).
6.2.2 Current M ethods
Before I discuss the design and implementation of a new digital within-document information re­
trieval method, it is important to review the methods that are currently being used to locate relevant 
information in documents in both printed and digital media.
Printed
To locate specific information in printed books it is traditional to consult the back-of-book index. The 
following scenario describes a common situation where the index is used to locate relevant information 
within a large document (please refer to Figure 6.1 for specifics on the index used within this scenario).
Wende wants to buy a new backpack, and decides to choose one from a popular product catalogue.
To locate the product she requires, she first turns to the back-of-book index under ‘B ’ to find the 
entry marked ‘Backpacks ’, which contains an instruction to look under the more general ‘Bags' 
section. Luckily, in this case the ‘Bags’ entry appears immediately after ‘Backpacks’ and is 
therefore easy for her to find. Once she has located the sub-entry for ‘Backpacks ’ she then 
starts the process o f looking at the index entry to find all the pages in the catalogue that contain 
backpacks. Thinking strategically, Wende realises that although the first entry is on page 467, the
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next entry is clustered (i.e., 1004-1009) and is therefore more likely to be the backpacks section, 
rather than a single occurrence within a different product segment. She starts her search by 
locating page 1004 and browses sequentially to page 1009. While she is performing this action 
however, she keeps one finger in the index page which acts as a temporary placeholder and allows 
her to easily flick back and forth between the index and catalogue content.
It is clear from this scenario that there are benefits and drawbacks to printed indexes. The advantages 
of the traditional index structure include:
• An alphabetised list of topics;
•  A good overview of where areas of interest are located within a document;
•  The clustering of pages (e.g. 3-10) shows relevant ‘hot-spots’ within the document.
Despite these advantages however, the printed index also suffers from many potential problems:
•  It takes time to physically look up references;
•  The possibility of un-indexed indexes;
• If an entry contains multiple page references, the user must flip back and forth from the index 
until the correct information is found;
•  Circular references that never lead to page numbers, for example, canine: see dog, dog: see 
canine;
•  References from a single topic distributed over several meanings, for example, canine: 12, 
35-42, dog: 45, 56-59, 73;
•  Inappropriate inversions, for example, Woofer, Sub:;
•  Indexing from section headings as a result of computer created indexes, for example, ‘Working 
with Threads in Java’ being indexed under ‘W’ as opposed to ‘T’ for Threads or ‘J’ for Java.
In the early 2000s, professional indexers Macmillan Computer Publishing conducted a usability study 
to determine how well indexes meet the informational needs of their users [113]. There are many 
known issues with indexes, that make creating them a difficult process. Despite triple posting entries, 
providing cross references or code concepts, Macmillan still identified problems during their obser­
vational study. Among other things, they were surprised at what users were looking up, that is, that 
many users were attempting to look up entries that publishers never would have thought of indexing. 
Macmillan concluded from this that different users take very different approaches to finding informa­
tion in indexes -  a major problem during creation, as anticipating the needs of everyone is virtually 
impossible. Clearly then, despite their benefits, statically created indexes still suffer from problems 
that could be overcome by allowing users the ability to create their own user-created, custom indexes, 
a theme which is central to the work presented in this chapter.
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Athletics Supports............... .980 Backpacks.................................. ............................see hags
Audio Bags
• Accessories................................. .1385 • Backpacks............................. .........467. 1004-09. 1611
• Audio Speakers.......................... .1463 • C amera/Camcorder............. ...............1204/5. 1213-18
ta n s-t i ................................. 1020/1
• Storage........................................ ........528-32. 1466 • Holdalls................................. .1 0 0 2 -0 9 . 934-36. 1146
Audio and Video Tapes................. .................. 1385, 1466 • Ladies’................................... .....1014. 1006/7. 1146/7
• Luggage................................. ....... 1013-21. 1003. 1009
• R ucksacks...........................................................................891
• Sports B ags....................................1004-09. 1146/7. 1611
B akew are................................................................................. 712
Bangles and B racele ts 42-53, 22. 31 -33 , 65, 93-95
Baby and Nursery E qu ipm ent.................. 1489-1524. 881 Bar S tools................................................................................. 241
Baby G ifts/C lo th ing .....................................................22, 1145 Barbecues.................................................................................. 866
Baby M onitors...................................................1505-09. 1516 Baseball and B asketball.....................................................938/9
Figure 6.1: Snippet from a popular catalogue index
Q - linear
6 o c c jr r tn c e s  
P age R esu lts  
1 . trad itio n a l linear scro lling  th a t  is ubiq.
4 . trad itio n a l l in e a r  sc ro llin g  fo r ce rta in  t ...
4 p a s se d  b o th  l in e a r  scro lling  an d  SDA2 sen
5 . rad itiona l, l in e a r  z o o m , full ren d e rin g  di..
S . d isp lay; 2) l in e a r  z o o m  w ith  sem an tic  ren
7 DejaVu; a l in e a r  p re s e n ta t io n  o f  th e  doc
(b) Result list
digital searching
Digital
When books are digitised, occasionally the index entries within it are hyper-linked, allowing easy nav­
igation to indexed pages. Unfortunately however, even hyper-linked indexes suffer from the problem 
of flicking back and forth between index and book content. In fact, this problem is even more heavy­
weight on digital media as fingers cannot be used to hold pages, and the ‘flicking’ action is performed 
with the scroll bar.
The most well known method o f locating information within digital documents is to use the text 
search or ‘Find’ (Ctrl+f) feature (see Figure 6.2a) which linearly scrolls through every instance of the 
search term until no more occurrences can be found. Despite being fast in execution, this method 
can be extremely time consuming if the result list is long, as every instance of the search term is 
systematically accessed one mouse click or keyboard shortcut at a time. This traditional text search 
method also gives no overview o f where within a document each search term occurs making it difficult 
for the user to pinpoint dense areas of interest.
An alternative to the constant clicking o f the find feature, is a partial result list like the one used 
by A pple’s Preview (see Figure 6.2b). Instead of linearly scrolling through every occurrence of the 
search term. Preview returns a single list o f matches along with a snippet of the text surrounding the 
word itself.
Find
Find what linear] fin d  Next
| j Match whole word only Direction Cancel
! ! Match £ a se O U p  C® Down
(a) Find (ctrl+f)
Figure 6.2: Current methods of
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6.2.3 Aims
The motivation for this system was to take something that is currently heavyweight on physical 
and digital documents, and improve it by incorporating features from both mediums resulting in a 
lightweight electronic solution. With this in mind, I constructed a set of aims for the Visual Indexing 
System, an interface designed to combine the speed and specificity of digital search with the visual 
overview of the printed index:
Aim 1: To allow users to create custom hyper-linked indexes from their own keyword or phrase;
Aim 2: To create a dedicated index panel to eliminate the need for flicking back and forth using the 
heavyweight scrollbar;
Aim 3: To give a visual overview of the number of text matches on a page/page cluster (i.e., the 
relevance of that page) that shows dense areas of keyword occurrences at a glance.
These aims have been carefully thought out to address specific problems of current index methods 
and form the basis of my hypotheses for the Visual Indexing System. Aim 1 for example, if properly 
implemented, will greatly reduce the time taken to look up entries, as well as overcoming the problem 
of un-indexed entries. Aim 2, in providing a dedicated space that is always visible on-screen will 
eliminate the need for flicking back and forth between the index and book content. Finally, Aim 3, 
will show dense areas of keyword occurrences at a glance, which should in turn increase the speed 
and accuracy of text searches.
6.3 Literature Review
Although there has been much research into general document retrieval, there has been relatively little 
exploration into within-document search visualisation. The following section describes several rele­
vant bodies of research that focus on visualising within-document search results, focusing specifically 
on how they compare to the Visual Indexing System.
Harper et al. [53] created a system known as SmartSkim which is based on relevance profiling 
-  a technique that generates a profile of showing where key terms exist across a whole document. 
The system uses histograms to give a within-document representation of relevant passages within a 
document based on a particular user query. Within each histogram, each bar corresponds to a fixed 
length section (known as a ‘tile’) of text in the document whereas the Visual Indexing System will split 
the document up by pages. The histogram tiles do make slight use of colour, but only as a means of 
indicating which bars had been visited, currently being visited and yet to be visited, not as I propose, 
to indicate the relevance of a particular section.
As a follow up to their 2002 paper, Harper et al. produced a slightly improved implementation 
known as ProfileSkim [54], which they went on to evaluate against a text search style baseline system 
called FindSkim. The results of this study confirmed that the visual approach to relevance profiling 
(Pro fileSkim) is more efficient than the Ctrl+f (FindSkim) method and also suggests that Profile Skim 
improves precision.
Byrd [21] builds upon Shneiderman et al.’s [124] WInQuery system that displays relevance scores 
for multiple documents, by creating a scrollbar based visualisation for within-document information 
retrieval. The system covers the vertical scroll-bar with multi-coloured ‘dots’ that correspond to 
keyword occurrences within the document. When the user enters a new keyword into the search, 
the program assigns it a coloured dot and places it on top of the other terms within the scroll-bar.
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A  key of search terms and their assigned colours is then displayed on the bottom of the window. 
Although it can be difficult to distinguish between colours if there are a lot of search terms, it does 
allow users to identify clusters of a keyword occurrences by identifying areas of coloured dots in close 
proximity.
In 2006, Hoeber et al. first introduced the HotMaps system [60,61] which uses a visual represen­
tation to display query term occurrences using colour on a ‘heat’ scale. Although this system has been 
designed to aid users in general information retrieval, like my system, it uses visual communication to 
help the user target the most relevant material more quickly. In particular, it uses colour to indicate the 
number of times a word occurs within each document. More specifically, each search term is given a 
colour depending upon the number of times it occurs within a document, that is, multiple occurrences 
of a query term (a ‘hot’ result) will be dark red in colour whereas a small number of occurrences of 
a term (a ‘cold’ result) will be lighter in colour. What this system does not facilitate however, is the 
visualisation of search terms within a document; the Visual Index System builds on this idea of colour 
gradients to give users an overview of relevant sections within a document itself.
This concept of using shading to aid the information retrieval process by indicating the frequency 
of keywords within a document was also identified in Hearst’s 1995 paper [55]. Her research de­
scribes the TileBars system which, like HotMaps, uses a gradient of colour to specify the number of 
occurrences of a query term in a list of retrieved documents. By using a series of coloured rectangles, 
she aims to simultaneously display the relative document length, keyword frequency and keyword 
distribution of a set of documents to help users decipher which ones are the most relevant. As with 
HotMaps, the visual information is presented to the user at the search result list level. The work I have 
done here studies search within a document, and also compares different methods for presenting this 
information.
Research has also been conducted into using word clouds to visualise the relevance of keywords 
within a document. Grotton [50] for example, created a within-document information retrieval system 
that uses TF/IDF1 values combined with visualisation techniques borrowed from the web’s tag clouds 
to enhance the perception of web documents. The word cloud system visualises what they describe 
as ‘word importance’ values within a document which are independent of user query. The study 
conducted on this system proved that participants found particular areas of interest 10% faster using 
the word cloud technique than by using ordinary text.
The Xlibris [115] system makes use of colour shading within its ‘skimming’ mode to indicate 
word importance within a document. Meaningful terms are identified within the document via stan­
dard TF/EDF scores and are assigned a shade of grey or black to indicate this information to the 
user. For example, terms that occur frequently in the current document but rarely in others (mean­
ingful words) are coloured black, whereas those that occur in many documents (common words) are 
coloured light grey.
As well as within-document visualisation, there has been research into how to search within dif­
ferent types of digital document. Liesaputra et al. [78] conducted a study into searching for relevant 
information within different document mediums. They tested both back-of-book indexing and full 
text search on three different document types: realistic book format [77], HTML and PDF. The study 
investigates the influence of document format as well as search result presentation on the information 
search process. The results from the study showed that participants found information more efficiently 
and effectively with the subject index than full-text search, yet the post-study questionnaire revealed 
that the majority still preferred text search over the subject index. Despite the effectiveness of the 
index then, users of digital documents are more inclined to use text search. This is yet more evidence
'Term Frequency/Inverse Document Frequency
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to suggest that a hybrid system allowing custom indexes to be built from user-defined search terms 
would be a useful method of within-document searching.
Chi et al. [28] have implemented a system that conceptually reorganises electronic document in­
dexes based on the users’ information need, but do not specifically create on-the-fly indexes like the 
Visual Indexing System. Their implementation, Scentlndex, is designed to narrow down the author- 
created indexes of electronic documents to the most relevant entries for display on a single page, as op­
posed to the complete index structure that commonly spreads over multiple pages. As with the Visual 
Indexing System, users start their search by entering their own keywords into the system. Scentln­
dex then uses a word-occurrence matrix to extract the most relevant indexes from the list based on 
the users original search term. A user study undertaken to evaluate the Scentlndex system concurred 
with the main findings of the user study I undertook on the Visual Indexing System described later 
in the chapter. Specifically, that tasks can be performed faster, more accurately and with higher user 
satisfaction using custom index systems than with more static, author-created back-of-book indexes.
6.4 System Design
The following section describes the design of the Visual Indexing System, an implementation that 
aims to replicate the lightweight overview from the physical back-of-book index, with the speed and 
efficiency of digital text search.
6.4.1 Index Builder
The foundation of the system is an index builder which allows users to create custom indexes from 
their own keyword or phrase. It then displays the relevant page numbers (i.e., the ones that have at least 
one occurrence of the keyword or phrase) in chronological order. I have not applied any stemming 
algorithms to the system hence the resultant indexes contain page results for exact text matches of the 
word or phrase in a document.
The following sub-sections describe the functional features included in the Visual Indexing Sys­
tem. These features include the clustering and hyper-linking of pages within the index structure, as 
well as the visual features I utilise in several of index representations I discuss in the next chapter.
Page Clusters
One useful feature of the program is its ability to ‘cluster’ page hits. For example, when looking for 
all references to sofas in a catalogue, the index may look something like this:
Sofa: 345,467,1067-1098
That is, it will group major sections instead of listing each page separately. This not only simplifies the 
output but also allows users to see the sections of the document where there are the most occurrences 
of the keyword or phrase they entered.
Hyper-links
Each of the search results in the system is the form of a hyper-link which when clicked will take the 
user to the appropriate page and highlight all occurrences of the keyword or phrase on that page.
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Tool Tips
In additional to the visual cues (see next Section) that illustrate to the user the most relevant pages 
with respect to others in the list, the program also has the facility to view the exact number of text 
matches on a page by hovering the mouse over a hyper-link
6.4.2 Visual Features
To complement the index builder software, I have applied several techniques to enhance the visibility 
o f the word occurrence data.
Colour
Colour plays an important role in the field of information visualisation. There have been many ex­
amples of how colour has been used to illustrate differences within and between documents. Bier 
et al. 113] for example, use different shades of colour to visualise which documents in a book-plex 
collection have been read. Colin Ware [ 138] in his 2004 book on this topic, describes an application 
known as nominal information coding or labelling, which describes hew best to classify different sets 
o f elements using colour as distinct identifiers.
In his book ‘Information Visualization: Perception for Design’, Ware talks about colour-coding 
conventions in which he describes the meanings of certain colours in different cultures. For example, 
in western culture green is often associated with the word ‘go’ whereas white is considered to be the 
colour o f purity. In relation to the design for the new system, I decided upon two distinct colours that 
have conventional meaning to act as maximum and minimums for word occurrences. A gradient o f 
colours (see Figure 6.3) between these bounds is used to illustrate occurrence values that fall within 
these values. The colours chosen for the labels then, are based on a temperature gauge, that is, red for 
a ‘hot’ result (large number of occurrences of a query term) and blue for a ‘cold’ result (small number 
of occurrences of a term). Any results within this range will be coloured purple (i.e., a mixture of 
both red and blue), the shade of which is determined by how close they are to the maximum or 
minimum values. This type of gradual colour change based on ‘hot’ and ‘cold’ colours was also used 
in Alexander et al.’s Footprints Scrollbar [7],
It is important to note that this gradient o f colours varies depending upon the maximum number 
o f occurrences of the keyword or phrase but will be relative to that particular index term only. That is, 
a bright red link in one index term will be the maximum number o f times it occurs but may well be 
significantly more or less than a bright red link in a different index term.
Size
Size can be a useful indicator to visualise the relative weights o f different attributes, that is, something 
with a high weighting will be larger than something with a low weighting. In this case, it is desirable 
for users to see, at a glance, an overview of the most relevant pages within a document based on their 
keyword or phrase. It seems sensible then, to allocate pages with a small number of word occurrences
Figure 6.3: The colour gradient for the labels ranges from blue (cold) to red (hot)
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Figure 6.4: Design for the Visual Index System
(a potentially irrelevant page) a small size whereas those with a high number o f word occurrences (a 
relevant page) a big size.
6.4.3 Form Layout Navigation
One of the main problems with the common index structure in digital documents is the amount o f 
scrolling required to navigate between the index and document content. If the index is not hyper­
linked, to look up several references the user will either have to memorise all entries, or scroll to the 
first look-up, then back to the index, then to the second look-up, then back to the index and so on. 
On physical documents this process is relatively lightweight in that fingers can be used as temporary 
placeholders so pages can be ‘flicked' back and forth while looking up several index entries. Digitally 
however, the process of scrolling is cumbersome and time consuming [ 107].
To reduce the amount of scrolling required in the program I opted to create a static index panel on 
the main interface that can always be seen while reading the document. This dedicated index panel is 
positioned to the right o f the main document area and contains a set o f user created indexes that can 
be easily deleted for a clutter free environment.
In addition to the index panel, and the main document area, there is a toolbar which will contain 
a set o f radio buttons to control the type of visualisation that will be applied to the index (see Sec­
tion 6.5.2 for details on the visual representations included in the program). The page layout of the 
document in the system is single page continuous display (see Chapter 2.5.1). This presentation has 
been included to allow quick and continuous scrolling across the entire document; a useful feature 
when scanning several pages for highlighted words. Figure 6.4 shows the design for the Visual Index 
System.
Alternative Designs
In this chapter I have enumerated a number of different designs that either m irror or extend the 
traditional back-of-the-book index. One could take alternative approaches that dispense with that 
metaphor, and draw more directly from techniques such as information visualization. Marti Hearst’s
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Figure 6.5: The Visual Index System showing the tag cloud visualisation
TileBars [55 J would be one approach that breaks from the direct representation of the document body 
as text, and provides a more abstract overview. The general principles of the Footprints scrollbar |7] 
could also be explored as a metaphor for highlighting the parts o f the document that best match the 
user’s search.
At the more localised view, the presentation of the different formats could be varied. One simple 
example being the use of different colours, and a more complex area would be to explore different 
visual structures for the tag sets.
6.5 System Implementation
The following section describes the implementation of the Visual Indexing System, an interface de­
signed to incorporate the speed o f digital text search with the visual overview of the printed index.
6.5.1 Page Relevance
One of the main features of the Visual Indexing System is its ability to visualise page relevance. 
The relevance of any page within a document, is highly dependent upon the number of occurrences 
o f a particular keyword or phrase within a particular page, relative to the rest o f the pages within a 
document. That is, any page with high occurrences of the user-defined keyword is considered to be 
more relevant than pages with low occurrences of the keyword and are therefore visualised differently 
to indicate this difference.
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Figure 6.6: Tool-tip that provides the user with exact world occurrence data for the label
To calculate the relevance of a page, the program first iterates through the entire document search­
ing for exact matches to the search term, storing the occurrence values for each page in an array. After 
this is completed, it then runs through the array clustering any pages that are numerically adjacent and 
contain one or more occurrence of the search term. Next it calculates the maximum and minimum 
occurrence values for that particular index (Note: any pages that have no occurrences are not included 
in the array so occurrence values start at 1 not 0). The program then uses this information to calculate 
the size and colour (see Section 6.4.2) o f the resulting hyper-link.
p u b l i c  C o l o r  C a l c u l a t e C o l o u r O f L i n k  ( i n t  O c c u r r e n c e s )
{
i n t  A c t u a l R a n g e  = M a x N u m b e r O f O c c u r r e n c e s ;
f l o a t  S c a l e V a l u e  = ( f l o a t  ) 2 5 5  / ( f l o a t  ) A c t u a l R a n g e ;
f l o a t  Ne wVa l  = S c a l e V a l u e  * ( f l o a t  ) O c c u r r e n c e s  ;
/ /  normalise occurrences so it lands between 0 and 255 
i n t  C o l o u r V a l  = ( i n t ) N e w V a l ;  / /  casts f loat  value to int 
C o l o r  R e t u r n C o l o u r  = C o l o r .  B l a c k ;  / /  default colour 
R e t u r n C o l o u r  = C o l o r  . F r o m A r g b  ( C o l o u r V a l  , 0 ,  2 5 5  — C o l o u r V a l ) ;
/ /  use this normalised value to create a colour value between red and blue 
r e t u r n  R e t u r n C o l o u r ;  / /  return the new colour
}___________________________________________________________________________________
Listing 6 .1: The method that calculates the colour o f a link using occurrence data
The code in Listing 6.1 shows the method for creating a colour from an occurrence number (passed 
in as a parameter). First it normalises the occurrence value so that it lands between 0 and 255, that 
is, the bounds for the RGB value o f a colour. Then it uses the format RGB = (NormalisedValue, 0, 
255-NormalisedValue) to create a returnable colour. For example, a ‘hot’ link will be bright red and 
will have an RGB value of (255,0,0), whereas a ‘cold’ link will be blue and have an RGB value of 
(0,0,255). Anything in between, that is, a page that has an occurrence value between the maximum 
and the minimum will have a mixed value e.g. RGB = (100, 0, 155).
There are also methods to calculate the size of both the tag cloud and graph visualisations which 
use a variation of the method shown in Listing 6.1.
6.5.2 Visual Representations
Once the occurrence data has been calculated for a particular keyword, the program builds the physical 
indexes which will be placed in the ‘index visualisation bar’ shown on the right in Figure 6.4. Items 
within the index visualisation bar are rendered in one of three ways (see Figure 6.7) and can be easily 
toggled by using the radio buttons on the toolbar. The purpose o f these visual representations is to:
1. Display the pages/clusters that contain the user defined keyword or phrase, like a traditional 
index;
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2. Clearly illustrate the relevance of each page/cluster (i.e., how many occurrences o f the keyword 
it contains) to give a clear representation of which pages are most relevant.
The basic structure of the index builder and the base o f all the visualisations is a chronologically or­
dered list of hyper-linked page numbers/clusters. When the program builds an index, it first calculates 
the occurrence information (see Section 6.5.1), sifts out any pages that do not contain any instances of 
the keyword or phrase, then clusters adjacent pages. All links are then added to the index in numerical 
order and all instances o f the keyword(s) are highlighted on the PDF. Each hyper-link is also equipped 
with a tool-tip feature that ‘pops up' a bubble containing occurrence information when the mouse 
passes over it. Figure 6.6 shows an example tool-tip for the keyword ‘M ouse’, clearly illustrating the 
page cluster (16-22) and the number of occurrences o f the word ‘M ouse’ between these pages (27).
Using the basic visual features I discussed in Section 6.4.2, I implemented three visual represen­
tations of this basic index builder design: Colour Tag, Tag Cloud and Graph.
Colour Tag
The Colour Tag tool (Figure 6.7a) makes use of colour as a visual feature. Although the size of each 
hyper-link remains the same, the colour is changed according to its relative keyword occurrence value 
(see section 6.4.2 for details o f the colour gradient used).
Tag Cloud
The Tag Cloud tool makes use o f both size and colour to aid in the visualisation o f keyword oc­
currences. Tag clouds are traditionally chronologically ordered, size weighted hyper-links. In this 
system, each page or page cluster is ordered by page number as in the Colour Tag tool, but is now 
sized according to their relevance (i.e., the number of occurrences of the keyword relative to the other 
pages in the document). In addition to this, the colour gradient used in the Colour Tag tool is also 
utilised to further illustrate page relevance.
Graph
As with the Tag Cloud interface, the graph visualisation also makes use o f size and colour to indicate 
page relevance values. In this case however, each hyper-link is represented by a coloured bar in a 
graph -  the larger the bar, the more times the keyword or phrase occurs within its page or cluster.
Mouse m
5 16-22 24-26 28 30 64 66-67 09  74
114-117 119 129
Rabbit m
2-3 6 12-13 15 29-30 32-36 78 81 106
111-114 119-120 122 125 129
Rabbit [Oj
2-3  § 1 2 0 3  15 29-30 32-36 3 
81 111-114 119120 122-125
129
(a) C olour Tag (b) Tag C loud (c) Graph
Figure 6.7: The visual index representations
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6.6 User Study
To test the effectiveness of the Visual Indexing System, and to tease out any potentially lightweight 
attributes, I undertook a comparative user study on the three visual index interfaces. Unlike the user 
studies in my previous investigations however, I have used both speed and accuracy (among other 
things) as criteria for evaluating this system. I made this choice as I felt that unlike my previous 
studies, the act of locating information within a document is currently relatively slow if using digital 
text search, and sometimes quite inaccurate if using traditional indexes (see Section 6.2). It was also 
my conjecture, that the speed and accuracy would influence the amount of information eventually 
accessed by users making it a crucial element in the evaluation of the system.
6.6.1 Study Design
The main aim of the Visual Indexing System was to integrate the speed of digital search with the visual 
overview of keyword locations that comes with document indexing. I anticipated that this would 
increase the speed with which users can locate relevant information and improve the effectiveness of 
reading the text. My hypothesis was that a custom indexing solution would in itself be an improvement 
over traditional linear indexing, but furthermore, that a visual representation (colour and size) would 
prove to be a valuable asset in triage efficiency.
To investigate these issues, I performed a comparative user study which focused on qualitative 
data in the form of subjective user questionnaires, as well as quantitative data obtained from task 
timings and accuracy levels.
Control Systems
In order to test the effectiveness of the implemented visualisations, I implemented two control search­
ing methods as a basis to test against. These two techniques were based on long-established methods 
of document searching:
Linear Search: The Linear Search tool implemented in the program is based on the standard Windows 
within-document text search feature that allows users to sequentially progress through a document one 
keyword at a time. This method of search depends highly upon the length of the document and the 
number of occurrences of a word in a document. I expect therefore, to have a wide range of timing 
results from this portion of the study tasks.
Traditional Index: The Traditional Index tool has been designed to resemble the classic index struc­
ture, that is, all entries are the same size and colour. It is not comparable to a traditional back-of-book 
index however, as it actually still contains the same general features of the other custom indexes within 
the system. That is, the Traditional Index tool is still a custom index builder that appears in the index 
visualisation area after the user enters keywords. The index values themselves are still hyper-linked 
and still contain mouse-over tool-tips. The only difference between the Traditional Indexing tool and 
the visual tools mentioned in the previous chapter, is that the index entries themselves are at a constant 
size and are always black (i.e., they do not use size or colour to visualise the relevance of the page).
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Procedure
The participants recruited for the study were selected from a set of Computer Science researchers 
due to their experienced knowledge of online and document searching. In total 14 participants were 
selected: 11 male and 3 female, all between the ages of 22 and 37 and all with normal colour per­
ception2. All timings and questionnaires were stored anonymously, the study itself lasted on average 
around 30 minutes and the participants were given a £5 gift voucher in return for their time. No video 
or audio recording equipment was used within the study, but the timings of every task were recorded 
automatically by the program.
The structure of the study comprised of:
1. A pre-study questionnaire designed to gain general information about each participant’s search­
ing habits.
2. A short training session on each of the systems.
3. The tasks (described below).
4. A post-study questionnaire designed to obtain subjective views with regards to the tested sys­
tems.
The Tasks
The tasks provided were designed to measure how long it takes to find the most relevant parts of a 
document based on a particular keyword or phrase. The relevance of a page within the document is 
calculated based upon the number of occurrences of the search term relative to the other pages within 
the document (see Section 6.5.1).
In total, each participant was given three PDFs and asked to perform five separate searches on each 
-  one for each of the search tools. They were then asked to discover the part of a specific document 
that best (most) matched a given query. In order to accurately record timings for the tasks completed 
by the study participants, time data was logged automatically by the program.
Due to the nature of the study, there were several factors that could affect the time taken to com­
plete the tasks. These include the length of the document and the number of occurrences of the 
keyword or phrase in the document. To minimise the effects of these factors, each search term was 
rotated to balance orderings and the logged time data across the 3 separate PDFs was averaged. To 
reduce any bias resulting from the different PDFs and any possible learning effects, the orderings of 
the documents and tasks were varied from participant to participant.
Selection of Study Metrics
Before conducting the study, I laid down a set criteria to help assess how each of the study interfaces 
will be evaluated.
Speed: The speed of a look-up was measured in seconds from the moment a participant was given 
a task, to the moment they produced the results (i.e., the most relevant page/cluster of the document 
based on the keyword or phrase).
2Prior to the study, all participants confirmed that they were not colour blind and had no significant visual deficits. This 
step was taken as a precaution to reduce the possible bias resulting from outside variables relating to visual perception
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Accuracy: Prior to the study, the optimum page relevance results were calculated and recorded as a 
basis to test the accuracy of user results. This was measured as a percentage according to how many 
of the relevant pages were discovered using each method (e.g., if the optimum result was pages 4, 17, 
22 and 34 but the user only found 17 and 34, their accuracy result would be 50%).
Subjective User Ratings: The subjective ratings were recorded out of 10 (1 being the lowest and 10 
being the highest), and tested five different aspects of the systems:
•  How easy it was to use;
•  How easy it was to learn to use;
• The clarity of the display;
•  How easy it was to judge the number of times a word occurs in a page or set of pages;
•  The speed in which they can find relevant sections of a document.
User Behaviours: As well as the criteria mentioned above, I also observed and made notes about the 
way in which users approached the tasks in order to better understand their searching habits.
As I have discussed previously (see Section 2.6), the studies I have undertaken in previous chap­
ters have not used speed and accuracy as criteria for evaluating the effectiveness of my implemented 
systems. This was primarily due to my overall goals in designing lightweight active reading sys­
tems. That is, I felt that it was unlikely that improving the speed or accuracy of an interface would 
significantly reduce the cognitive load required for performing the functions.
In this case however, I have selected a topic of active reading which is currently heavyweight 
in both its physical and digital forms and suffers from problems associated with speed (e.g., text 
search is linear and slow) and accuracy (e.g., back-of-book indexes may have un-indexed entries). It 
is for this reason therefore, that I opted to use these criteria in addition to subjective user responses 
and observed behaviour to give a more concrete evaluation of the Visual Indexing System over more 
traditional methods of text searching.
6.6.2 Hypotheses
Hypothesis 1: The Traditional Index builder will be a faster and more accurate method of locating 
relevant sections in a document than text search;
Hypothesis 2: The use of colour and size will increase user satisfaction of the index builder and yield 
higher subjective scores from study participants;
6.6.3 Study Results
The initial questions posed to the participants in the pre-study questionnaire confirmed that the ma­
jority of users make use of physical (93% of participants) and digital (79% of participants) reference 
books at least once a week. To determine the most common methods of locating information in doc­
uments, the participants were asked to rate three separate methods according to how often they made 
use of them:
1. Using the index in a physical book;
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How often do you use the 
search (Ctrl+f) feature on 
an electronic document 
or web page?
How often do you use the 
index of an electronic 
book?
How often do you use the 
index of a paper book?
Figure 6.8: Usage statistics for digital search, digital indexes and physical indexes
Linear
Search
Traditional
Index
Colour
Tag
Tag
Cloud
Graph
Average PDF 1 99.9 37.7 21.2 14.4 14.5
Average PDF 2 92.1 33.9 13.2 10.9 9.9
Average PDF 3 134.1 32.8 15.6 11.6 11.2
Average All 108.7 34.8 16.7 12.3 11.9
SD All 59.33 22.78 11.18 9.54 10.20
Table 6.1: Average timed data (seconds)
2. Using the index in a digital book;
3. Using the text search function in a digital document.
They then rated each one on a seven point Likert scale of the format: more than once a day, once a 
day, once every 3 days, once a week, once a month, less than once a month, never. It is clear from 
the results (see Figure 6.8) that the most common tool for locating information is text search (Ctrl+f) 
with all participants making use of it at least once every 3 days and 57% using it more than once day.
When asked which system they found more useful within digital documents (text search or in­
dexes), participants were quite evenly divided with seven opting for text search, six choosing digital 
indexes and one selecting both. Although many participants commented on the usefulness of the 
overview that indexes provide, they rated them rather poorly in the pre-study questionnaire giving 
them averages o f 5.43 out of 10 for ease of use and just 4.86 out o f 10 for reliability. This evidence 
strengthens my argument that the traditional paper index, and indeed the imitated digital equivalents, 
are not the optimal methods o f looking up information digitally.
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Speed
The results from the timed tasks (see Table 6.1 and Figure 6.9a) concluded that the Traditional Index 
is approximately three times faster than the standard Linear Search for locating relevant information 
in a document. In addition to this, the results also confirm that the use of visual cues offer further 
improvement to the index builder software with average results for the visual systems (Colour Tag, 
Tag Cloud and Graph) being at least twice as fast as the Traditional Index.
To assess the statistical significance of the timed test results I conducted a single-factor ANOVA 
test which makes simultaneous comparisons between the means of all five methods used in the study. 
This test produced a result of p<0.0001 (df = 4, 205, F = 81.915 and Fcrit = 2.416), concluding 
that the resulting data was statistically significant. Due to the large differences in standard deviations 
between the Linear Search versus the other four systems (i.e., the Traditional Index and the three visual 
systems), I also performed a Welch’s t-test with Bonferroni corrections upon the data to pin-point the 
areas of major significance.
The results of the Bonferroni t-test (see Table 6.2) confirm that the difference between linear 
search compared to the four indexing methods is significant, consistently yielding p results of less 
than 0.0001 and t values ranging from 4.87 to 15.22. Furthermore, comparing the traditional indexing 
method versus each of the visual indexing methods (Colour Tag, Tag Cloud and Graph) has also shows 
to have statistical significance yielding p results between 0.0039 and 0.0004 and t values ranging from 
3.52 to 4.37.
Traditional
Index
Colour
Tag
Tag
Cloud Graph
t P t P t P t P
Linear
Search =4.87 =0.0001 =6.51 <0.00001 =15.18 <0.00001 =15.22 <0.00001
Traditional
Index =3.52 =0.0039 =4.37 =0.0004 =4.26 =0.0004
Colour
Tag =1.42* =0.081* =1.27* =0.11*
Tag
Cloud =0.09* =0.3*
Table 6.2: Statistical significance of timed data using Welch’s t-test with Bonferroni corrections. *
indicates no significant result was found.
Accuracy
For the purposes of this study, the most relevant section for any search term was defined to be the 
page/cluster that contain the most occurrences of the user defined keywords. To determine the preci­
sion of each document search, each participant was asked to report on their findings as to which page 
or cluster of pages they found to be the most relevant. This information was recorded immediately 
after each search.
After the study was completed, this data was compared to the ‘answers’, that is, my definition of 
the most relevant section, in order to determine if the participant had got it right or wrong. This yielded 
a set of five tables (one for each of the search methods) which included each of the 14 participants and
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Figure 6.9: Speed and accuracy results
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Figure 6.10: Average user ratings for each of the five systems
their results for all three PDFs, that is, 42 boolean results for each search method. The results shown 
in Figure 6.9b show the percentage of right answers amongst each 42 boolean set.
In the linear tasks, users were able to locate the most relevant section of a document only 40.47% 
of the time, whereas the traditional index method yielded a result of 73.81 %. To assess the statistical 
significance of these two results, a Chi-squared test was performed yielding the results p = 0.002 
( £ 2=9.528) confirming that they are significant. The accuracy of the visual implementations resulted 
in even greater accuracy, with a result o f 95.23% for the colour tag system and 100% for both the tag 
cloud and graph versions. As you can see from Figure 6.9, as the task timings reduced, the accuracy 
increased.
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Favourite System Least Favourite System
Linear Search 0 12
Traditional Index 0 2
Colour Tag 0 0
Tag Cloud 4 0
Graph 10 0
Table 6.3: User System Preferences
Subjective User Ratings
To gather subjective information about the functionality of the respective systems, the participants 
were asked to rate each one out of 10 (1 being the lowest 10 being the highest) for the following 
attributes:
1. How easy it was to use;
2. How easy it was to learn to use;
3. The clarity of its display;
4. How easy it was to judge the number of times a word occurs in a page or set of pages;
5. The speed with which they can find relevant sections.
The averaged user ratings for each of the five types of search systems are highlighted in Figure 6.10 
and illustrate a clear trend in usability amongst the systems. Specifically, the visual systems (i.e. 
Colour Tag, Tag Cloud and Graph) score consistently higher ratings for every characteristic than the 
traditional approaches (linear search and traditional indexing). Furthermore, 93% of the participants 
concurred that the visual index systems are either a major (12 out of 14) or minor (1 out of 14) im­
provement over traditional indexing. Comments such as “The relevance o f pages can be shown easily 
in a graphical manner" and “These [the Visual Systems] are much faster and more dynamic - 1 don’t 
have to plough through pages o f indexes to find the one I  want" further support this improvement.
User Behaviours
The tasks presented to the participants instructed each user to locate the most relevant section of a 
particular document based on the keyword or phrase entered. To make an informed decision regard­
ing this section using the linear search tool, users were required to first search through every term 
occurrence in the document to determine the most relevant section. The observed behaviour of the 
participants when performing the tasks however, suggests many users have a low inclination to spend 
a large amount of time searching one text systematically. For example, Participant seven read only the 
first third of their linear search document during the Linear Search task, a trend that was seen, albeit 
to a slightly lesser extent by four of the participants during the study.
It has previously been observed [17] that only in extreme circumstances will users be meticulous 
in their searching of a document while deciding on its relevance. I have identified this behaviour 
within the study -  in the linear searching tasks, around a third of the participants did not span the 
entire document before making a decision about the most relevant section. In fact, it is this behaviour 
that caused many of them to select a page or cluster that did not match the highest frequency area of 
the keywords given.
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6.7 Conclusions
This chapter has described a tool for document indexing; a common activity that is currently heavy­
weight in both its digital and physical forms. For example, looking up entries in the index of a physical 
book is greatly supported by the use of fingers as temporary placeholders but still takes time to look up 
and also suffers from the potential problem of missing index entries. Indexes in digital documents are 
used in conjunction with buttons or scroll-bars, which can be difficult to manipulate quickly and still 
suffer from the missing index problem. An alternative to indexes in digital documents is text search, 
which linearly progresses through each instance of a word in the document. This method can also be 
considered heavyweight as it gives no overview of dense areas of interest and can be tedious and time 
consuming for words that occur many times. This method does overcome the problem of un-indexed 
entries however, as the keyword or phrase for the search is user-defined.
To solve these issues, I have designed and implemented a system that combines the visual overview 
of traditional back-of-book indexes with the speed of text search, while at the same time eliminating 
the need for flicking back and forth by including a dedicated index side panel. The system, which 
allows users to build their own custom indexes via their own keyword or phrase, incorporates size and 
colour to aid in the visualisation of keyword occurrences.
After discovering that the space surrounding the PDF area is useful (see Chapter 4), it seemed 
sensible to test this theory with something other than making notes. It was this realisation that led me 
to create the static side panel that displays the user created indexes. The main benefit of this dedicated 
panel for displaying indexes is that users no longer need to scroll between index and document content 
as it is always visible on the screen.
To test the implemented system and its three distinct word occurrence visualisations (Colour Tag, 
Tag cloud and Graph), I performed a comparison study against two control systems (Linear Search 
and Traditional Index). The results from this study showed significantly reduced timings and higher 
accuracy rates for the traditional indexing and visual systems compared with the linear search which 
confirms Hypothesis 1: The traditional index builder will be a faster and more accurate method of 
locating relevant sections in a document than text search.
The study also showed user preference for the visual features of the systems (i.e., colour and size) 
yielding higher subjective scores for the three visual implementations thus confirming Hypothesis 
2: The use of colour and size will increase user satisfaction with the index builder and yield higher 
subjective scores from study participants.
6.7.1 Lightweight Features
The results from the user study concluded that participants performed tasks significantly faster and 
more accurately using using the systems with the index builder tool (Traditional Index, Colour Tag, 
Tag Cloud and Graph) as opposed to the Linear Search system. The participants also expressed 
subjective preference for the index builder systems over the more common text search. These results 
therefore confirm:
•  Giving an overview of where in the document word occurrences exist, significantly increases 
both speed and accuracy of a search task.
This overview of important information is also benefited by the clustering technique that groups con­
secutive pages together, as opposed to listing them separately. Participant comments on the topic of 
clustering included: “It [page clustering] is nice - it’s not very cluttered this way” and “I didn’t even 
notice that - it just makes sense - like how books do it”. This method of reducing the amount of
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information, on screen aids users in the process of finding relevant clusters of information which is 
a useful asset when attempting to locate specific topic areas within books. I can therefore conclude 
from this that:
•  Displaying information in a more concise way, in this case, by clustering results, can aid the 
visualisation of data to users.
Further to this, a comparison between the four index builder implementations (Traditional Index, 
Colour Tag, Tag Cloud and Graph) found the visual approaches (Colour Tag, Tag Cloud and Graph) 
to be even faster and more accurate than the Traditional Index system. These visual approaches, which 
make use of colour (Colour Tag) and colour and size (Tag Cloud and Graph), are also rated favourably 
by participants in their subjective review of the implementations. Since the only difference between 
the visual systems and the Traditional Index system was colour and size, I can therefore conclude:
•  Colour is a useful way of visualising important information. In this case, the colour was used 
on a gradient heat scale to indicate to the user areas of the document with high occurrences of 
the search term;
•  Size is also a useful way of visualising important information. In this case, the larger a link, the 
more word occurrences of the search term exist within the page(s).
One of the main problems associated with digital indexes is within non-hyper-linked documents where 
there is a need to scroll back and forth between the index and its entries. Unlike physical documents 
where fingers can be used as temporary placeholders to ease this process, digital indexes are usually 
used by simply scrolling to the first entry then back to the index then to the next entry then back to the 
index and so on. Although I did not investigate this issue during the study (as all of the index builder 
systems were hyper-linked), user comments such as: “I t’s great having the index on the side like that, 
now I  can see the index and the page at the same time ” and “It [the side index] is nice because I  don’t 
need to scroll so much ” strongly indicate that:
•  Providing static access to important information, in this case the index bar to the side of the 
document area, reduces the number of steps users take in retrieving the information, in this 
case, scrolling.
Finally, this chapter was designed to prove that paper is not a panacea; there are many aspects of 
digital document design that if properly implemented, can greatly exceed the limitations of printed 
texts. My intention in this case, was to design a system that incorporates useful features from both the 
physical and electronic domains to create a digital solution that out-performs current paper and digital 
systems. This was achieved in the Visual Indexing System by integrating the speed of digital search 
with the overview and access ability of the physical index. Therefore:
•  Mimicking paper is not always the optimum solution to the heavyweight properties associated 
with digital documents. In this case, I have increased both the speed and accuracy of locating 
relevant information within a digital document by incorporating the uniquely electronic tech­
niques of text search and hyper-links into a physical index design.
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6.7.2 Future Work
A useful area of future work in this area would be to perform a user study comparing the Visual 
Indexing System to traditional indexes within physical books. A study such as this would confirm 
whether or not the implemented system is an improvement over the traditional paper based index 
method.
Another step which would greatly improve the usability of the interface itself, would be to apply 
a stemming algorithm to the search feature which will reduce a keyword down to its primary lexical 
unit (or root) to pick up additional search terms for the index.
6.7.3 Related Publications
1. Jennifer Pearson, George Buchanan, Harold Thimbleby : Creating Visualisations for Digi­
tal Document Indexing - European Conference for Digital Libraries (ECDL) 2009, Corfu, 
Greece.
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Chapter 7
Discussion and Conclusions
If we knew what it was we were 
doing, it would not be called 
research, would it?
Albert Einstein
7.1 Overview of Problem
Reading is an age old activity that is increasingly being performed interactively on-screen. The soaring 
popularity of digital documents in recent years has been accelerated by an influx of electronic reading 
devices such as eReaders, tablets and mobile phones -  hardware that is becoming evermore fluidly 
integrated into our daily lives [95,97,134,137]. Despite the clear popularity of digital texts however, 
research indicates that paper usage is in fact increasing [39,105], suggesting that people are obtaining 
digital documents, but are later printing them.
This underlying desire to print digital texts [81,118] demonstrates a clear failure of on-screen 
reading and reading related activities. It stands to reason therefore, that if the motivation to print 
digital texts is due to the quality of the tools used for digital active reading, then improving them 
would decrease the need for printing. How best to improve the way in which users interact with 
such systems however, is a difficult task which, fundamentally, depends strongly upon the differences 
between paper documents and their electronic equivalents.
There are many key distinctions between electronic and paper documents. The tangible properties 
and affordances that paper offer are considerably different to those that can be performed electroni­
cally, resulting in a drastic variation in the interaction styles seen between the two media. For example, 
paper is thin and can therefore be folded and ripped, whereas current electronic screens, despite ad­
vances in technology [70] are still too bulky to manipulate in this way.
The way in which physical documents age and mature with help from their owners is another key 
feature which makes them different to digital texts. Over time, physical books will wear, they will get 
tatty and dirty, often providing a nostalgic reminder to previous occasions where one’s own copy of a 
favourite book was stained during childhood [43]. As Marshall [84] commented:
“The tattered cover is, in and o f itself, a reminder o f the book and all o f the experiences 
surrounding it.”
-M arshall [84].
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The act of annotation is a record of a reader’s previous interaction with a book; along with general 
wear and tear, physical documents ‘tell a story’ that is personal to the owners that have come into 
contact with it. It has also been observed that in some cases, the annotations of others provide value to 
future readers [81]. During a 1987 keynote presentation [136], Brown University Professor Andries 
van Dam stated:
“I would always grab the dirtiest copy o f a book in the library, rather than the cleanest 
one, because the dirtiest ones had the most marginalia, which I found very helpful.”
-  van Dam [136].
The action of marking-up documents in this way can be considered not as simply reading, but as part 
of a more focused and cognitively demanding process known as active reading [3]. Active reading 
typically demands more attention than what is required to simply read a novel or newspaper, and 
frequently includes tasks such as highlighting, note-taking, searching and non-sequential navigation.
It has been widely documented [85,107,117,131] however, that paper, thanks to its familiar and 
lightweight [85] affordances, better supports active reading than on-screen implementations.
There have been many attempts to improve the usability of digital document tools by mimicking 
the interaction styles of paper. Liesaputra et al. [29,76,77] and Card et al. [24,25] for example, 
have used the literal book metaphor [71] to create realistic visualisations of real books within their 
designs. Golovchinsky et al. [114,115], Hinckley et al. [27,59] and Tashman et al. [130,132] 
have gone one step further, by enhancing augmented reading hardware to create ‘book-like’ reading 
appliances. There have also been attempts to bridge the gap between the physical and digital domains 
by amalgamating paper documents with digital enhancements (e.g., [10,72,144]).
Evidently then, the physical properties of paper are integral [79,117] to the ease in which they 
are manipulated, and undoubtedly contribute to the high proportion of users opting to print digital 
documents. A useful way of describing the physical affordances of paper, is by what Marshall et 
al. [85] describe as lightweight interaction; that is:
“...navigation that occurs either when people reach a particular page or when they move 
within an article in a way that is so unselfconscious that they aren ’t apt to remember it 
later.”
-  Marshall and Bly [85].
The almost subliminal interaction of acts such as folding, highlighting and flicking, require little 
cognitive attention from the user -  a desirable state that is neatly defined by Csikszentmihalyi’s theory 
of flow [34], The state of flow can be characterised as being so fully immersed in a task that all other 
considerations are forgotten. It is within this state of complete, focused motivation that users will 
achieve the maximum level of cognitive attention with the task they are performing.
To achieve the desired state of flow then, it is essential that the tools designed to aid the active 
reading process are made as intuitive as possible to ensure that the user is thinking about the task 
at hand, as opposed to the tools used to facilitate it. That is, the tools themselves must be ready-to- 
hand [56,148] rather than present-at-hand. If the lightweight properties of paper hold (i.e., if the tools 
used to aid the active reading process are ready-to-hand), then a state of flow can be achieved with the j
primary active reading task.
On paper this ideal is often realised. For example, folding down the comer of a document to 
mark a page, or highlighting a word within a passage of text can be so unselfconscious that the user
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is unlikely to think about doing it. It has been widely recognised [2, 85,118] however, that digital 
active reading tools are less intuitive and consequently require more conscious effort to perform, 
often breaking users out of their state of flow.
7.2 Proposed Solution
The main motivation of this Thesis is to improve the digital active reading process by incorporating 
lightweight techniques into the design of the tools aimed to facilitate it. It is my conjecture, that 
doing so will make the tools themselves more intuitive, require less cognitive attention to perform and 
consequently help promote a state of flow with the primary active reading task, a situation that is often 
accomplished when using paper based tools.
Marshall and Bly’s definition of the term lightweight [85] describes the properties of paper docu­
ments as opposed to eDocuments. They speculate however, that this concept of lightweight interaction 
can be also be applied to digital technology but do not give any concrete evidence to support it.
To gain a better understanding of what attributes can be considered digitally lightweight, I have 
implemented four systems, each of which have been carefully designed to investigate specific areas of 
potentially lightweight design. In some cases I have closely mirrored the interaction styles of physical 
documents in an attempt to create a digitally lightweight equivalent, and in others I have enhanced 
digital techniques to better utilise the availability of electronic functionality. In all cases, I have thor­
oughly tested each separate implementation by means of systematic evaluation on an appropriate set 
of users, helping me identify exactly which areas of my designs can fall under the lightweight cate­
gory. To fully comprehend which properties of active reading tools can be deemed lightweight, these 
evaluations were based predominantly on user effort during the study tasks, coupled with subjective 
preference for my tools versus more traditional alternatives.
7.3 Contributions
The following section gives an overview of the main contributions I have made throughout this Thesis. 
I start by briefly describing each chapter’s content, and move on to their individual contributions in 
the context of lightweight design. In the next Section, I bring together each of the running themes 
identified throughout my investigations, to produce a list of lightweight attributes for use within future 
active reading systems.
The definition of lightweight is highly dependent upon the cognitive workload of the individual 
performing the task, and not upon the time they take to achieve it. That is, the time taken to complete 
a secondary task is irrelevant if users are indeed performing it without thinking, yet any time taken 
performing an action that has stopped a state of flow with their primary task is problematic. There­
fore, simply timing the effects of a change in interface design will not usually provide a meaningful 
representation of whether or not a property is indeed lightweight. It is for this reason, that the studies 
I undertook on each of the systems described below were evaluated predominantly using subjective 
user data to determine the lightweight-ness of properties within this Thesis.
7.3.1 Placeholders
In Chapter 3 I investigated the concept of placeholders; that is, a method of marking one’s place within 
the pages of a document. In paper documents, placeholders are versatile and lightweight, for example, 
inserting a bookmark or piece of scrap paper between the pages, or ‘dog-earing’ the comers. Current
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digital placeholders however, are significantly less intuitive and are also rated unfavourably by users. 
Placeholding within documents then, is a perfect example of a function that is currently lightweight 
on paper, but heavyweight digitally.
In an attempt to overcome the problems associated with digital placeholding, I implemented the 
Visual Bookmarking System -  a design that uses coloured ‘tabs’ to mimic the way placeholders are 
used in physical books. The comparative user study I conducted on the implementation indicated 
preference for the visual design over more traditional approaches such as drop down menus and tree 
lists.
Lightweight Properties
The results from the study I conducted on the Visual Bookmarking System unearthed several useful 
possibilities for future exploration. The main points that resulted from my investigation into place­
holders were:
•  Hiding contextual information such as bookmarks within menus is a poor design choice and 
can be considered ‘heavyweight’ if the function is frequently accessed;
•  The area surrounding the PDF is potentially useful for displaying information. In this case, the 
static area surrounding the document was used to display the bookmark tabs that are visible at 
all times independently of the currently open page;
•  Mouse-over pop-ups that allow important information to be viewed easily by simply hovering 
the cursor over certain areas of the screen provide lightweight information at a glance;
•  A visual approach, in this case using the position of the tabs to indicate where in the document 
they are positioned is a good way of illustrating important data. This also gives a neat overview 
of where each bookmark exists in relation to others as well as in relation to the currently open 
page;
• The use of colour may be a lightweight property if used effectively.
These findings provided me with a strong grounding for further investigation by contributing useful 
ideas that I subsequently incorporated into later implementations.
7.3.2 Annotations
In Chapter 4 I conducted several formulative investigations into annotation, on both physical and 
digital documents. Annotation is a major part of the active reading process, and a function that has 
received a considerable amount of attention from the digital library community. To gain a better 
understanding of annotation for future implementations, I first conducted a small study on paper 
documents to probe users’ use of annotation, specifically, where they choose to position them.
The results from this paper-based study indicated that the margins of a document form an im­
portant part of the physical annotation process, owing to the additional space they provide for notes 
and their proximity to the original text for easy referencing. Yet, digitally, users are very restricted in 
where they can physically place notes.
Following on from the results of the paper study, and to investigate how users perform annotation 
on digital documents, I implemented the Margin Annotation System -  a digital annotation tool that 
includes an expandable margin area to make notes.
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Lightweight Properties
The studies I conducted on annotation were designed to both further investigate the potentially lightweight 
attributes I identified within the placeholding study, as well as probing additional areas of lightweight 
design. The main points I identified throughout my investigation into annotation were:
•  Document margins are a valuable and popular asset in the annotation process. The results of 
the digital study strongly suggests that the margins are a useful addition to marking up the PDF 
as opposed to a straightforward alternative;
•  Mouse-over pop-ups are a lightweight way of displaying information that is not constantly 
needed. In the case of the Margin Annotation System, it is used as an alternative to the separate 
medium approach seen in physical annotation practices;
•  The concept of appropriation may be a lightweight feature that can be transferred to the digital 
level;
• Saving any user changes to a document separately ensures the original does not get ‘damaged’ 
while allowing multiple annotation files to be used and shared easily while only physically 
storing one copy of the original document.
This list confirms two of the lightweight properties identified within the placeholding study (i.e., the 
area surrounding the document and mouse-over pop-ups), and suggests two additional areas that could 
prove potentially beneficial (i.e., appropriation and independently saved file copies). I subsequently 
used these properties as a grounding for my next investigation into digital note-taking.
7.3.3 Note-Taking
After learning several important lessons from the placeholding and annotation prototypes, I moved 
to the broader concept of note-taking. In this chapter, I identified three key deficits associated with 
note-taking on digital documents:
1. Space: On paper, notes can be made and placed in areas surrounding documents (e.g., desk or 
walls) to allow static access to information whilst reading. Digital documents however, rarely 
offer a comparable workspace to position notes while reading a document;
2. Tool Overload: On paper, one tool can often perform more than one function; for example, a 
Post-it note can be used to make notes as well as being used as a bookmark. In contrast, digital 
documents typically separate these functions, resulting in multiple single-purpose tools;
3. Menu Navigation: On paper, when an action needs to be performed, the user does not need 
to go looking through menu systems in order to find a way of doing so. For example, when a 
Post-it note is no longer required on a paper document, one can simply pick it up and throw it 
away. Digitally however, this function is usually achieved via a menu.
In order to overcome these problems and create a more lightweight digital document implementa­
tion, I designed the Digital Reading Desk -  a system that incorporates the physical interactions of 
paper documents in its design. The interface of the Digital Reading Desk system contains an ex­
tended workspace comparable to a physical desk that allows users to make static notes that remain 
constant regardless of the currently open page. It also includes draggable Post-its that can act as both 
placeholders as well as notes.
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Lightweight Properties
The study I conducted on the Digital Reading Desk was carefully designed to evaluate three distinct 
areas of the interface: the static desk area, the unified Post-it tool and the draggable create and delete 
method. This extensive user study allowed me to identify several key properties:
• The static workspace surrounding the document is a useful area to display constant information. 
For example, notes and summaries about the book as a whole, or, in the case of the Visual 
Bookmarking System, placeholder tabs;
• Designing for appropriation, if conducted in a way that is familiar to the user (e.g., functions 
that are currently appropriated on paper) can be considered to be a lightweight property;
• Removing the need for menus wherever possible promotes direct manipulation, and is therefore 
less likely to distract from the primary active reading task or interrupt any state of flow that may 
have already been achieved. ;
• The visual Post-it style bookmark tabs are a useful way of giving an overview of where each 
bookmark exists in relation to the currently open page.
This list confirms several of the lightweight properties I identified in my previous investigations. 
Firstly, the concept of space surrounding the document, in this case static space as opposed to marginal 
space, was again verified to be a lightweight attribute. In addition, the concept of appropriation which 
was briefly touched upon in the study on annotations, was more firmly established to be a useful 
lightweight property. I also discovered that a reduced menu system could aid in the possibility of 
achieving a state of flow with the primary active reading task, and reconfirmed the use of visual cues 
for displaying information.
7.3.4 Visual Indexing
In Chapter 6 ,1 implemented a system that creates custom visual indexes designed to aid the within- 
document information retrieval process. Indexes are an example of a feature which is relatively heavy­
weight in both its physical and digital forms. For example, on paper, indexes are fixed, and cannot be 
customised to tailor to the specific needs of the user. It also takes time to physically navigate to pages 
within an index of a physical book. In contrast, digital indexes can be hyper-linked which improves 
the speed of look-up, but suffer from other problems such as the difficulties in scrolling between pages 
and index.
My intention in this chapter was to prove that paper is not the solution to every problem associated 
with digital documents. By combining techniques from the currently heavyweight physical and digital 
indexing methods, I aimed to arrive at a superior system that can then be considered lightweight. 
Specifically, I took the most useful aspects of each method, in this case, the visual overview seen 
in physical back-of-book indexes and the speed of digital text search, to create the Visual Indexing 
System.
Lightweight Properties
The results of the study I conducted on the Visual Indexing System allowed me to identify a range 
of lightweight attributes, some of which coincide to results from previous studies, whereas others are 
new properties that have resulted from my investigations into solely digital interactions:
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•  Giving an overview of where in the document word occurrences exist, significantly increases 
both speed and accuracy of a search task;
•  Displaying information in a more concise way, in this case by clustering results, can aid the 
visualisation of data to users;
•  Colour is a useful way of visualising important information. In this case, the colour was used 
on a gradient heat scale to indicate to the user areas of the document with high occurrences of 
the search term;
•  Size is also a useful way of visualising important information. In this case, the larger a link, the 
more word occurrences of the search term exist within the page(s);
•  Providing static access to important information, in this case the index bar to the side of the 
document area, reduces the number of steps users take in retrieving the information, in this 
case, scrolling;
•  Mimicking paper is not always the optimum solution to the heavyweight properties associated 
with digital documents. In this case, I have increased both the speed and accuracy of locating 
relevant information within a digital document by incorporating the uniquely electronic tech­
niques of text search and hyper-links into a physical index design.
The predominant theme I have identified through this study is the visual language used to display 
useful information; in this case, colour, size and overview were used to better illustrate important 
contextual data. The work I conducted in this area also confirmed the value of solely digital tech­
niques such as hyper-links, as well as reconfirming the lightweight-ness of the area surrounding the 
document.
7.4 Research Scope and Limitations
7.4.1 Cognitive Load
The existing work that motivated this research posited the hypothesis that cognitive load and the user’s 
conflict between their primary reading task and the supporting work of annotation, and so on, was a 
problematic area of interaction design. Within my studies, a major difficulty was capturing the cog­
nitive factors involved in the users’ interactions. I primarily used subjective ratings and responses to 
elicit the participants’ experience of the different interaction designs presented to them in the experi­
ments. Previous research in the domain of digital libraries has used similar approaches (e.g., [86,121 ]), 
but a researcher with greater expertise in cognitive psychology could, no doubt, design a more detailed 
research method that would give specific and direct cognitive insights.
7.4.2 Study Duration
My use of laboratory experiments allowed for close observation of participants’ interaction, but can­
not demonstrate the impact of long-term use of my designs. A longitudinal study would permit the 
evaluation of the long-term use of the systems, and indicate if the impact of the designs would per­
sist beyond the initial period within which the interface is novel to the user. Furthermore, it may be 
that long-term use highlights further advantages or disadvantages of both my designs and the existing 
interactions that are in current use.
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7.4.3 Number of Participants
Each of my experiments consisted of 10 to 16 participants. While this is consistent with the previous 
research in digital library interaction [121], other areas of research in HCI regularly use a larger 
cohort of participants. Given the power of the differences observed in most of my studies, it would 
be surprising if the outcomes would change significantly. It nonetheless should be considered that 
a larger number of participants may adjust the fine-detail of the results, and would also enhance the 
authority of the findings of my investigations.
7.4.4 Scale of Annotation
Given the short-term nature of the experiments I conducted, and the smaller number of participants 
involved, the scale of annotation undertaken across the studies is relatively limited. Readers who 
regularly engage in attentive reading on paper produce rich annotations on specific texts over many 
months [116,135]. Within both digital library and information retrieval research, we know that the 
Zipfian distribution [11], also known as Bradford’s law, is a fundamental pattern within information 
work [128]. This suggests that most documents used by an individual will have only limited anno­
tation, and, conversely, only a few will be subject to intensive and prolonged mark-up. My findings 
will therefore likely hold for the majority of individual documents, but there are two points to be 
borne in mind: first, the cumulative complexity of many documents, each with a limited annotation, 
may produce different behaviours than a small corpus; second, the challenges for intense and de­
tailed annotation may give rise to different phenomena in user behaviour and unveil different user 
requirements.
7.5 Running Themes
This section brings together the topics that have been prominent throughout much of my research. I 
use these long-running themes as a foundation to create a list of digitally lightweight properties for 
use within electronic active reading systems.
7.5.1 Space Beyond the Document
One of the main themes running throughout the systems I have implemented, is the use of additional 
space beyond the document. Superficially, this can take two forms: the marginal space surrounding 
document pages, and the static space surrounding the entire document (e.g., the desk or wall). These 
two approaches either give users extra page space for annotation/notes (the margin), or gives support 
for the user’s management of the document as a whole (static desk or wall space).
This particular attribute has been seen in:
1. The Placeholders chapter where static space was used to display constant bookmark tabs;
2. The Annotations chapter where marginal space was used to make further notes and annotations 
on pages of a document;
3. The Note-Taking chapter where static space was utilised, this time, in the form of a ‘desk’ that 
allows notes to be made independently of the currently open page;
4. The Visual Indexing chapter where again, static space was used to display the index bar to 
reduce the need for scrolling between index and document content;
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The evidence I have gathered from each of the individual user studies and my analytical review of 
current reading technology, has enabled me to confirm that the space beyond the document is a 
‘lightweight’ property that should be used in future digital document designs.
7.5.2 Visual Language
The way in which information is displayed to a user is an important factor which can ultimately 
determine how effectively a system can be used. For example, if an important piece of information is 
hard to see or find, the user’s attention will be shifted from their primary task to how best to access 
the information, breaking them out of their contextual flow.
There is a significant body of research that investigates the use of visual language such as colour, 
space and position to organise information (e.g., [87,122]). This idea of using visual language to 
display relevant information is also one of the recurring themes in this Thesis. Specifically, these 
visual attributes have been identified in:
1. The Placeholders chapter where position was used to indicate the location of bookmarks in 
relation to the current page as well as to other bookmarks, providing an overview of where 
bookmarks exist in the document. In addition, the use of colour was also identified as a poten­
tially useful attribute for distinguishing between bookmarks (e.g., red for important etc.);
2. The Note-Taking chapter where again, position was used to give an overview of where Post-it 
bookmarks are located in relation to the currently open page, which also gives a certain overview 
of the bookmarks within the document. The Post-its within this system also allowed their size 
and colour to be changed, which aids in the indication of page importance;
3. The Visual Indexing chapter where colour and size were used to illustrate word frequency within 
pages. The traditional index structure which includes clustered entries, gives an added overview 
of exactly where in the document important areas occur.
I can thus conclude from the evidence gathered from these investigations, that the visual language is 
an extremely important feature in displaying information digitally. Specifically, some of the lightweight 
features of the visual language I have identified are: position, colour, size and overview. Some of 
these attributes have been seen before in other work -  Malone [80] for example, makes use of size, 
location (position) and colour to indicate priority in a group of documents.
7.5.3 Immediacy of Access
As I discuss in Section 2.4.3, the desirable state of flow [34] is achieved when an individual is so 
engrossed in a particular task, that nothing else around them seems to matter. To achieve a state of 
flow with the primary active reading task, it is essential that all the tools that are designed to aid it are 
made ready-to-hand [56,148] which ensures that the maximum amount of cognitive attention is left 
for the main task, as opposed to the tools designed to facilitate it. This will then reduce the possibility 
that the user will be distracted by the tools themselves [109].
With this in mind, it seems reasonable to consider the immediacy of access of the tools within a 
digital system. That is, how soon can the tools be accessed and, more importantly, how cognitively 
demanding is it to use the tools designed to aid the active reading process.
One attribute that falls under this category and has been identified within two of my implemen­
tations is the idea of a reduced menu system. In theory, a system that has fewer menus will promote
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direct manipulation and therefore allow functions to be performed faster and with less cognitive at­
tention required from the user. The concept of a reduced menu system has been identified in:
1. The Placeholders chapter where I identified that hiding contextual information such as book­
marks within menus is a poor design choice and can be considered ‘heavyweight’ if the function 
is frequently accessed;
2. The Note-Taking chapter where a drag-and-drop interface for the creation and deletion of Post- 
its was implemented to promote direct manipulation of the tools.
The results from both these studies has given strong evidence to support the reduced menu system 
as a lightweight attribute of digital document design.
In addition to this, another useful function that has been identified as a lightweight way of dis­
playing information that need not always be visible is the mouse-over pop-up, used in:
1. The Placeholders chapter when a mouse is run over a bookmark tab, a pop-up will appear giving 
the user additional information about the details of the bookmark (e.g., the page number, user 
defined descriptions etc);
2. The Annotations chapter where mouse-over pop-ups were used as an alternative to a separate 
medium seen in physical documents.
This function has proved useful for participants in viewing information that is not required to be visible 
at all times, but still needs to be regularly accessed. Allowing data such as this to be viewed easily by 
means of simple mouse movements as opposed to making button clicks or searching within menus, 
reduces the number of steps needed to access the information, and consequently the cognitive demand 
on the user. I can therefore confirm that mouse-over pop-ups are indeed a lightweight property of 
digital document design if used to visualise important but not constantly required information.
7.5.4 Digital Technologies
There are many properties of digital documents that far exceed the limitations of the printed page. 
For example, digital documents can be searched, zoomed and edited easily, providing a new layer 
of interactive possibilities that are difficult to produce on paper. By optimising these advantages, it 
is possible to create solely digitally lightweight interactions without the need for mimicking paper. 
Some of these properties have been identified in:
1. The Annotations chapter1 where saved annotations are made separately to the main document 
which ensures the original does not get ‘damaged’, while allowing multiple annotation files 
to be used and shared easily while only physically storing one copy of the original document. 
This idea of saving annotations separately to the main document is a concept that can only 
be achieved on paper via additional media loosely attached to the original content -  a type of 
mark-up that proved unpopular amongst the participants in my paper based user study;
’This concept of saving mark-ups separately can actually been seen in all my implementations, but it is the Margin 
Annotation System where I make use of this property as a feature of the interface, i.e., users can toggle between different 
annotation files from a menu within the system.
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2. The Visual Indexing chapter where I confirm that mimicking paper is not always the optimum 
solution to the heavyweight properties associated with digital documents. In this case, I in­
creased both the speed and accuracy of locating relevant information within a digital document 
by incorporating the uniquely electronic techniques of text search and hyper-links into a physi­
cal index design.
I can conclude from this evidence that the use of digital technologies can be considered lightweight 
properties if used effectively. In these cases I have proved that the use of independently saved file 
copies, text search and hyper-links are all lightweight properties of digital active reading systems.
7.5.5 Designing for Appropriation
Appropriation is a method of interacting with an object or technology in a way that was not originally 
intended by the designer. Although it is near impossible to predict exactly how users may adapt 
a particular piece of technology, it is possible to design tools that supprt more than one function, 
mimicking the behaviours of paper. I have identified the concept of appropriation as a lightweight 
attribute in two of my investigations:
1. The Annotations chapter where I observed users in the paper study making use of Post-it notes 
as bookmarks;
2. The Note-Taking chapter where I created a digital version of Post-it notes that can be used as 
placeholders or as a method of annotation.
The results from the user evaluations I conducted on these systems have provided me with significant 
evidence that designing for appropriation is a lightweight property of digital active reading systems.
7.5.6 Completeness of Metaphor
Another key point which has been evident throughout my investigations is the completeness of metaphor. 
It is clear that the completeness of a metaphor is extremely important to the eventual success of any 
function that intends to support active reading; placing restrictions on what something means or where 
it can go it is a demonstration of bad interaction design. Specifically, the importance of the complete 
metaphor has been identified in:
1. The Note-Taking chapter where users were not restricted as to where they could position Post- 
it notes. Notes could either be placed: on the document itself, on the desk surrounding the 
document, or protruding the document which causes them to act as bookmarks;
I can therefore conclude that completeness is a lightweight property of digital active reading tools.
7.6 The Book Metaphor
There has been a significant amount of research that focuses on the visual book metaphor in an attempt 
to improve the usability of digital document tools. Although it is clear that mimicking every aspect of 
physical documents in digital designs is unfavourable, and in many cases, infeasible [118], it is also 
apparent that visualising documents using the physical book metaphor is a common design choice for 
consumers (e.g., in applications such as iBooks for the iPad) and researchers (e.g., [30,115]) alike.
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The reason why imitating physical books within digital designs proves so popular, is primarily due 
to familiarity. That is, the majority of people have been brought up reading physical books and will 
consequently find a digital text integrated with physical features profoundly recognisable. It is very 
possible therefore, that a new generation of children being brought up reading only from electronic 
texts, on eReaders for example, will feel very differently about the book metaphor being applied to 
digital document designs. As Nielsen [99] once commented:
“...it is unnecessary to keep the book metaphor except for walk-up-and-use situations 
where immediate transfer o f past skills is needed.”
-  Nielsen [99].
Features that are based on the book metaphor are not necessarily perfect in design and can easily be 
overtaken in functionality by applying solely digital techniques. However, the familiarity associated 
with such a well-used medium is overwhelmingly strong. For example, in the absence of any better 
proposals, the first motor cars were designed to look like carriages, which were, at the time, a very 
familiar sight. Over time however, these carriage shaped vehicles were eventually overtaken and 
cars now bear little resemblance to the once primitive-looking early automobiles. Yet, there are few 
complaints from consumers that modem motor vehicles should look more like carriages. Could it 
be possible then, that the integration of the book metaphor into digital document designs is merely a 
transition stage before arriving at a more intuitive, yet exclusively digital reading interaction?
This Thesis has focused strongly on the transfer of metaphors from the physical to electronic 
worlds. By mimicking some of the interactional properties of paper, I have, in the majority of cases, 
increased user satisfaction with the tools available for active reading. Although this suggests that users 
are still not ready to completely abandon the look and feel of the physical book, I have also acquired 
evidence for the contrary by proving in Chapter 6, that the physical book idiom can also be improved 
upon by using solely digital enhancements.
7.7 Electronic Documents
One of the major concerns users seem to have with the eDocument paradigm, is the fact that they do 
not actually own a physical copy of the book. Some of the studies I have conducted on electronic 
reading concluded that many users feel almost cheated by buying an electronic document, with com­
ments like “I ’d rather have the [physical] book because it looks good on my shelf”. This electronic 
ownership of a document also causes other problems, for example, attempting to sell a copy of a text 
book you no longer need or even lending a book to friend to read2 for a short while can cause licensing 
and key problems for users.
Another problem I have identified from the technology I have reviewed, is that it is clear that 
the concept of ‘pages’ are not as concrete digitally as they are on paper. Although the familiarity of 
paper books causes ‘page-like’ breaks in digital media, possibly due to the fact they can be printed, 
in actuality, page breaks within digital documents can occur anywhere and alter frequently depending 
upon the zoom level of the document. This reformatting of documents, for magnification or otherwise, 
consequently causes not only the number of pages within the document to suddenly change, but also 
the page numbers of different sections of the document. For example, if Chapter Three of an eBook 
originally appears on page 40 of 100, changing the magnification to make the text twice as large will
2Some companies do cater for the transfer of electronic documents, the Barnes and Noble nook for example, has a virtual 
library system as well as a friend lending function.
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cause the document to increase in page length to around 200 pages. What was page 40, now no longer 
contains the start of Chapter Three but perhaps the mid section of Chapter One; Chapter Three may 
now start on page 80. This type of inconsistency then has a knock-on effect on other functions within 
these devices, for example, in some devices, bookmarks only record page numbers, not where specific 
page numbers start. Therefore in the example above, bookmarking the start of Chapter Three in the 
original magnification will bookmark page 40; changing to the new magnification will not alter the 
bookmark to where Chapter Three now starts on page 80, but instead continues to mark page 40 - 
what is now in the middle of Chapter One.
Clearly then, using ‘page numbers’ in this context is not a consistent method of referencing within 
digital documents. As I have already discussed, this is not ammunition to completely abolish the 
use of pages from digital documents -  far from it in fact. The notion of pages is still vital for the 
use of eDocuments as they are needed for functions such as printing as well as the potential need to 
reference physical pages to digital media. There is the need however, to more concretely design for 
specific locations within digital documents to ensure consistency when the document is reformatted 
for magnification and so on.
Other problems, such as the loss of paper-like tangibility within digital documents have also been 
identified. Marshall and Bly [85] for instance, comment on the the failure of digital systems in the 
context of flipping multiple pages within a document and the consequence of losing the serendipitous 
feature of simply opening a document at an interesting article. They also comment on the implicit 
metadata found within physical documents that often gives tactile feedback on information such as 
how much of the book is left to read.
Despite their current pitfalls, digital documents do have many useful qualities that, if correctly 
implemented, have the potential to overtake their physical equivalents. Digital enhancements such as 
text search, zooming and copying are all powerful features that significantly increase the usability of 
electronic text.
It is clear from several sources (e.g., [63]), that some users feel that marks within physical doc­
uments provide an further contextual layer of information in addition to the original content. For 
example, borrowing an old book from the library and finding it has already been marked up with 
highlights and notes from a previous borrower provides another persons’s interpretation of the text 
and may even help identify worthwhile sections without the need to reading the entire book. In con­
trast however, I have encountered evidence from some study participants, that there are users who feel 
it is not at all appropriate to mark a physical book. In fact, some think it is a terrible, almost sinful 
action to take, even going as far as describing writing in books as “a crime ” -  suggesting that doing 
so will “damage” it [41]. Thinking back to my school days where a teacher once referred to my 
childish doodles as “ruining a perfectly good book”, I realise that my mindset too prevents me from 
even ‘dog-earing’ the comers of physical books for fear of ruining them.
Digital documents however, need not suffer from the problems associated with additional mark­
ing. In fact, not only can they avoid these problems, they can also benefit from other advantages as 
well as potentially advancing in functionality by providing additional features. Although currently, 
digital annotation is deemed awkward [107] compared to its physical rivals, my work in the area of 
lightweight interaction aims to bridge the gap between the physical and digital domains and hopefully 
make digital reading as easy to perform as it is on paper.
Other useful advantages of digital documents that I have identified throughout my investigations, 
are the enhancements that can be made using the quick and accurate computational power of the 
eReading hardware. Chapter 6 was designed to prove that it is not only functionality that has migrated 
from the physical world that can be considered digitally lightweight. The results of this study proved 
that the common text search function, coupled with hyper-links and other useful techniques, can be
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exploited to produce a digitally lightweight function that would not have been possible on paper.
7.8 Concluding Remarks
This Thesis has attempted to establish what properties of digital reader design can be considered 
digitally lightweight by creating and evaluating implementations to aid in the active reading process. 
There are many ways in which current digital reading implementations are deficient and similarly, 
many ways in which they can be improved. By incorporating lightweight techniques into the design of 
electronic reading software, the cognitive load required by users to perform document related activities 
can be reduced, helping users achieve a state of flow with the primary active reading task. As O’Hara 
and Sellen once commented, there is:
“...the need to support quicker, more effortless navigation techniques."
-  O’Hara and Sellen [107],
This statement encapsulates the goal of lightweight design within digital active reading systems. The 
main aim of interfaces designed to aid this process is to provide tacit and effortless interaction that 
provides minimal intrusion on the main reading task.
As a general principle in human-computer-interaction, it is important to improve the user’s effec­
tiveness in their tasks. As previous research such as O’Hara and Sellen, and Marshall and Bly, has 
demonstrated, in the case of active reading, the main (and most important) task is engagement with 
the text. Increasing the amount of cognitive effort available, for this task is therefore desirable. In 
this Thesis, I have sought to provide digital tools that require almost subliminal attention to control. 
Through this, more of the user’s mental resources will be available for the primary active reading task. 
With this in mind, the main motivations of this Thesis, as I first described in Section 2, were:
1. Prove by example that lightweight interaction is possible in digital documents;
2. Create systems that use lightweight interaction in their design to improve the active reading 
process;
3. Produce a list of attributes that can be considered digitally lightweight to aid in future designs 
of active reading software.
To accomplish these goals, I first identified several active reading tools that can currently be considered 
‘heavyweight’ in their digital forms. Specifically, these topics include: placeholding, annotation, note- 
taking and indexing. By paying close attention to how these activities are performed on paper, I was 
able to identify what properties can be considered physically lightweight, and consequently apply 
them to digital interactions. From this core idea, I then designed, implemented and evaluated several 
digital interactions that incorporate some of the lightweight properties of paper while at the same time 
adding electronic enhancements.
The results from these evaluations conclude that users prefer the new simplified systems over 
more commonplace equivalents (control systems). Not only did the participants generally rate my 
implementations higher than the baseline interfaces, but they also voluntarily offered corroborating 
judgements. For example, one participant in the study on note-taking commented that: “Id o n ’t have 
to think too much about how to do it" - a perfect example of what Marshall and Bly describe as 
lightweight navigation and proof that it is indeed possible digitally. This evidence also concludes that
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the active reading process has been improved by the systems that include lightweight properties, a 
valuable contribution to the digital reading process -  an activity that is becoming increasingly more 
commonplace [95,97,134,137].
Finally, from extensively analysing both user behaviour and subjective responses from each of the 
user studies, I was able to compile a list of lightweight properties of digital active reading systems:
• Space Beyond the Document;
• Visual Language;
Position;
Colour;
Size;
Overview;
•  Immediacy of Access;
Reduced Menus;
Mouse-over Pop-ups;
• Digital Technologies;
Independently Saved File Copies;
Text Search;
Hyper-links;
•  Appropriation;
•  Completeness of Metaphor.
This list of attributes is a valuable foundation for future active reading designs. To illustrate this point, 
I have used this list to design and implement an additional interface that makes use of the lightweight 
properties above. It is my conjecture that properly incorporating some of these lightweight properties 
into new digital reading implementations will reduce the cognitive attention required by users to make 
use of the tools, and leave more time and effort available for the main active reading task.
Current digital active reading software is far from being a replacement for paper, but my research 
in this area has moved towards bridging the gap between the physical and digital domains making 
interacting with digital documents significantly less cumbersome.
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Chapter 8
Future Work
Don’t cry because it’s over, smile 
because it happened
Dr. Seuss
8.1 Introduction
This chapter describes some areas where the work presented in this Thesis can be extended to aid in the 
creation of future lightweight implementations. Chapters 3 to 6 each contain a short explanation about 
how their implementation or study can be extended. Now that I have laid down a set of lightweight 
guidelines, it is feasible to build upon them to improve the usability of digital active reading systems 
(Section 8.2 describes one such implementation I have produced by following the lightweight guide­
lines discovered in previous chapters), and also potentially adds to the list of digitally lightweight 
properties.
There are many areas in which the digital active reading process could be improved by incor­
porating lightweight techniques. In this Thesis I have investigated four (placeholding, annotation, 
note-taking and indexing) different aspects of digital reading which I felt were lacking in certain ar­
eas, and improved upon them which led me to produce the list of lightweight attributes seen in Chapter 
7. Some examples of other topics of investigation which I did not focus on in this Thesis, but are still 
areas which could benefit from the incorporation of lightweight interaction include:
•  The action of ‘flicking’ between pages in a document is, on paper, a relatively lightweight 
activity; using temporary placeholders such as fingers to mark pages facilitates quick navigation 
between multiple locations within a document. Digitally however, it can be tricky to quickly 
flick between two or more non-sequential pages using existing methods such as scroll-bars or 
buttons. Some work has already been conducted to aid this process (e.g., [16,18,132]), but 
further investigation into more lightweight methods of flicking between non-sequential pages 
within a digital document would be beneficial.
•  The investigation of lightweight active reading on portable devices such as eReaders or tablets 
would be an extremely beneficial area of future work. Clearly, the limitations of hardware such 
as these will impede the conversion of some of the lightweight properties I have discovered. 
For example, limited screen real-estate could hinder providing extra space surrounding the doc­
ument and elnk devices are predominantly greyscale which leaves adding colour impossible.
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Therefore, creating active reading software specifically tailored to such devices could provide 
additional lightweight properties specific to portable devices.
• Hybrid approaches to active reading that involve digital documents with more physical inter­
actions could also be a useful area of future research (see Section 2.5.5 for a literature review 
on hybrid reading systems). For example, many people prefer to read on paper as opposed to 
reading on screen, therefore a potentially useful solution in this situation would be to provide a 
physical book incorporated with a digital note-taking facility. One step I have already taken to 
achieve this goal, is a system I implemented that makes use of a physical document augmented 
with RFID tags to link directly to a computer. Using the unique tag as an identifier, the com­
puter system looks up the details of the book and provides the user with an electronic copy of 
the document, coupled with an area surrounding it to make notes [19].
In addition to these areas, the list of lightweight properties I have laid down need not be used merely 
for documents; it is also possible for these attributes to be applied to a wider range of electronic 
content, including:
•  Use within web applications; there are several areas of browser design that could benefit signif­
icantly from making use of lightweight techniques. For example, the work I have conducted on 
placeholders could easily be modified to improve traditional web-favourite tools, making use 
of colour, position and space surrounding the main browser. The lightweight properties I dis­
covered though my investigation into visual indexing can also be extended to web applications, 
either by providing users with relevant sections within a hierarchical web-page or by applying 
the techniques to a broader type of information retrieval such as search engines.
• Applying lightweight techniques to multimedia is also an area that could benefit from the work 
presented in this Thesis. For example, providing methods of placeholding or annotation within 
video or audio tracks may prove a useful feature, particularly if lightweight features such as 
colour, size and overview are used to clearly illustrate their positions. Digital images could also 
be greatly improved by incorporating lightweight properties. As with digital documents, the 
way in which pictures behave on paper is significantly different to the way in which they can be 
manipulated digitally, therefore, incorporating some lightweight features like I have done with 
documents in this Thesis, could increase user satisfaction with digital images.
8.2 Lightweight Application
This Thesis has focused strongly on creating implementations that utilise lightweight properties in 
order to produce more effective and intuitive active reading systems. Thus far, I have probed several 
areas of active reading that are currently seen as problematic digitally, and attempted to improve 
upon them by mirroring techniques used on paper, while incorporating digital enhancements. The 
results of these investigations have allowed me to lay down a set of lightweight attributes that can be 
used as guidelines for future active reading systems (see Section 7.5). To demonstrate the utility of 
the attributes I have discovered, I have included the following section that describes a specific area 
that represents a potentially fruitful area for new research. This section demonstrates how the list of 
attributes I have identified throughout my investigations into active reading can be applied to a new 
situation to create an improved interaction experience.
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Figure 8.1: Screen shot from gsBooks
8.2.1 Collaboration
One area where the use of lightweight techniques could significantly improve the usability of the 
active reading tools, and one where I have already made a small amount of ground work, is the topic 
of collaborative reading. Reading is not often considered a social activity. In fact, the act o f reading 
is typically solitary, for example, sitting alone quietly reading a novel or a newspaper. However, there 
are occasions where reading is performed interactively in groups. Some examples of these, where all 
members of the group are reading collectively from the same working document, are in revision/study 
groups, book clubs and classroom environments.
Despite the clear usage of collaborative reading, there is very limited literature studying how to 
design effective tools for group reading o f the same working document. Although there are advantages 
to performing collaborative reading on paper (i.e., it is easy to scribble notes, flick between pages etc.), 
there are some areas where it can be considered considerably ‘heavyweight’. For example, pointing 
out specific areas of a document to other members of the group as well as ensuring all notes made 
eventually end up on each user’s personal copy of the document.
By applying some of the lightweight attributes I have discovered through my investigations into 
active reading, I was able to create gsBooks, an improved collaborative reading system that uses slate 
PCs to facilitate real-time updates of document mark-ups within a group environment. A screen shot 
from the gsBooks interface can be seen in Figure 8.1.
The basic architecture of gsBooks is a series of iPads connected to a central server. The backbone 
of this interaction, is the real-time communication between members of the working group. This con-
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nection is used to provide each user with up-to-date mark-up information from other members and 
ensure that each client has access to the same working document. To achieve this, the gsBooks archi­
tecture uses a ‘cloud computing’ infrastructure that makes use of independently saved annotation 
files, a technique that I proved to be a lightweight property after my investigation into annotations 
(Chapter 4).
To use gsBooks, each client iPad must first connect to the host server sending it their IP address 
and user selected nickname. The server then allocates each user their own unique colour to aid in the 
distinction between group members. The use of colour within digital active reading systems is one 
of the lightweight attributes I have identified throughout the investigations described in this Thesis. 
It is for this reason therefore, that I opted to include it as an extra contextual element within the 
gsBooks interface. Using colour in this way, provides users with a visual aid to determine exactly 
which users created which mark-ups just like on paper where each member of the group can use a 
different coloured pen.
Once a client has successfully connected to the gsBooks service, it can then send and receive 
messages from the server. These messages are in XML format and are used to keep each client iPad 
up to date with any changes made to the working document by other members of the group.
Another useful feature of the gsBooks interface is its ability to ‘point out’ information to other 
users in a working group. Often in a group collaboration session, users will want to indicate items and 
locations to other group members. For example,“look at this figure on page 45”. When working on a 
single document or machine, this process is straightforward: the user can simply point out the section 
they are looking at with their finger. Assuming all members of the group have visible access to the 
shared document or screen, they will easily see the required information. When collaboration occurs 
over multiple copies of the same document however, this process becomes more troublesome.
To overcome this, I have incorporated a ‘look at this’ queue that allows users to ‘point out’ specific 
areas of the original document to other members of the group. The ‘look at this queue’ is designed to 
hold a list of temporary placeholders made by members of a working group to allow them to quickly 
and easily navigate to the exact area of the document indicated by the original creator. To ensure quick 
and easy access to this information then, it is essential that the list itself is always on display regardless 
of the currently open page. This idea of displaying information in the static space surrounding the 
document was identified as a lightweight property in several of my other investigations, including 
placeholders (Chapter 3), note-taking (Chapter 5) and indexing (Chapter 6).
When a ‘point out’ is made by a member of a group, it is subsequently added to the top of every 
members Took at this queue’ along with the colour and nickname of its creator. Receiving a ‘point 
out’ from another member of the group however, does not automatically navigate every user to the 
point at which it was made. Rather, each entry in the Took at this queue’ is hyper-linked, so users can 
choose a convenient time to access the information. The idea of hyper-linked information to reduce 
the overall navigation required by users was identified as a lightweight attribute in my investigation 
into visual indexing (Chapter 6).
For completeness, and to demonstrate the real-time properties of the system, the gsBooks system 
also includes two basic mark-up tools: annotations and bookmarks. Both the annotation and bookmark 
indicators are filled with their creators’ unique colour to give a quick overview of who created each 
one to other members of the group. Hovering the mouse over one of these icons provides the user with 
a mouse-over pop-up giving additional contextual information as to who created or edited each mark­
up and when. Both visual overview and mouse-over pop-ups have been identified as lightweight 
properties in my previous investigations.
The following scenario provides a short description of a situation where gsBooks might be used:
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Kris, Joe, Laura and Hannah are studying for an exam. They each have a copy o f the course text 
on their individual iPads and are discussing the material around a table. Joe notices that there 
is a section within one o f the chapters that is not fully explained. He read a web article on this 
topic earlier in the day and decides to make a note clarifying the information fo r the benefit o f his 
friends. Immediately after he makes the note, it automatically appears on the others’ iPads along 
with a notification at the bottom stating that Joe has added a note. Later in the session, the group 
are discussing a past exam question and decide to look up the answer within the document. Kris 
finds the appropriate page and paragraph and ‘points it out’ to the other three via the tools within 
the system. Joe, Laura and Hannah’s iPads instantly recognize that Kris is pointing something 
out and offers them the chance to automatically jump to the right page.
This scenario illustrates how a lightweight reading interface has practical use within collaborative 
working groups. The real-time aspect of the gsBooks system ensures that each member of the group 
has immediate access to all notes made by other users, as well as facilitating an easy method of 
referencing specific sections.
In summary, this section has discussed the design and implementation of gsBooks, a system that 
facilitates real-time collaboration using iPads. The gsBooks interface makes use of several of the 
lightweight properties I have already identified throughout my other investigations to create a quick 
and initiative infrastructure for working groups. The gsBooks system supports real-time lightweight 
mark-ups between group members as well as providing a quick and easy method of pointing out 
specific areas of a document to other client machines. The slate PC form factor of the iPad provides 
a sleek interaction that mimics a physical clipboard to facilitate a familiar and closely integrated 
working environment.
The lightweight attributes I have used in the gsBooks interface are:
•  The use of colour to give an overview of which annotations, bookmarks and ‘point outs’ are 
made by which members of the group;
•  The use of independently saved file copies to create a cloud computing infrastructure and allow 
mark-ups and ‘point outs’ to be shared in real-time amongst group members;
•  The utilisation of the static space surrounding the document to place the ‘look at this’ queue 
and ‘chat box’ which allows constant access to the changes and ‘point outs’ made by other 
group members;
• The use of digital technologies which make use of hyper-links for quick and easy access to 
modifications and also the real-time connection between iPads, a function that is not possible 
on paper equivalents;
• The use of mouse-over pop-ups to give further information about the user who created and 
edited mark-ups.
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2. Jennifer Pearson, George Buchanan : Real-Time Document Collaboration Using iPads -
BooksOnline ’10: 3rd Workshop on Research Advances in Large Digital Book Collections, 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
3. Jennifer Pearson, George Buchanan : Cloud Books: An Infrastructure for Reading on Mul­
tiple Devices - Theory and Practice of Digital Libraries (TPDL) 2011, Berlin, Germany.
4. Jennifer Pearson, Tom Owen, Harold Thimbleby, George Buchanan : Co-Reading: Investigat­
ing Collaborative Group Reading - ACM/IEEE Joint Conference on Digital Libraries (JCDL) 
2012, Washington DC, USA. - NOMINATED FOR THE VANNEVAR BUSH BEST PAPER 
AWARD.
5. Jennifer Pearson, George Buchanan, Harold Thimbleby : Investigating Collaborative Anno­
tation on Slate PCs - International Conference on Human Computer Interaction with Mobile 
Devices & Services (Mobile HCI) 2012, San Francisco, USA.
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Research Techniques
I am learning all the time. The 
tombstone will be my diploma
Eartha Kitt
A.l Statistical Tests
When conducting studies that involve numerical data, it is important to ensure that this information 
is meaningful and properly represents the appropriate sample population. As Cairns and Cox once 
commented:
“...we need to be sure that what we see in our numerical data is not just natural variation 
between people but variation due to the real differences between interfaces and their 
effect on people”
-  Caims and Cox [23]
To conclude whether the numerical data I gather throughout this Thesis is meaningful then, I con­
ducted statistical significance tests. These tests will not provide un-deniable proof that the participants 
I have sampled are entirely representative of the complete population, but will, if proved significant, 
give strong evidence to support it.
There are a great many statistical tests available to make sense of numerical data. For simplicity, 
I am only describing the statistical tests I have used throughout this Thesis:
Student t-test: For comparing two sets of values when the data is parametric;
Analysis of Variance (ANOVA): For comparing more than two values when the data is parametric;
Welch’s t-test: For comparing two values with Gaussian populations where there is a large difference 
in standard deviation between the two samples;
Kruskal-Wallis test: For comparing more than two values where the data is non-parametric (i.e., 
where the results are not normally distributed or there are a relatively small number of discrete 
values rather than a scale; e.g., 5 point Likert);
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Willcoxon Signed Rank Test: For comparing two paired groups with a non-Gaussian population; 
Chi Squared: For comparing two or more values with a binomial outcome (e.g., on populations).
In addition to the standard tests discussed above, in some cases, I have also applyed fixes for tests 
when their pre-conditions are violated:
Bonferenni Corrections: Allows the use of a t-test for more than two sets of values;
Yates’ Corrections: Fix for Chi Squared test when the cell values are small (i.e., <5).
Therefore, there are also occasions throughout this Thesis where I will be making use of the following 
tests:
Welch’s t-test with Bonferroni corrections: For comparing more than two values with largely dif­
ferent standard deviations;
Chi Squared test with Yates’ corrections: For use on two or more values with binomial outcome 
where one or more of the cell values are small.
Studies that involve Likert scales, provide ordinal data and should not assume a normal distribution. 
Therefore, in these cases, I will use non>parametric statistical tests. I will also be taking a conser­
vative approach to statistical testing in this Thesis and will consequently be considering ratings given 
out of 10 to also be non-parametric.
A.2 Software Used
I have used a variety of software and programming languages to code the implementations described 
in this Thesis. Specifically, the languages I have used are:
• Java: which was used to code the Visual Bookmarking System (Chapter 3) and the Margin 
Annotation System (Chapter 4));
• C#: which was used to code the Visual Indexing System (Chapter 6) and the RFID Book Reader 
(Chapter 8.1);
•  Objective C: which was used to code gsBooks (Chapter 8.1).
In addition, I have also made use of several IDEs and development tools including: the .NET Frame­
work, XCode and Notepad++. The following subsection describes the third party rasterizers I have 
made use of within my implementations.
A.2.1 Third Party PDF Rasterizers
This thesis1 is concerned with implementing innovative software to aid in the active reading process, 
not to demonstrate my knowledge of how PDFs are visualised. To avoid the extra burden of coding 
PDF rasterizers then, I have, in most cases, used third party software to handle the drawing of PDFs 
in my implementations. With the exception of the Future Work chapter, which makes use of a library 
within the XCode programming environment, I have tried and tested several third-party pieces of 
software that take over the rendering of PDFs.
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JPedal
Java PDF Extraction Decoding Access Library is an open source library created by ID resolutions. 
The software, which has been designed for use with Java, suffers from several major problems includ­
ing slow rendering speed and difficulties in extracting text. Despite these problems however, it was 
a good starting point for me to create software for multi-platform use and was consequently used in 
both the Visual Bookmarking System (Chapter 3) and the Margin Annotation System (Chapter 4).
TallPDF
After receiving comments from user study participants on the slow rendering speed of my first two 
implementations, I consequently decided to search out another third party PDF rasterizer. At this 
point I had also opted to switch from Java to C# to aid in my creation of graphical user interfaces. The 
software I decided upon for my next two implementations was TallPDF created by Tall Components 
Ltd, which was available on a trial basis from www.tallcomponents.com. This PDF rasterizer software 
was used in the Visual Indexing System (Chapter 6) and the RFID Book Reader (Chapter 8.1).
PDFTron
Although the TallPDF software was adequate, I felt that further exploration into PDF rasterisers would 
be beneficial before I making a purchase decision. With this in mind, I then moved on to PDFTron; 
a professional PDF rendering suite that can be cleanly integrated into the .NET framework. The 
PDFTron .NET SDK is available from www.pdftron.com, and although they do operate strict licensing 
conditions (i.e., unless you buy a multi-OEM licence, you are restricted to one machine), it proved 
to be smoothly compatable and easy to integrate with the tools I was implementing. I therefore used 
PDFTron in my largest implementation, The Digital Reading Desk (Chapter 5).
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Appendix B
Technology Review
It’s kind of fun to do the impossible 
Walt Disney
B.l Introduction
i
!
To gain a better understanding of current digital reading features, I have undertaken a critical analysis 
[ of several popular reading appliances. By reviewing commonly used digital reading methods, I hopeed
| to learn more about the problematic areas in order to better inform future designs.
I
B.1.1 Overview
Nowadays digital reading can take several forms. Users are no longer bound to read digital texts 
from immobile monochrome CRT displays [93] -  instead they now have the option of reading from 
several more portable sources, such as laptops, tablets, mobile phones and eReaders. The fast delivery 
and large storage capacity that digital devices offer should make reading from bulky physical books 
; seem obsolete, even nonsensical. Bistable elnk displays, the latest craze in digital reading, follows
from the introduction of elnk which is illuminated, like print on paper, by reflected light and promises 
paper-like reading capabilities with added digital benefits.
The employment of digital reading has increased massively over recent years [ 134] prompting the 
production of dozens of portable reading devices into the consumer market. How well these devices 
support reading and active reading tasks however, is an issue that has been little investigated. There 
are clear advantages to digital reading devices over more traditional printed books. For example, 
someone going on a long holiday may prefer being able to carry many books without weight penalties 
or space constraints, but are then reliant on battery power and must take care not to damage the device 
by dropping it and so on. In contrast, conventional physical books rarely fail.
Traditional books are fixed, and can only serve one sort of use. For example, a large format 
book, which is easy to read for a user with vision defects, would be found large and unwieldy for 
individuals with good vision. Most portable reading devices allow the size of text to be changed 
under user control, so the same book can be read by a user with high acuity or with vision defects 
needing large text. Some devices can generate a synthesized voice, so they are suitable for blind 
users. Similarly, dynamic search of the text for a word or phrase is a distinct advantage to digital 
books. However, printed books behave (broadly) consistently, whereas digital interaction allows for a
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greater variety and inconsistency. Clearly then, the design of the hardware and of the software within 
the devices is crucial to the overall reading experience of the user.
In this review, I discuss the usability issues associated with several popular electronic reading 
appliances. By analysing dedicated reading devices and applications, I hoped to gain insight into 
different features that can be considered digitally lightweight as well as determining what features 
suffer from interaction deficits .
Although reading can be performed on a variety of digital appliances (e.g., desktops, laptops, tele­
visions etc.), I have chosen here to critically analyse portable reading devices only as I discuss features 
from common desktop reading software (e.g., Adobe’s Acrobat and Apple’s Preview) throughout the 
remainder of this Thesis.
B.2 Background
Before embarking upon such a review, I first lay down a set of features to aid in the evaluation of each 
of the devices or applications. These features include standard reading tools such as bookmarking 
and annotation, relevant human-computer-interaction issues such as consistency and completeness of 
metaphor, and eDocument specific functions such as magnification.
B.2.1 Reading Features
One of the main areas of portable reading I investigated, was the additional reading features that have 
close relation to the work presented in this Thesis. Specifically, the way in which bookmarks and 
annotations are performed on these devices, as well as the functions that they are dependent on (e.g., 
page numbering etc.), formed a large part of my understanding of current digital reading methods, 
and aided me in the creation of more lightweight alternatives.
Bookmarks
One of the more common features of reading is the simple and lightweight task of bookmarking. 
As I discuss in depth in Section 3, digital placeholders are significantly different from their physical 
counterparts and perform poorly in subjective user comparisons. The fundamental differences in the 
design of bookmarks for these two mediums largely contribute to the frequency they are used. How 
well these dedicated devices incorporate such a well used physical feature into their designs dictates 
the device’s overall usability and consequently, how well it will be adopted by users.
Annotations
Annotations can be considered a by-product of the active reading process and can be easily achieved 
on paper documents using one of many lightweight methods. Assuming that eReader devices have 
catered for all reading audiences, as opposed to those who simply want to read a novel without making 
notes or placing bookmarks, how well do they incorporate active reading tools into their design? -  
A reading device that has poorly adopted annotation tools cannot be considered a complete working 
system as it hinders the physically lightweight process of making notes on books.
Page Numbering
The way in which documents are displayed can take several forms. When we are dealing with small 
screen devices however, the pagination options are limited. The biggest challenge when paginating
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documents on small screens is that displaying the text in its original format is (usually) not viable as 
it would not fit entirely on the screen. To overcome this, digital documents can be reformatted to fit 
less text on the screen which in turn completely alters the page numbering system (see Magnification 
below). Reordering page numbers in this way can have a detrimental effect upon other functions in 
the device, for example, bookmarks which are highly dependent on pages.
Magnification
One feature of electronic documents that cannot be accomplished on paper without the use of addi­
tional tools, is magnification. This magnification or ‘zoom’ function should ideally allow visually 
impaired users to read from the same device and read the same books as those with perfect vision. 
One side problem with this feature, is how these devices restructure the document to fit on the screen 
when the zoom level has altered. Fundamentally, this is not an issue, the device will simply put more 
or less words on the screen than the original document presented. Looking deeper here however, it is 
clear that this now alters what we know as page numbers. For example, if the original document had 
100 pages and then we zoom in to double magnification, it will now contain around 200 pages. What 
was page one will now be spread over page one and page two. Clearly, this will now effect features 
such as bookmarks that rely on the page-referencing method of page numbers for relocation. How 
devices deal with this issue can effect a users’ experience with reading, as well as the features that are 
bound by it.
Alternatively, a page can be zoomed to appear larger, without being re-flowed. This approach 
retains the original page format and page numbering, but now requires the user to pan across pages 
to read them. This panning action could disrupt the overall reading of text but is often the only 
option available for pictures or figures. This key design decision is typically forced by the format of 
the document being read: some documents cannot be re-flowed, so most devices must provide both 
mechanisms.
Page Turning
Although page turning may seem trivial, how the device changes pages is a rather fundamental feature 
that if implemented incorrectly, could seriously hinder the reading process. When using the device 
for reading only, the most commonly used function will be the ‘Next’ button as it is used every time 
a user wants to change the page. The positioning of this next button therefore, is critical to the ease 
with which these devices are used. Placing the button in an awkward spot will cause unnatural hand 
movements which could be uncomfortable for users, and possibly lead to Repetitive Strain Injury 
(RSI).
B.2.2 Consistency
When designing a digital interface, thought should be given to the consistency of buttons and func­
tions within it to ensure smooth user interaction with the tools. Poor consistency leads to difficult 
interaction, and possibly low rates of use of the tools included in the system. It is vital therefore, that 
dedicated buttons should be well labelled and always perform the same function. For example, back 
buttons should always go back to the previous screen, zoom buttons should always zoom, and so on. 
Any variation in the functionality of these buttons could lead to confusion for the user.
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B.2.3 Completeness of Metaphor
Although there are certain affordances that cannot be replicated digitally, there are other actions and 
functions that could easily be incorporated into the software but are left out leaving the user with a 
strong sense of incompleteness. In a physical book for example, you can insert as many bookmarks 
as you please -  this not the case however, in the majority of digital reading devices who often place 
restrictions on bookmarks allowing only one per page.
B.2.4 Ergonomics
The overall ergonomic design of a digital reading device is crucial to its eventual success. Reading is 
an activity that can take place over prolonged periods of time, so, to optimise the reading experience, 
the design of these devices must provide an adequate and perhaps even invisible (see Section 2.4.2) 
platform for which to do so. More specifically, these devices need to be ready-to-hand (see Section 
2.4.1) to ensure that users are not thinking about the devices themselves, but rather the material to 
which they are interacting. Occasionally, with large or heavy books, a user’s attention may drift to 
how best the books can be positioned to make them more comfortable to hold, a scenario that can be 
easily overcome in digital document readers with a good ergonomic design.
Making these devices thin and portable enough to hold in one hand is only a portion of what should 
be considered before manufacture. For example, which functions should have dedicated buttons as 
opposed to on screen menus? -  The incorporation of physical buttons may affect the aesthetic design 
of the device but may well aid its usability -  a trade-off that must be carefully considered by the 
manufacturers. Further to this, how easy is it to access these buttons from the main fascia while 
holding the device as you would a book? And are frequently needed buttons or actions (e.g., for page 
turns) comfortable and flexible so the user is unlikely to get strain injuries? -  In commercial computer- 
based activities there are protocols to follow, for example, the screen must be eye level, the chair must 
support the worker’s back, the mouse must be within arm’s reach and so on. Failing to provide these 
things may cause health problems for the worker after prolonged periods at the workstation (e.g., eye 
strain, neck or back problems, RSI etc.). Therefore, considering user comfort in the design of devices 
for digital reading -  an activity that can take hours, is integral to user satisfaction of the end product.
Other potential ergonomic considerations include the re-assignment of buttons and actions so that 
the device can cater for both left and right handed users, the legibility of the display -  which affects 
the magnification possibilities and the size of the physical buttons -  smaller buttons can be difficult to 
use if the user has large hands or fingers and can be difficult to see for users with vision defects.
B.3 Sony Reader Pocket Edition (PRS-300)
Display: 5 inch elnk (8-Level Greyscale)
Physical Buttons/Devices: Power Switch, A  (Home), (Return), M  (Previous Page), ^  (Next
Page), A (Next Page & Move Cursor), ▼ (Previous Page & Move Cursor), <blank>(Enter), DB
(Bookmark), Q  (Size), Number Buttons X 10
Resolution: 800 x 600 pixels
Size: 159 x 108 x 10mm
Weight: 220g
Operating System: Linux
Wireless Connectivity: None
Memory: 512MB Internal
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Figure B. 1: The Sony Reader pocket edition (PRS-300)
Expansion: None
Power: Sealed Internal Lithium Ion Battery - around 6800 page turns on one charge 
eB ook Formats Supported: Adobe PDF, TXT, RTF, Microsoft Word, BBeB, EPUB 
RRP: £199.99
Bookmarks
A useful feature o f the PRS-300 model that many other eReaders have neglected is its dedicated 
bookmark button P0. Clicking on this button within a document will cause a ‘dog ear’ to appear in 
the top right-hand corner indicating that the page has been bookmarked. Clicking the button on an 
already bookmarked page, deletes the current bookmark. This ‘dog ear’ visualisation however, does 
not give an overview of which pages are bookmarked as only the currently open page can be seen on 
screen. To view a list o f all bookmarked pages, the user has one of two choices. The first option, 
that can be accessed through the main menu A  (button) -  00  All Bookmarks (on-screen menu), 
lists all bookmarks in all books stored on the device in one big list. The second and possibly more 
useful option, is to view only the bookmarks within a single book. This function however, must be 
accessed from the Options menu for that particular document which unfortunately, requires several 
button clicks to locate.
Annotations
There is no facility to create annotations, notes or highlights on the PRS-300. The manual does 
confirm that these functions can be used within the eBook library on a paired PC, but the device 
would be unable to open them rendering the function rather useless.
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Magnification
Although there is no zoom mode within the device, there is a size P0 button that toggles between three 
different font sizes. This button however, does not change the font size of the home or options menus 
which seem to be set at a constant size throughout. Although the device does give visual feedback 
to state that the menus are not able to be zoomed, this is a serious inconsistency that could hinder 
visually impaired users.
Page Numbering
The page numbering on the PRS-300 follows suit with most other Sony eReader models. The device 
does not keep the page numbers of the original document unless they are encoded into the document 
itself. If the document does include pre-encoded page numbers then, the pages stay constant through­
out, that is, if you zoom in then the device does not reorder the pages, it simply splits each page into 
smaller pages and names them accordingly. For example, if an original document was ten pages and 
we zoom to 4x magnification, page one would now span over four pages -  all of which would be called 
Page one. This method of page numbering is useful if users are coordinating with physical copies of 
the same book, for example, in a reading group when you are asked to turn to a particular page. It can 
be confusing however, to have multiple pages with the same page number. A more suitable solution to 
this problem when on a larger zoom level would be to keep the original page numbers but also include 
how many of them they are (i.e., Page X (Part Y of Z)).
The other, more common page numbering system used by Sony’s eReaders, is when there are 
no page numbers encoded into the document which causes the device to calculate the number of 
pages on-the-fly depending upon the zoom level. Therefore, the more zoomed in you are, the more 
pages there are in the book. However, this method now leads to further problems, such as the shared 
reference problem encountered by those collaborating using the same document [84]. Previously, 
when two users were reading separate copies of the same document, they could say “hey look at page 
X, paragraph Y”. Now to find the particular passage a user would also have to say “go to zoom level 
S then page X paragraph Y”.
Another problem faced here is bookmarking. If a user places a bookmark on a page then zooms 
in, the old bookmark is ‘lost’ as only one of the multiple pages the original page now spans over is left 
bookmarked by the system. For example, if I were to bookmark page ten on the smallest zoom level 
then zoom in to 4x magnification, my original page ten now spans over four pages, but the system 
only bookmarks one of these four pages. Similarly, if a bookmark is made when the document is on a 
high zoom level, then it is zoomed out again, the bookmarked page is now far bigger than it originally 
was; how then, will-the user know exactly which part they intended on bookmarking?
What the system does here is take the first line on the page being bookmarked and use it as the 
anchor point for the bookmark, ignoring any other text on the page. That is, whatever page the first 
word of the original bookmarked page is now on, is the only one which gets a bookmark on the new 
zoom level.
Page Turning
The PRS-300 edition has several sets of buttons on its main fascia, including a circular directional 
pad which is used for page turning: ▼ and ^  for Next and A and M  for Previous. Presumably as 
a cosmetic feature, the buttons on the device have been arranged in a somewhat symmetrical pattern 
forcing these directional inputs to be placed in the middle of the device, directly below the display 
screen (see Figure B.l). Assuming the device will be held in one hand for reading, the position of
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this directional pad is just about in range of the thumb of a right handed individual holding it on the 
bottom half. Left handed users however, may find it a strain to stretch their thumb to the next button 
after several page turns.
Consistency
One of the major inconsistencies of the PRS-300 model is the functionality of its dedicated buttons. 
The return button for example, does not always behave in the way you would expect, that is, it 
does not always return the user to the previously viewed screen. Under normal circumstances, for 
example, if you are in the Date and Time menu, clicking return ^ 3 , takes you back to the previous 
screen. However, in some instances it behaves as a menu button, for example, if you were on page 
five then use the number buttons to take you to page 55, the return button should take you back to 
page five. Similarly, if you were on the home screen then open a document, the return button should 
take you back to the home screen again. However, in these two examples, the return button actually 
takes the user to the options screen for a book instead of returning them to the previous screen, an 
inconsistency that can make viewing the options for a book time consuming and difficult.
B.4 Sony Portable Reader System (PRS-505)
Display: 6 inch elnk (8-Level Greyscale)
Physical Buttons/Devices: Power Switch, Vol -, Vol +, Q  (Size), tfD <(Previous Page) X 2, dtl 
>(Next Page) X 2, DB (Bookmark), ^  ^  A ▼ (Directional Buttons), <blank>(Enter), Menu, Num­
ber Buttons X 10 
Resolution: 800 x 600 pixels 
Size: 175 x 122 x 8 mm 
Weight: 250g 
Operating System: Linux 
Wireless Connectivity: None 
Memory: 250MB Internal
Expansion: Accepts Memory Stick Pro Duo (MS) up to 8GB, Secure Digital (SD) cards up to 2GB 
and Secure Digital High Capacity (SDHC) up to 32GB
Power: Sealed Internal Lithium Ion Battery - around 6800 page turns on one charge 
eBook Formats Supported: Adobe PDF, TXT, RTF, Microsoft Word, BBeB, EPUB 
RRP: £199
Bookmarks
The bookmark function on the PRS-505 has the exact same functionality as the PRS-300; specifically 
there is a dedicated bookmark GB button on the device which facilitates easy bookmark creation and 
deletion. The bookmark menus are also identical to those found on the PRS-300, that is, all bookmarks 
in all books can be accessed via the main ‘Reader’ menu by following the QB All Bookmarks menu 
option and bookmarks within individual books can be found by following the ‘Book’ menu (Menu 
(button) -  GB Bookmarks) from within a book.
Annotations
As with the PRS-300 there is no facility to create notes or annotations on the device.
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Figure B.2: The Sony portable reader system (PRS-505)
M agnification
The magnification on the PRS-505 follows suit with many other devices of this kind. For reflowable 
documents such as ePubs, the device allows users to alter the size o f the text thus reformatting the 
entire docum ent’s page layout. This function is achieved on the device by pressing the 0 0  button and 
can display one of three font sizes. Sadly, as with all Sony eReader models, the magnification function 
does not extend to the menus of the device.
Page N um bering
The page numbering on the PRS-505 is the same as on the PRS-300 (see Section B.3).
Page Turning
The designers of the PRS-505 have opted to include two ‘w heel’ shaped directional pads on its main 
facia, one for page turning (where strangely, only two directions of the wheel actually work) and the 
other for controlling the on screen menus (see Figure B.2). In addition to these two directional pads, 
the device also includes an extra set o f page turning buttons (next and prev) on the right hand side. 
Despite these buttons being perfectly positioned for the thumb of a right handed individual, they do 
seem rather unnecessary for a device that already contains a dedicated page turning wheel.
C om pleteness
As I have already discussed, the PRS-505 contains not one, but two directional ‘wheel’ pads which 
perform slightly different functions. The left pad for example, only controls the two page turning COD 
functions and does nothing when the user is not within a book. To integrate a page turning control into 
‘w heel’ shape seems slightly unnecessary and confusing as only two o f the many directions a wheel
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Figure B.3: The Sony Reader touch edition (PRS-600)
can perform are used in the function. A simple two-directional switch would have done the same job 
while at the same time saving space and improving the completeness o f the device.
The second pad contains four directional buttons that are used to navigate within menus on the 
device and works as you would expect. The first experience of using the directional buttons while 
reading a book however, may seem very erratic and unpredictable. However, on closer inspection it 
becomes clear that the left ^  and right ^  directional buttons are in fact undo and redo features. There 
are no functions for the up or down directional buttons of the second wheel pad while reading a book, 
yet another example o f an incomplete function on the device.
B.5 Sony Reader Touch Edition (PRS-600)
Display: 6 inch touch-screen elnk (8-Level Greyscale)
Physical Buttons/Devices: Power Switch, Vol -, Vol +, <  (Previous Page), >  (Next Page), A
(Home), ^  (Size), Options
Resolution: 800 x 600 pixels
Size: 175 x 122 x 10 mm
Weight: 286g
Operating System: Linux
Wireless Connectivity: None
Memory: 5 12MB Internal
Expansion: Accepts M emory Stick Pro Duo (MS) and Secure Digital (SD) cards up to 16GB 
Power: Sealed Internal Lithium Ion Battery - around 7500 page turns on one charge 
eBook Formats Supported: Adobe PDF, TXT, RTF, M icrosoft Word, BBeB, EPUB 
RRP: £279.99
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Bookmarks
One of the features of the PRS-600 model is a bookmarking system that allows users to mark mul­
tiple pages in a single document. There are two methods of creating a bookmark on the device but 
unfortunately, both demonstrate poor user interaction. The bookmark feature is classed by the device 
as a ‘Note’ and therefore exists within the Notes menu: Options (button) -  £  Create/Edit Notes 
(on-screen menu) -  P0 (on-screen icon). This is a rather long-winded method of performing a sim­
ple operation like bookmarking; a task that is so easily accomplished on paper. To get around this, the 
device has a short-cut bookmark option that requires double tapping in the top right comer. However, 
this feature is not supported by any kind of visual cue and therefore can only be discovered by close 
reading of the full user manual (which is not included in the box) or by random discovery.
To indicate to the user which pages are bookmarked, the device displays a small triangular ‘dog 
ear’ in the top right comer of the display which can be seen only when a bookmarked page is open. 
To view a list of all bookmarks within a document, the user must navigate through a series of menus: 
Options (button) -  £  Create/Edit Notes (on-screen menu) -  C+5 Notes (on-screen menu). The 
‘Notes’ menu is an ordered list of all annotations associated .with a particular document, specifically, it 
merges every user-created mark-up item within a specific document into the same list (i.e. bookmarks, 
highlights, handwriting and comments). Each of these different annotation types are distinguished in 
the list by a different icon, and the lists can be ordered by page number, type or comment. One major 
flaw of this type of list-based interaction however, is the lack of overview of where bookmarks exist 
in the document. In paper books, the relative placement of bookmarks can be seen easily as well as 
how much of the document is left to read.
Notes
The Touch edition Sony reader contains a within-document ‘notes’ system that can be accessed via 
a series of menus, specifically: Options (button) -  £  Create/Edit Notes (on-screen menu). This 
then scales the document view very slightly to provide a small, clear space for the notes menu that sits 
along the top of the viewing window. Within this menu, users can either; add highlights to the book 
content, access free-hand mode using the stylus, delete using the eraser, add/remove bookmarks and 
access the notes list. In reality, notes and bookmarks mean different things to the majority of users. 
It seems odd, never mind longwinded therefore, that Sony has decided to combine them into a single 
entity and effectively bury one within the other. The following sub-sections describe the functions 
that Sony has grouped under the common name ‘Notes’.
Highlights
Existing text within the open document can be highlighted by first accessing the highlighter function 
hidden within the Notes menu: Options (button) -  £  Create/Edit Notes (on-screen menu) -  db  
(on screen icon). They can be removed by using the eraser tool also found within the Notes menu. As 
mentioned above, once a highlight has been created it is automatically added to the Notes list along 
with other types of annotations in the document.
Handwriting
The device makes good use of its touch screen technology by incorporating a handwriting function into 
its design. By accessing the same Notes menu as other document annotation tools (Options (button) 
-  £  Create/Edit Notes (on-screen menu) -  *6/ (on screen icon)), users can ‘draw’ directly onto
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the PDF surface with a stylus or finger. This is a useful function that may be better accompanied by 
variable pen thickness sizes to give better flexibility to the tool itself.
Comments
Although you cannot simply add a text box to a page and type directly onto it, there is a tool that 
allows users to add hidden text and handwriting to both bookmarks and highlights (these are known 
as comments). Sadly however, this facility is so well hidden within the device that it can take weeks 
to find via random discovery. This situation is seriously exacerbated by the absence of a full manual 
with the Reader purchase. To add a comment, a previously created bookmark or highlight must be 
tapped once (double tapping accesses a different function) to bring up a menu that allows users to 
choose the type of comment they wish to anchor to the note: either handwriting or keyboard entry 
(Note: comment creation can only be accomplished when the Notes menu is off). Once a comment 
has been made and committed, it will disappear from view and can be accessed by tapping once on 
the icon adjacent to the bookmark or highlight. Not only does this functionality deny the creation of 
comments randomly on a page as each one must be anchored to an existing note, but each note (i.e., 
bookmarks or highlights) can only sustain one comment each.
Drawings and Text Memos
As well as annotations on pages within a document, the Sony Touch Reader also allows handwritten 
drawings and text memos to be made independently of any documents. This feature allows the reader 
to be used as a separate notepad as well as a reading device.
Magnification
The PRS-600 offers two types of document resizing. The first, which allows users to change to one 
of five different font sizes (S, M, L, XL and XXL, where S is the original size), is designed to re­
render and display a newly formatted version of an open document page with the desired font size. 
This feature however, can be slightly temperamental on certain documents. For example, some tables, 
specifically those that span the entire width of a two columned document prohibit larger font sizes 
for that particular page (i.e. M, L, XL and XXL). In addition, some images, particularly embedded 
PDF images, are rendered incorrectly with the device reformatting any text within them along with the 
main body of the document. To get around any possible magnification problems, the device also offers 
a standard zoom function that does not reformat document pages, but zooms in on specific points and 
facilitates panning using four directional arrows on the touch screen.
One major downfall of the device is its lack of consistency of the zoom function. Specifically, one 
can zoom in on documents but not on menus, making the device extremely difficult to use for visually 
impaired users.
Page Numbering
The page numbering on the PRS-600 is the same as on the PRS-300 and PRS-505 (see Section B.3). 
Page Ttoming
By adding a touch screen, Sony has been able to make the elnk display the main focus of the device 
by limiting the number of physical buttons on its fascia. They have opted to place 5 thin buttons on
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the device and place the icons of their functionality just above them effectively reducing their target 
boundary. The positioning of these buttons however has not been thoroughly thought out and looks 
strikingly similar to the layout you would expect to find on a digital music player (see Figure B.3). 
The page turning buttons (<) and (>) have been placed adjacent to each other on the left hand 
side of the device. This puts the most commonly used function, i.e., the next page button (>), in an 
extremely awkward position and one that would not suit the thumb or finger position of a left or right 
handed individual.
In addition to using dedicated hardware buttons, pages can be changed on the PRS-600 by making 
sweeping gestures on the touch screen. To move to the next or previous pages within the document, 
the screen must be dragged in the appropriate direction with a stylus or finger, and to repeatedly 
change pages (i.e., flick quickly through document), the screen must be held after the gesture has been 
made. The default page turning gesture directions have been designed to coincide with the buttons 
on the device, specifically, gesturing from right to left ( <) takes you to the previous page and from 
left to right ( > ) takes you to the next page. These directions, however logical, contradict the learned 
behaviour of reading physical books. For example, when reading ahead in a paper book (i.e., going 
to the next page), one would take the right page and flip it to the left. Conversely, to go back to a 
previous page, one would take the left page and flip it to the right; completely opposite to the gestures 
provided in the device’s hardware. Fortunately, the page turn gesture can be modified from its default 
direction by altering the device settings in the main menu.
Consistency
As mentioned above, a major problem with the device is its inability to zoom menus making the 
device extremely inconsistent and a poor choice for visually impaired users. In addition to this, the 
main options menu unnecessarily spans two pages (i.e., you must click to change to the second half 
of the menu) despite the fact that there is sufficient room on the screen to place all items within it on 
one page. This adds a needless extra click to an already slow menu system.
B.6 Amazon Kindle 2
Display: 6 inch elnk (16-Level Greyscale)
Physical Buttons/Devices: Power Switch, Vol -, Vol +, PREV PAGE, NEXT PAGE X 2, HOME,
MENU, BACK, Full QWERTY Keyboard, ©  (Symbol), ©  (Text Size), 5-way Directional Controller
Resolution: 800 x 600 pixels
Size: 203 x 135 x 9 mm
Weight: 289g
Operating System: Linux
Wireless Connectivity: 3G + Wi-Fi
Memory: 2GB Internal
Expansion: None
Power: Sealed Internal Lithium Polymer Battery - up to one week (with wireless on) on one charge 
eBook Formats Supported: Kindle (AZW), TXT, ADOBE PDF, HTML, MS WORD 
RRP: £149.99
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She tu rn ed  and  gestured  in  th e  d irection 
of th e  sit-dow n counter. T here, on  one of 
the  stools, sa t C aptain 's ow ner, d rink ing  a 
c u p  of coffee and  read ing  th e  Sentinel 
Edgar’s g randfather inv ited  th e  m a n  to 
join them . W hen  they  w ere seated , h e  
asked Billy if the  pup3 w ere indeed  his.
"Some of d iem ,"  Billy said. "Cappy got 
old Violet in  a  fix. I’ve got to find a  place 
for ha lf  th e  litter. But w h a t I really  th ink  
HI do is keep 'em . Cap do tes  on  ’em , and  
ever since m y Scout ran  off la s t su m m er 
I've only h ad  th e  one dog. He gets lonely."
Edgar’s grand fa ther ex p la ined  ab o u t h is  
ow n litter, and  about Vi, ex p an d in g  on her 
qualities, and  then  h e  offered to trade a 
pu p  for a pup . He told Billy h e  could  have 
the  pick of V i's litter, a n d  furtherm ore
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Figure B.4: The Amazon Kindle 2
Bookmarks
Following suit with the Sony Touch’s design, the Kindle does not have a dedicated button for book- 
marking. Instead, to bookmark a page the user must click Menu (button) then scroll down six items 
and select Add a Bookmark (on-screen menu). To bookmark a page on the Kindle then, requires 
eight button clicks; a rather large number for such a commonly used function. On closer inspection 
of the user manual, I discovered the Kindle does have an accelerator short-cut for this which makes 
bookmarking far less cumbersome: ALT (button) + B (button).
When a page has been bookmarked, it renders a ‘dog eared’ corner in the top right o f the screen. 
Surprisingly however, pages that have not been bookmarked, show a dashed dog ear in the top right 
corner; a confusing design that has no apparent function whatsoever.
Annotation
Users can add notes to specific points in the text by first entering annotation mode, then moving the 
cursor to the place in the text they want to anchor the note. To create a note in a specific location, the 
user only needs to start typing using the full QWERTY keyboard included on the fascia of the device. 
They then select the ‘save note’ option using the five-way directional stick and a new note is created 
in the specified position.
Highlights
To create a highlight the user must first be in annotation mode which can be accomplished either by 
moving the caret into the document area (simply by using the directional stick) or by selecting Menu 
(button) -  Add a Note or Highlight (on-screen menu). Next, the user must move the caret to the
lo l
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beginning of the place they wish to highlight using the five-way directional controller and ‘start’ by 
clicking the five-way down. The caret then turns italic and will highlight text that is selected using 
the five-way directional buttons. Clicking the 5-way down again will finish the highlight which is 
subsequently indicated by a faint grey underline.
Magnification
The Kindle 2 offers six font size variations, accessible through the size ©  button on the device. It 
also allows users to change the margin size of the text using the strangely worded ‘Words Per Line’ 
feature of: fewest, fewer, default. Following suit with the Sony’s inconsistency, the Kindle 2 also 
sets its menus at a fixed size. Unlike the Sony’s however, the Kindle gives no visual, audio or tactile 
feedback when attempting to change the font size within a menu.
Page Numbers
The Kindle 2 has opted to do-away with conventional page number format and replaces them with 
‘locations’ that correspond to specific places within the text. Instead of page numbers then, the Kindle 
measures the file in locations that are linked to specific positions of text within the document. Each 
location always corresponds to the same position in the text regardless of how the text is being split 
for the display, that is, how large or small the font is. This means that one screen can contain more 
than one location depending upon the zoom level and where the text splits.
Despite this location system however, the device still seems to have trouble with bookmarks. As 
with Sony devices, the Kindle 2 also takes the first word of the originally bookmarked page to be the 
anchor for the bookmark and ignores any text thereafter. This means, of course, that if the interesting 
part of the page you bookmarked happened to be at the bottom, you would loose its place if you 
changed to a different zoom setting.
Page Tbming
The Kindle designers have carefully engineered their hardware to cater for both left and right handed 
individuals. That is, there are two ‘Next’ buttons positioned on the sides of the device in such a way 
that they can be utilised by either the left or right thumb and more importantly, can be used without 
significant strain, with only one hand (see Figure B.4).
Since books are designed to be read sequentially from start to finish, the previous button is ex­
pected to be used less frequently which is reflected in its design position -  a single small button above 
the ‘Next Page’ button on the left of the device.
B.7 Barnes and Noble nook
Display 1: 6 inch elnk (16-Level Greyscale)
Display 2: 3.5 inch colour touch-screen LCD
Physical Buttons/Devices: Power Switch, 2x K. (Previous Page), 2x }  (Next Page), Menu Touch 
Button O
Display 1 Resolution: 800 x 600 pixels 
Display 2 Resolution: 480 x 144 pixels 
Size: 196 x 125 x 13 mm 
Weight: 343g
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Figure B.5: Barnes and Noble nook
Operating System: Android 
Wireless Connectivity: 3G + Wi-Fi 
Memory: 2GB Internal
Expansion: Accepts M icroSD cards up to 16GB 
Power: Replaceable Lithium Ion Polymer Battery 
eBook Formats Supported: PDF, EPUB, PDB, BMP, TXT 
RRP: $199
Bookmarks
The nook, like the Kindle 2 and the three Sony models, indicates bookmarked pages via icons on the 
pages themselves. In this case, the device displays a tiny, almost unidentifiable icon Qtl in the top 
right corner o f the screen. This icon can be hard to see at the best o f times, particularly if it is placed 
on a page that is not blank in that area, for example, a black cover page will completely obscure the 
bookmark icon.
There is no dedicated bookmark button on the device. To view all o f a docum ent’s bookmarks, 
you must first be within the document, either by selecting ‘Reading N ow ’ or an entry from the ‘My 
Library' options found in the Home menu on the touch screen. Then, in the document options dis­
played on the colour touch screen, you can select: Bookmarks (on-screen menu) -  Go to bookmark 
(on-screen menu).
The bookmarks menu within the device is in the form un-ordered list, that is, bookmarks exist in 
the list in the order they were added. There is also no facility to change the name of the bookmarks; 
they are simply named after their number, for example, ‘page x ’. There are also similar bookmarking 
issues arising from page numbering as seen on the Sony models (see Section B.7).
rmoc a p* cjuo*cc
It is a truth universally acknowledged, that a single 
man in possession of a good fortune, must be in want 
of a wife.
However little known the feelings or views of such a 
man may be on his first entering a neighbourhood, this 
truth is so well fixed in the minds of the surrounding 
families, that he is considered the nghtful property of 
some one or other of their daughters.
‘My dear Mr. Bennet.* said his lady to him one day. 
‘have you heard that Netherfieid Park is let at last?" 
Mr. Bennet replied that he had not.
‘But It te.“ returned she. “for Mrs Long has just been 
here, and she told me all about iL*
Mr. Bennet made no answer
"Do you not want to know who has taken it?" cried
his wife impatiently.
’ You want to tdl me. and I have no objection to 
hearing iL*
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As well as user-added bookmarks, the nook also has an automatic function that saves the last 
position a user was reading within each book. This information is then displayed under the title of 
each document within the library menu.
Annotations
Annotations on documents on the nook can be made by first highlighting words within the text; notes 
cannot exist without a highlight. Unfortunately, creating highlights on the nook demonstrates ex­
tremely poor interaction. Due to the lack of physical buttons on the device, highlights must be made 
using the touch screen which displays a four-way ‘D-pad’ (see Figure B.6). The lack of feedback from 
their D-pad touch-di splay however, makes navigating to and selecting specific words very cumber­
some. To add a highlight to a document, the user must first select: Highlights and notes (on-screen 
menu) -  Add highlight or note to bring up the D-pad display in Figure B.6. The D-pad is then 
used to navigate to the place where the annotation starts, before the user selects the Start selection 
option. The D-pad is then used again to select the place where the highlight ends before selecting End 
Selection and finally Submit.
Cancel Start selection
Figure B.6: The nook’s ‘D-Pad’ display
Magnification
As with every other eReader I have studied, changing the font size on the device does not change the 
size of the menus on the elnk screen or the colour touch screen.
Organisation
One feature of the most recent nook (software version 1.5) which has not been included in devices 
such as the Kindle or the Sony’s, is a ‘shelf’ organisation system. Readers can use the shelf system to 
organise their books into personal categories. Within the Library menu, it is possible to: go to a shelf, 
place or remove books from a shelf, create a new shelf and remove a shelf. Users can then view books 
either in one large list, or in a list of shelves.
Page Numbering
Instead of reordering page numbers on-the-fly when a zoom level is changed, the nook maintains the 
original page numbers encoded into the document -  therefore, resizing the text does not reorder the 
pages. Unfortunately, the way in which the device deals with this method of numbering is poor. For 
example, if there is more text on the screen than there was on the original page (i.e., if the text font is 
very small and can display more than one of the original pages on the screen), then it does not display 
both page numbers. Instead, it simply picks one of the original page numbers to displays. Conversely, 
if one original page no longer fit on the screen (i.e., if the text is very large) then the original page is
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displayed on multiple pages, for example, Page four could now span over six pages -  all of which will 
display ‘Page 4’ at the bottom of their screen.
Page Turning
In comparison with Amazon, Barnes and Noble have opted to include two sets of page turning buttons 
K. y  (two on the left and right sides), presumably to cater to both left and right handed individuals (see 
Figure B.5).
The main elnk display on the nook is not touch sensitive. Below this screen however, exists a 
second display, in this case, a colour touch-screen LCD which is used primarily for displaying menus 
and as a touch pad for navigation and page turning.
B.8 iPad
Display: 7.9 inch backlit multi-touch colour LCD
Physical Buttons/Devices: On/Off, Screen Rotation Button, Vol -, Vol +, Home Button, Accelerome­
ter, Ambient Light Sensor, GPS 
Resolution: 1024 x 768 pixels 
Size: 243 x 190 x 13 mm 
Weight: 730g
Wireless Connectivity: Wi-fi and 3G Connectivity 
Memory: 64GB Internal 
Expansion: None
Power: Sealed internal lithium Polymer battery - around 9 hours of web surfing (3G) on one charge 
RRP: £699
iBooks
Bookmarks
The bookmark interface on the iBook application uses red ribbon-shaped markers which are posi­
tioned in the top right comer of the page. This interface makes it easy to see whether or not a currently 
open page is bookmarked, but cannot be used to give an overview of all bookmarks in the document. 
To view a list of every bookmark within the document, the user must navigate to the beginning and 
select the bookmark button.
Notes and Highlights
The iBook application includes rudimentary highlighting of words and images within the document, 
but, due to the way it has been implemented, is tricky to control with the primary input device: a 
finger. In addition to this, the application also allows users to make notes on their documents but only 
in connection with words within the text. To add a note to a document, the user must first select a 
word or selection of words from the document and click the ‘Note’ option. This first highlights the 
word in the same manner as the highlight function, then brings up a Post-it style sticky note to which 
the user can add text. Once the text is completed, the application places a small Post-it icon in the 
margin close, but not always in line with the word to which it relates. These icons are distinguishable 
from each other by the date in which they were added; notes made on the same day produce identical
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Figure B.7: The Apple iPad
icons. There is no facility to change the caption on these icons making it very difficult to tell them 
apart.
To retrieve a previously created note, the user must click on the note icon itself, not the highlighted 
word to which it relates. Clicking on the highlighted word only gives options to change the colour 
o f the highlight or to remove the note attached to it. Connecting notes to their respective highlighted 
words then, is extremely difficult if not impossible if there are multiple notes on the same line or page.
This problem with accessing notes is further exacerbated by the way in which the note icons 
are positioned; in single file list in the margin of the document. In itself, this causes problems with 
referencing as mentioned above, but also with space as the interface provides no method of scrolling 
through these notes once the margin is full.
Magnification
When using iBooks for the default document type (ePub), the conventional ‘zoom' gesture (pinching 
two fingers) does not cause the document to be magnified as you would expect. In replacement to a 
zoom on this document format, the application allows users to adjust the text size and font by selecting 
the Q  icon and tapping the larger or smaller options (11 sizes total). This method does not however, 
change the size of any images within the document which remain constant throughout.
As with many o f the eReader devices I discussed earlier, the menus within the iBooks application 
do not zoom with the document content.
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Organisation
Like many eReader devices, the organisation of the iBooks application is poor. Despite the attrac­
tive ‘book shelf’ style document list, which displays the title and cover image of a book, the iBooks 
application does not facilitate folder organisation or even user-defined tagging of books for easy ref­
erencing. Surprisingly, it simply throws all the books in the collection into one large bookshelf; an 
undesirable situation if the user owns a large collection of eDocuments.
If the user selects the ‘list’ view , they have the option of sorting the books within the device 
either: in the order in which they were added (Bookshelf view), in order of title (Titles view), in order 
of author surname (Authors view) or by Category (Categories view). All these options use information 
encoded into the eDocument upon creation and give no facility for users to tag or organise documents 
themselves.
Page Numbering
As with many of the other devices I have studied, the iBooks application reformats the page numbers 
in a document when the font size is changed. A nice additional feature of the application is small text 
area telling the user how many pages there are left in the current chapter (e.g. five pages left in this 
chapter) -  a useful feature that can be difficult to calculate manually.
Page Turning
The application follows the book metaphor closely and has engineered a neat page turning interface 
that mimics the way paper pages behave. By using a finger, pages can be grabbed, turned slowly, 
or almost folded to reveal the page underneath. This, unfortunately is as far as the graphics can be 
manipulated. Despite the application showing multiple pages behind the open ones (like a real book), 
it is impossible to ‘grab’ these pages with a finger; only the page immediately preceding and following 
the current page can be grabbed at any one time. The interface would be greatly improved if users 
were able to grab more than one page either side of the open one as opposed to simply viewing an 
inactive graphic that depicts the book’s other pages.
As well as to the graphical page turning functions in the application, there is also a simpler method 
which involves tapping the right (to go forward) or the left (to go backwards) sides of the screen to 
change page. In addition to this, the application has also included a scroll-bar at the bottom of the 
screen that not only facilitates quick flicking through a document, but also gives a neat overview of 
how far through the book you are currently reading.
Consistency
One of the main inconsistencies of the iBook application is the way in which documents are displayed. 
For aesthetic purposes, the book metaphor the designers have used includes a background graphic that 
depicts book pages behind the currently open ones. This design has been included to make the digital 
text look more physical, like a real book. Unfortunately however, this graphic does not behave in 
any way like a real book should. As I have mentioned above, the many pages behind the current 
ones cannot be grabbed and turned -  a feature that, if implemented could allow users to flick easily 
through pages like they would in a real book. As well as its lack of functionality, the background 
graphic of the application does not change when the current page is either the first or last page of the 
document (double page spread view). For example, when the title page (i.e., page one) is open, it 
appears in the right hand side of the double page spread, like a real book should if it was closed, but
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Figure B.8: The Library of the eBook Application on the Samsung Galaxy Tab
the background graphic has not altered, leaving the left hand side blank and still showing other pages 
behind it. Similarly, if you are on the last page which ends on the left, the graphic has not changed 
and the book still looks open.
Another inconsistency, this time in conjunction with the device itself, is the magnification func­
tion. The iPad hardware includes a sensitive multi-touch display that is used by other device applica­
tions to zoom by pinching together two fingers. The iBooks application however, does not make use 
o f this gesture; a small inconsistency that could prove a nuisance to those well trained with iPad and 
iPhone software.
B.9 Samsung Galaxy Tab
Display: 7 inch backlit multi-touch colour LCD display
Physical Buttons/Devices: On/Off, Vol -, Vol +, @TODO GPS, 3M P rear-facing camera, 1.3MP
front-facing camera
Resolution: 1024 x 600 pixels
Size: 190 x 120 x 12 mm
Weight: 380g
Operating System: Android
Wireless Connectivity: Wi-fi, Bluetooth and 3G Connectivity 
Memory: 16GB Internal
Expansion: Accepts M icroSD cards up to 32GB
Power: Removable Lithium battery - around 7 hours of video playback or 10 hours of talk time 
RRP: £299.99
eBook
Bookmarks
The bookmarks in the eBook application, as with the majority of other reading software I have evalu­
ated, do not mark specific positions in text, but rather the page the text happens to be on. This again, 
creates problems with consistent referencing when the magnification level of the device is changed.
The application also remembers by default the last page the user was reading as a type of tempo­
rary bookmark, and visualises this information nicely in the library section of the interface (see Figure 
B.8). This library interface provides a clear overview of approximately where the reader is in each 
book, by inserting a small red ribbon into each book icon in the shelf. These ribbons change position
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vertically down the book depending upon the last page the user was reading (Note: these are not user 
created bookmarks, they are simply a record of the last read page in the document).
Highlights
The app also has the facility to add highlights to a document by simply pressing and holding a finger 
over a word. This then presents the user with a pop-up menu with several options such as: copy; 
search; highlight and dictionary. There is no facility to add text to books within the application.
Magnification
The eBook application allows resizing of the text within the documents to one of seven pre-defined 
font sizes. As with all the other devices I have reviewed however, changing the size of the font is not 
consistent as all menus, headers and footers stay at a constant size.
Page Numbering
Following suit with the majority of other electronic reading devices on the market, the eBook app 
reorders page numbers according to the size of the font which, again hinders the behaviour of the 
bookmarking function.
Page Turning
The page turning on the application is achieved via sweeping or double tapping gestures on the touch 
screen and makes use of graphical page ‘curling’ visualisations. The implementation of this book 
metaphor is not complete however, as only one page can be ‘grabbed’ and curled at a time.
B.10 Discussion and Conclusions
The following section brings together my findings from the critical analysis of the devices I have 
reviewed.
B.10.1 Page Numbers
It is clear from experience that what we know as ‘pages’ mean little in the digital world. Unlike 
paper documents where we are bound by page numbers, digital texts are free from the constraints 
of physical pages and can be re-formatted easily; completely altering the numbering system. The 
main problem with this method, is that digital ‘page numbers’ do not correspond to anything concrete 
within a document as pages are resized depending upon the size of the text. For example, when a book 
is at its original size it may contain 100 pages. Altering the font of this document to a larger size will 
now cause the pages to be re-constructed and it may now span over 120 pages.
This reformatting can lead to a series of user issues ranging from placeholder problems to the 
difficulties faced in referencing physical books with their digital equivalents. It is also undesirable for 
users who remember important parts of a document based on page numbers and indeed in collaborative 
situations where two or more users are attempting to refer to the same page when on different zoom 
levels.
An alternative to page numbering in digital documents is to use specific document locations, as 
used in the Amazon Kindle models. These locations correspond with specific points in the text and
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remain unchanged after each reformatting. So, instead of referencing text by page numbers like the 
majority of electronic reading devices, for example, Page 40 of 150, the Kindle uses locations, for 
example, Locations 132-145 (312) and specifies the percentage of the document already read. This 
method of referencing is consistent, and solves many of the problems mentioned previously. It can 
however, make remembering specific points tricky, as locations can quickly run into thousands in large 
documents.
Another possible solution to this problem could be to use locations as a method of defining exact 
points in the text and use them to define the numbering system seen by the user. In this scenario, 
the original page numbers will be kept in tact by splitting them into parts if the font size is changed 
(for example, Page Z (Part X of Y)). This method of page numbering ensures that the original page 
numbers correspond to those in their physical equivalents for easy referencing between the mediums 
as well as making other features such as bookmarking easier to accomplish.
B.10.2 Page T\irning
The way in which pages are turned on digital reading hardware varies from device to device. Some 
make use of dedicated buttons which are often poorly positioned causing possible discomfort to users 
after long periods of reading. For example, placing the button in the centre of the device means 
reaching to press it with the holding hand will cause an unnatural stretch of the the thumb. Other 
designs utilise touch-screen technology to change pages, either by using taps or ‘sweeping’ gestures 
to move between single pages.
One common theme that runs through many portable reading systems is page turning animation -  
that is, a visual representation of the current page being pulled back to reveal the next page underneath. 
This visual approach to page turning attempts to make the feature more paper-like by mimicking the 
physical method allowing quick flicking between two adjacent pages within a document. Unfortu­
nately however, the page turning animations in all the devices I have reviewed only extend to the 
next (or previous if in double page view) sequential page; subsequent pages cannot be grabbed using 
the feature. This means that although additional pages can usually be seen behind the next page, the 
software does not let the user pick up multiple pages and therefore cannot be used to ‘flick’ through 
the remainder of the document or switch easily between two non-adjacent pages. A feature such as 
this which would allow users to quickly skip through future pages to get a feel for what is coming up, 
would be extremely useful, particularly for non-sequential reading such as magazines [85].
B.10.3 Bookmarks
The majority of the reading devices I evaluated focused on permanent placeholders, that is, putting in 
a new placeholder does not discard the old one. Some of them however, did incorporate a temporary 
‘bookmark’ placeholder into their design, for example, a marker that is used simply to keep the place 
in which reading stopped in the last session. Like in physical documents, a bookmark will be kept until 
the user reads ahead in the book when it is then removed and replaced at the new end point. Although 
the hardware and applications I have reviewed do not explicitly call this feature a bookmark, the 
‘carry on reading’ tool incorporated into many of these devices is a good example of a temporary 
placeholder.
Bookmarking is an extremely common feature of reading, yet many of the reading devices I 
evaluated did not include a dedicated bookmark button. For many of these devices, bookmarking a 
page is accomplished by navigating through an often lengthy series of menus. The usability of these
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devices would be greatly improved if more commonly used features like bookmarking were given 
dedicated physical buttons on the device’s fascia.
A more pressing usability issue of the placeholder functions within many of these devices is how 
they are displayed. In physical books, most placeholders can be seen sticking out of the pages. Un­
fortunately however, this lightweight feature of physical placeholders is not as easily achieved in the 
digital world. In fact, many of these devices make little attempt to even display a static list of book­
marks, never-mind the visual overview of their related positions. In the majority of the reader devices 
I evaluated, a bookmarked page could only be seen while reading if it was, itself, a bookmarked page. 
To view all bookmarks within a document, the user would need to navigate away from the document 
(using menus) to retrieve a list of placeholders and notes.
Another major downfall with the bookmarks on these devices is the fact they assume pages are 
constant when in fact they are not. They let you bookmark ‘pages’ which consequently get ‘lost’ once 
a new zoom level is selected. A more accurate method of marking points in the text would be to use 
the location method described above, where specific points in the text are referenced as opposed to 
the (almost random) points in which the text split (i.e., page breaks).
B.10.4 Magnification
A major advantage that digital texts have over traditional material is the fact they can be maginifed eas­
ily to suit the needs of the user. In the physical world, users with visual impairments would normally 
have to use a magnifying glass or even buy a copy of the document with larger text. Digital documents 
however, can be easily manipulated, and the text changed to whatever size the user requires.
After examining these devices it is clear that there are two types of digital magnification:
1. Zooming: The font is enlarged when the viewing window zooms into a smaller part of the page. 
In this method directional buttons are required to pan around the page, but the original page 
numbers remain unchanged.
2. Reformatting: The size of the font is changed, which automatically alters the format of the 
pages. This method means there is no panning required but causes the original page numbers to 
be lost.
In general, document formats which are designed to be reflowed (e.g., ePubs), are magnified via 
reformatting, which causes problems with page numbering (see Section B.10.1). More constricted 
document formats such as PDFs which cannot easily be reformatted, make use of the zooming and 
panning option.
The main problem with the majority of these devices is that the magnification function does not 
extend to the menus which stay constant throughout. This serious inconsistency renders many of the 
device’s functions useless for those with poor vision unless a third party performs all the navigation. 
These devices would be greatly improved if they a) included both reformatting and zoom magnifica­
tion, and b) extended the magnification to include menus.
B.10.5 Organisation
In the physical world, those with a large number of books may want to separate them into genres for 
easy referencing, for example, keeping all the cookery books on one shelf, all the reference books on 
another and so on. Organisation for documents within digital reading devices however, is surprisingly 
poor with the majority forcing all books into one long list. Although many of them do sort by title,
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author and/or date, most do not allow custom organisation into folders or even into genres, making 
browsing through a large collection extremely difficult.
B.10.6 Consistency
The consistency of the software within devices is certainly something that can be improved upon. I 
have touched upon several cases within my evaluation of the chosen devices in which the consistency 
of certain functions does not follow platform conventions. Examples of these range from button 
inconsistencies as in the case of the Sony PRS-300’s Return ^  button, to function inconsistencies, 
in the case of many zoom functions’ inability to increase the size of menus. Even the page numbers 
within several of these devices are inconsistent (see B.10.1). Recalculating page numbers at every 
zoom level undermines the traditional connection between a word or sentence and a particular page 
(or location) identifier, and complicates the interaction for functions that are dependent upon them 
(e.g., bookmarks).
B.10.7 Completeness
Digital devices that mimic physical ones have certain expectations that are not always fulfilled; con­
sequently the sense of completeness within devices such as these, is rare. For example, in a paper 
book it is possible that in certain situations you would want to add more than one bookmark to a page; 
perhaps in the form of Post-its to mark interesting parts on the top and bottom sections. This function 
however, is impossible on the majority of devices; in all I sampled, a page could either be bookmarked 
or not bookmarked with no facility to add additional ones.
Another example of this would be flicking through a document: a process that is easy to accom­
plish on paper and useful for quick navigation. Achieving this interaction on digital reading devices 
however, is far more cumbersome. In the majority of eReaders I reviewed, there is no comparable in­
teraction to simply ‘flicking’ through the document with a finger. The three Sony models for instance, 
had no tool for such an interaction. The PRS-300 and PRS-505 models did include dedicated number 
buttons for navigation to specific page numbers, but neither allowed for the free flicking through nu­
merous pages within a document. In contrast, the Kindle 2 and the nook do allow scrolling through 
pages using additional hardware (the Kindle’s five-way directional stick and the nook’s additional 
colour screen), but do not provide a complete flicking interaction primarily due to the slow refresh 
speed of elnk displays. Another solution to this problem as used by more general devices such as 
tablets and phones, is to include touch screen scroll bars to flick quickly through pages.
B.10.8 Ergonomics
In work-based computer tasks there are many protocols to follow; for example, the screen must be 
at eye level, the chair must keep your back straight and so on, otherwise the user could end up with 
eye strain, neck/back injuries or RSI. A major appeal of elnk devices is the ‘paper-like’ viewing of 
non-backlit displays, a feature that is designed to reduce eye-strain. Reading for a prolonged period of 
time in the same position may also trigger other problems however, particularly if a repetitive action is 
being performed; for example, pushing the ‘next’ button to change the page on an eReader. To reduce 
the possibility of strain injuries while using these devices then, it is essential that the positioning of 
commonly used features is carefully considered. During my investigation into digital reading devices, 
I found that several of the top-selling eReader products on the market have been designed with aes­
thetics as opposed to comfort in mind. The Sony Touch for example, has opted for the minimalist
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design approach, putting only five thin strip buttons on its fascia. Unfortunately however, the most 
commonly used button on the device (i.e., the ‘next’ button) has been placed second from the left in 
the row of buttons -  an extremely awkward position for users to press while holding the device with 
one hand (regardless of which hand they use).
B.10.9 Problematic Areas and Suggestions for Improvement
There are several areas of digital reading design that could be significantly improved by paying atten­
tion to the basic HCI principles outlined previously.
•  In the case of devices such as eReaders that do not offer a touch-screen interface, the button 
choice and placement on the device’s fascia should be carefully considered. Commonly used 
functions such as next and bookmarks should have their own dedicated buttons and should be 
placed conveniently to avoid discomfort during long reading sessions. As I have discussed, the 
‘next’ buttons on the Kindle are perfectly positioned to coincide with the thumb positions of 
users holding the device in their left or right hand, whereas the corresponding button on the 
Sony PRS-600 is poorly positioned for even ambidextrous users;
•  Further to button positioning, device manufacturers must also ensure that the buttons and func­
tions within the device are consistent. Users should not have to wonder what action the button 
or function will perform every time they use it; it should consistently perform the same action;
• Designers should also strive for completeness: ensuring that tools and actions within the device 
mimic the actions that can be performed on paper, unless this is demonstrably inefficient in a 
digital interaction. In doing so, the functions within the device will become more lightweight 
and improve the interaction between the user and device;
•  There are certain principle conventions that should be followed in order to ensure good user 
interaction with the tools. For example, due to the technology used in elnk devices, the screen 
update speed is slow. Therefore, an obvious remedy to this problem would be to reduce the 
number of screen updates. Sadly in the examples I chose there were several instances where 
the devices failed to do this. In the Sony Touch for example, the main menu screen is not one 
big list; you must scroll down after several entries to view the second half despite there being 
ample room for the entire list on the screen at one time. This causes unnecessary button clicks 
and page refreshes that could easily be avoided if the menu was contained in a single list;
•  The organisation of documents within portable reading devices is an issue that few designers 
have addressed; many simply dump all documents into a single list. To provide a fully integrated 
reading interface, provisions must be made to ensure users are able to reorder and organise their 
book collections into bespoke clusters for easy access later;
• Pages in the digital world are a forced metaphor that have migrated (badly) from physical books. 
The problems that arise from the reformatting of text for zooming and so on (e.g., difficulties in 
referencing certain parts), are directly associated with the numbering of ‘pages’ within digital 
texts. Designers should therefore be thinking of alternative ways of referencing specific areas 
of documents. This is not to say we should abolish the ubiquitous page from digital implemen­
tations, but rather, simply consider how these so-called pages hold-up against common digital 
functions such as zooming;
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•  The function of zooming, despite causing problems like the ones mentioned above, is also a key 
advantage that digital documents have over physical ones; reformatting the text of eDocuments, 
allows it to be made larger or smaller depending upon the visual capacity of the user. Unfor­
tunately however, in most cases, zoom levels do not extend to menus which stay at a constant 
size, making additional functionality difficult for users with poor vision. Clearly, the solution to 
this problem is to strive for consistency in zooming by ensuring that all text displayed on screen 
adjusts in accordance with the current magnification applied to the device;
•  The bookmarking functions on the majority of these devices leave much to be desired as they 
give no indication of where bookmarks exist within the book while it is currently being read. 
Instead, bookmarked pages are typically signified via some visual cue (e.g., a dog-eared comer 
or ribbon) on the bookmarked pages themselves, giving no overview of where others exist 
within the document. To view a list of all bookmarks, users will typically have to navigate 
away from the document they are reading to a list of entries. Although screen real-estate on 
these devices is in short supply, it would be highly beneficial if some indication of bookmark 
overview within a document could always be visible on screen while reading. One possible 
solution to this problem could be to take a similar approach to Byrd [21] and insert dots in the 
sidebar to signify the location of bookmarked pages within a document;
•  Turning pages on these devices ranges in design from simple button clicks to sweeping gestures 
across touch-screen displays. Some designs then (usually elnk), have opted for a straightfor­
ward transition between one page and another, yet others have based their page turning function 
around the book metaphor; coding page ‘curling’ visualisations -  usually in conjunction with 
gesture based controls. From my experience with these interactions however, it is clear that the 
majority have not completed the metaphor. For example, in most cases, the user can curl one 
page, but not grab multiple pages; it is also not possible to create dog-ears by curling pages in 
this manner. My recommendation here then is that page turning oh digital documents need not 
be modelled on paper; if the designers choose to do so however, then it should behave exactly 
like paper to avoid the incompleteness associated with a half-implemented book metaphor.
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